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SUMMARY
More and more people are having positive intentions of being physically active. This is
notably reflected in the increased popularity of recreational sports such as running cycling
or fitness. Despite this growing popularity, for many people and especially women, one of
the main challenges remains how to translate intentions into actual exercise behavior. This is
also referred to as the intention-behavior gap. This gap is influenced by barriers and enablers
that are experienced between setting the intention and the exercise session. To address
this, there has been a growth in products and services that attempt to motivate and support
people in exercise behavior. The question arises however, whether these products contribute
to lowering barriers that might be experienced prior to the exercise. This doctoral thesis
therefore addresses the following main research question:
‘How can design investigate and influence the barriers women experience as part of the
exercise intention-behavior gap?’
In this thesis we focus on recreational sports in general, often in the context of running as it
is one of the most popular and low threshold recreational sports.
This thesis is divided in five different parts (Figure 1). In Part 1: Introduction we introduce
the topic of the exercise intention-behavior gap among women and present the objectives
of this thesis. In Part 2: Understanding, we try to understand the intention-behavior gap
among women. Two online survey studies illustrated the nature and size of the gap. A diary
study clarified concepts of time and context, and two interview probe studies shed light on
underlying emotions. The results of our studies suggest that a broader perspective towards
running in everyday life is needed, since the phases prior to and after the run have an effect
on the run itself as well.
Based our findings of Part 2, we propose the Runner’s journey in Part 3: Synthesizing,
a visual representation of a runners’ routines articulating different stages of the journey
along with actions, barriers & enablers, thoughts and emotions. Through this narrative,
we highlight pain points and six actionable design opportunities for running motivation
technology, linked to relevant design theories and approaches. In the opportunities we focus
on supporting female runners in overcoming barriers or on the reinforcement of facilitators.
In Part 4: Designing we exemplify the design opportunities through five design exemplars
and relate these to theories in design and social and sport psychology, while taking a
Research-through-Design approach. These exemplars are research artefacts meant to bolster
the opportunities and to inspire further ideas.
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In Part 5: Reflecting, we reflect how this thesis contributes to both theory and practice
on lowering exercise barriers among women, in the field of interaction design research.
Deliberately positioning this work in opposition to the widespread use of performance
quantification as a motivational strategy, we question the current tailoring of exercise
motivation technology. In this thesis, we unveil the promise of a more qualitative perspective,
and their potential to support novel human-computer interactions. The presented insights
can help design researchers and practitioners when designing exercise motivation technology.
Relying on an interdisciplinary framing, the publications presented in this thesis sparked
a reflection on the role of gender in the design of interactive systems. Finally, we present
implications and perspectives for further work.
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Figure 1: Visual Overview of Thesis
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This doctoral thesis is divided in five
parts: Introduction, Understanding,
Synthesizing,
Designing
and
Reflecting. In the following Part 1:
Introduction we will introduce the
topic of the exercise intention-behavior
gap among women. In Chapter 1, we
will elaborate upon three main fields
addressing the topic (e.g., Social and
Sports Psychology, Industry and
HCI), and present gaps and potential
opportunities for further research. We
will combine the different perspectives
of the presented fields and situate this
work in the field of interaction design,
with a focus on integrating technology.
In Chapter 2, we will present the
objectives and contributions of this
thesis.
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1.1

Popularity of Recreational Sports

1.2

Heterogeneity in Runners

*

In this doctoral thesis we focus on recreational sports in general, but often in the context of running.

Our society has become more physically inactive over the past decades [54]. Physical
inactivity is a growing public health concern as it is associated with an increased risk of
numerous diseases, including several forms of cancer, diabetes, obesity and heart diseases
[49, 67, 92]. Getting people more physically active is therefore an important goal for
policy makers [9], which has led to an increased awareness and importance for striving to
achieve a healthy lifestyle within our society [88]. Due to this increased awareness, more
and more people have intentions of being more active [75]. This is notably reflected in the
increased popularity of unorganized recreational sports such as cycling, fitness and running
[37, 42]. Running is known for its low threshold to start: it is relatively inexpensive and
easy to practice [17] and is associated with many health benefits (such as musculoskeletal
and cardiovascular health, body composition, and psychological state) [7, 25, 35, 39, 63,
70, 80, 82]. This popularity of running is especially apparent in the increasing number of
commercial and specialized running events (e.g., ladies runs, color runs, survival runs), and
their growing number of diverse participants. These various types of running events also
reflect the culture in how running is an acceptable and inviting sports in the Netherlands,
and more broadly other Western countries. In terms of event participation, running is even
one of the most popular recreational sports in the world [78, 95]*.
Along with the increased popularity of running, ‘the runner’s’ profile has become very
diverse in terms of gender and age, resembling a growing heterogeneity in runners. During
the first wave of running starting in the 1960s, running used to be dominated by young
males [8, 79] as it was considered outrageous for women to engage in running [84]. It was
not until almost 25 years later, the first Olympic marathon for women was introduced [78].
This partake of women in running continued to develop, where a strong growth is notably
visible during the second wave of running (since the beginning of the 21st century), resulting
in an almost equal distribution of men and women in recent years [36, 78, 91]. Similar to
data of other Western countries [78], 11.3% of women and 13.2% of men within Dutch
adults (i.e., the context of this doctoral thesis), between the ages 20–79 years, expressed to
run at least monthly in 2012 [36], also indicating the age diversity of running participants
[36, 78]. Besides these socio-demographic characteristics (i.e., gender and age) representing
the heterogeneous population of runners, studies showed a variety in terms of motives to
partake in running (e.g., health, performance, social and competition elements) [22, 42, 78].
Furthermore, one can also observe a broader range of different experienced runners (e.g.,
recreational, competitive) [12] but also running context (e.g., small groups, running partner,
individually) [28, 42, 91]. This diverse profile of ‘the runner’ illustrates that running can
appeal to many people (regardless of age, gender, motives, experience or running context)
and illustrates the potential of making running even more accessible for an even larger group
of people.
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1.3

High Drop-Out Rates

1.4

Approach per Discipline

1.4.1

Social and Sports Psychology

1.4.1.1

Behavior Change Theories

Despite the increased popularity of recreational sports like running, one can observe high
drop-out rates. Previous studies indicate that the drop-out rate to general exercise programs
within the first six months is about 50%, where women are more likely to discontinue
exercising as compared to men [40]. Among runners, drop-out is regularly caused due to
running-related injuries and motivational loss, which is often noticeable among novice
female runners [21, 34, 44, 90]. What type of runners are affected by running-related
injuries and how this affects a potential drop-out and its temporality, have been studied
extensively in literature [21, 34, 44, 72, 90]. Although there is ample evidence on motivations
to partake in running [22, 65, 68, 69], reasons to quit running, next to injuries, are rather
unexplored. Moreover, since the drop-out rates in both exercise programs, and running
seem to be higher among women, in this doctoral thesis we focus on reasons to quit running
or exercising among women** in particular.
How motivational loss and potential interventions to encourage sustainable exercise behavior
among women is approached, varies per discipline. The three main fields addressing this
area are Social and Sports Psychology, the Commercial Market and Human Computer
Interaction and Design Research. In the following section, we will elaborate on each
discipline and their approach to running or exercise motivation targeting the individual.
After each approach, we follow with presented opportunities or gaps we will focus on in
this thesis.
In the field of Social and Sports Psychology, many studies on drop-out due to motivational
loss are referred to as the exercise intention-behavior gap [75, 81]. This concept indicates that
although one might have the intention to exercise, it remains challenging to translate this
intention into actual exercise behavior [81]. To gain a better understanding of the intentionbehavior gap, we first elaborate on three behavior change theories and how these are situated
within this thesis. We will then describe common barriers and enablers influencing the
intention-behavior gap, as well as motives to start exercising [75, 81].
Addressing the intention-behavior gap, it is important to have an understanding of behavior
change mechanisms, and where to situate this work in the existing behavior change theories.
Although there are a myriad of models in this well documented area of research (e.g., more
fundamental theories, reasoned action theories and learning theories [89]), we focus on three
behavior change theories that inspired the work presented and contributed to understand
how to address the intention-behavior gap. These theories are the Transtheoretical Model of
Behavior Change [74], the Theory of Planned Behavior [3] and Fogg’s Behavior Model [20].
**
In this doctoral thesis we make use of the words “women”/“woman” and pronouns “she” and “ her”
to describe our participants and target group. However, we want to emphasize that we do not solely refer
to cisgender women, whose sex assigned at birth was female (whether they identify as female, male or nonbinary), but include everyone who identifies as being female. In the general discussion, we reflect on these
choices in order to offer the readers with the required nuance to approach gender in design.
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Transtheoretical Model of Behavior Change

The Transtheoretical Model (TTM) of Behavior Change [74] proposes different stages
(precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance), in which the
attitude towards the targeted behavior changes over time. This model implies that different
types of interventions are necessary for each stage, helping to get one to the next stage of the
model. Although the target group struggling with the intention-behavior gap is exercising
for several weeks already, or months even, doubts still arise on a day-to-day basis about
actually going to exercise. The relevant TTM stages on this decision-making process, are
consequently the stages of preparation (e.g., have a plan of action to perform the desired
behavior) and action (e.g., performing the desired behavior). In this thesis, we will thus
focus on lowering the barriers to enable one from preparation (e.g., deciding to exercise in
the evening) to action (e.g., actually going) stage on a regular basis.
Theory of Planned Behavior

The Theory of Planned Behavior [3], suggests one’s behavioral intention to engage in the
target behavior is key [13]. In this theory, the three key predictors influencing this intention
are: attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control. Although in the intentionbehavior gap, the intention to go exercising is set, this intention may change during the day
due to one of the key predictors. The subjective norm (e.g., how others think one should
engage) may change, when someone else also decides to cancel their exercise session. The
same goes for perceived behavioral control (e.g., one’s perception of the extent of control
over performance of the behavior), when suddenly the weather may feel like a barrier to go
running. In this thesis, we will further investigate what key predictors influence exercise
intentions among women, in the form of barriers that may prevent performing the behavior
[13].
Fogg’s Behavior Model

Fogg’s Behavior Model describes three related factors that influence behavior: motivation,
ability and triggers [20]. In this model, the required ability to perform an action is linked to
the level of motivation needed, when being exposed to a trigger. For example, when getting
the invite to go for a run together (e.g., being exposed to do a certain action), while not being
able to leave the house (e.g., hard ability to do the task), one’s individual motivational level
should be quite high to go running. When getting the same invitation while the ability is
easy (e.g., the weather is great, and there are no other tasks to do), one’s motivation level
has to be of a lower level to go running compared to the other situation. In this thesis, we
will explore the phenomenon of contextual levels of motivation and ability, but especially
elaborate on opportune moments to intervene with exercise motivation technology (Chapter
7).
1.4.1.2

Barriers & Enablers

Important factors influencing the intention-behavior gap are barriers and enablers that
are experienced between setting the intention and the exercise session [51, 61]. Being
able to successfully overcome barriers before an exercise session is instrumental in turning
intentions into exercise behavior [51, 61]. Barriers and enablers to exercising have been
studied extensively in previous research [56, 73]. A systematic review by Morgan et al.
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(2016) including 33 studies on exercise referral schemes, reveals the most common barriers
and enablers to exercise adherence [58]. Although there are other ways of categorizing
barriers and enablers (e.g., internal, environmental, social and physical factors, [86]), in their
review they categorize 19 factors as either being intrinsic or extrinsic, in which ten factors
were considered extrinsic. Intrinsic factors are associated to the person themselves (e.g.,
motivations and preferences) whereas extrinsic factors are usually characterized as part of the
environment and ‘out of one’s control’. Among others, the most important extrinsic factors
were support, scheme setting and accessibility. Support, or the lack thereof, was highlighted
most often as being both a strong enabler and barrier. This varies from getting support
from peers or coaches, to (lack of) support by family and friends. Another external barrier
highlighted in some of the studies was the (un)familiarity of sports environments, especially
among participants who had low self-esteem. An important intrinsic factor highlighted in
the systematic review was motivation. This was described as being both an enabler as well as
a barrier: the feeling one should exercise more, lack of self-motivation, lack of time due to
personal commitments, (un)enjoying exercising, and health improvement.
1.4.1.3

Opportunity: Contextualized barriers and enablers

1.4.1.4

Motives to (Start) Exercising

The list of factors at play to enable or hinder exercise motivation is well-documented in
previous work [50, 56, 58, 73] and provides a first understanding of the intention-behavior
gap. However, the methodological approaches adopted in these studies (mostly surveys or
interviews, as in [50, 56, 73]) entail limitations to explain the interplay of enablers and
barriers as well as the antecedents and correlates of exercising behavior. Additionally, the
outcomes of these studies form an inventory of perceived and self-reported barriers and
enablers without offering actionable insights for designers about what people do to overcome
these themselves. Failing to overcome a barrier at one moment does not mean that people
might fail to overcome this barrier at a different moment or in a different context. Why and
when a barrier will result in skipping or engaging in an exercise session thus remains unclear.
Further research going beyond listings of barriers and enablers to exercise, investigating
how and when these factors are perceived, can help to put these barriers and enablers in
perspective and will be explored in Part 2: Understanding, Chapter 4.
Another factor influencing the intention-behavior gap are motives to start exercising.
Previous studies on starting motives in the context of running show that socio-demographic
variables (i.e., gender and age) as well as running characteristics (e.g., experience, frequency,
relative performance) have an influence on these motives. In a study of Hanson et al. (2015)
women seemed to be more motivated by attitudes, interests and opinions (AIOs) on weight
concern, self-esteem, affiliation and psychological coping compared to men and less by
AIOs with regards to competition and goal achievement [31]. This is in line with a study
by Deaner et al., indicating men reported higher levels of competitiveness compared to
women [15]. Motivational differences in age were investigated by Ogles and Masters (2003),
indicating young marathon participants (20–28 years) were more motivated by personal
goal achievements, compared to older marathon runners (≥50 years) [65]. Furthermore, the
older participants were more motivated by weight concerns, life meaning, health orientation
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and affiliation [65]. Besides gender and age, running experience also impacts AIOs towards
running. For example, Forsberg et al. (2015) showed that more experienced runners, those
who run for more than eight years, were more likely to run for social motives and just ‘for
the love of running’ [22]. Whereas lesser experienced runners, those who run up to three
years were more health orientated.
1.4.1.5

Opportunity: Reasons to quit running

1.5

Industry Perspective

Although motives to start running can influence running drop-out [33, 61, 76], to the best
of our knowledge, there is limited evidence about reasons to quit running and its influence
on the intention-behavior gap. An important step towards expanding the evidence base is
to understand the perceived reasons for dropping out, which will be elaborated upon in Part
2: Understanding, Chapter 3.
In line with the growing awareness of the importance of physical activity and recreational
sports, there has been a growth in commercially developed wearable technology and mobile
applications, designed for health and fitness purposes. These wearable technology devices
and services are equipped with sensors that offer real-time information on health-related
variables include among others: number of steps taken, heartrate, pace, calories burned,
temperature, oxygen levels, and blood pressure [38]. Studies in the domain of public health
have reviewed fitness and activity trackers or apps according to taxonomies of Behavior
Change Techniques [11, 53, 57]. In their systematic content analysis, Lyons et al. (2014)
reviewed 13 electronic activity monitors. They describe 6 main behavior change techniques
used in these devices: goal setting, review of behavioral goals, comparison between current
behaviors and goals, feedback, self-monitoring, and adding objects to the environment [53].
In a US-based study in 2016, one out of six people used wearable technology, including
smartwatches or fitness bands [71]. The global market size of consumer health wearables,
is expected to keep growing, with an annual growth rate of 15.9% from 2020 to 2027
[96]. The wearable technology market can be segmented in different types of application
areas, of which wrist-wear is the most popular segment, accounted for 45 percent of the
total wearable technology in 2019 [96]. Other application areas are: eye-wear, head-wear,
foot-wear, body-wear, and neck-wear. Many of the wrist-wear devices can be connected
with mobile applications, and provide the wearer with simple descriptive statistics of their
parameters. The most popular wrist-wear manufacturers for sports include Fitbit Inc., Apple
Inc., Garmin Ltd., Xiaomi and Samsung ® [96]. A recent article highlighted that these
companies have the tendency to go for a ‘default male’ design, ignoring a $50 billion market
by 2025: women [19]. Yet most of the companies also aim to market their products towards
women, by incorporating jewelry-like aesthetics or different size and color options. Besides
these key players providing feminized editions of their wearable technology, there are also
companies specifically targeting women. However, these products often target features
related to women’s health (e.g., menstruation tracking, safety notifications), or are products
that can be used as an add-on to the existing wearable technology devices (e.g., Bella Fit,
Tory Burch). Figure 2 presents a benchmark of the most popular wearable technology
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devices at the time of writing, targeting exercise among women [96]. Based on the order
webpages of the products we analyzed how the different products differentiate themselves,
and indicates the individual features per device and their mobile application, their price
range and range of color possibilities***.
1.5.1.1

Opportunity: Going beyond quantification

1.6

Human Computer Interaction and Design Research

The wearable technology devices reviewed all come with an accompanied mobile application,
providing health data. Although they provide many options in terms of personalization (e.g.,
color of casing, bands, features), the parameters are often presented in simple descriptive
statistics in graphs or numbers (e.g., average heart rate, daily activity, running cadence).
These statistics may provide a first glance of performance or progress over time and some
people feel motivated by this [15, 47, 91], yet not everyone might be encouraged to know
that they are ‘faster’ than others or competing against themselves [91]. Etkin et al. (2016)
even suggest that performance-driven interventions can undermine the enjoyment of being
physically active [18]. Especially among those who perceive sports or running as a shortterm cost (e.g., costs energy, time, sweating, pain) [16] and are rather driven by health,
social support or physical fitness [40, 43, 58, 91]. In turn, a previous study on smart wearable
devices, indicates that people who already lead a healthy lifestyle and want to quantify their
progress, are the ones more likely to purchase these consumer health wearables [83]. How
other people who are less driven by performance statistics, might benefit or be encouraged
from this type of feedback, remains unclear. An important step towards wearables
encouraging exercise motivation is to design feedback systems offering different types of
feedback, going beyond quantification, and stimulating drivers such as health benefits or
social support.
In the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Design Research, there are various
studies on personal informatics [14, 26, 45] and behavior change techniques (e.g., goalsetting, self-monitoring, prompt self-talk) to encourage physical activity and exercise [1, 10].
When specifically looking closely to running-related interventions to lower drop-out rates,
the focus is primarily on preventing running-related injuries by improving running technique
[23, 32, 64]. In parallel, perseverance among recreational runners is also stimulated through
designs that provide performance stimuli during or after a running session (Social Fabric
Fitness, Running Wheel, MPTrain, Howel) [24, 55, 62, 66]. Although this is partly in line
with consumer health wearables, these approaches often encourage performance through
sonification (MPTrain), wearable screens (Social Fabric Fitness, Howel) or virtual reality
(Running Wheel). However, in the HCI community there are also designs going beyond
performance, implementing other types of motivational drivers through different types of
modalities, which we will elaborate upon in the following section.
***
For consistency purposes in the visual appearance of the benchmark, we choose the pink option as
representation of the wearables. Although there are more options besides pink and rose gold for most of these
wearables, this is a popular aesthetic applied in these wearables when targeting women.
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Figure 2: Benchmark of the most popular wearable technology devices targeting women in 2020

Figure 3: Overview of designs addressing different types of motivational drivers, and moment of intervening
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1.6.1

Motivational Drivers

1.6.1.1

Opportunity: Overcoming day-to-day barriers

1.6.1.2

Feedback Modalities

In the HCI community we observe running-related interventions explore different types
of motivational drivers, addressing different types of runners (Figure 3). Many of these
interventions aim to increase motivation among runners by stimulating enjoyment during
running (Joggobot, Reactive Music, DJogger, JoggAR, Jogging in a Virtual City, Swan
Boat, VRun, Re-live the moment, Run with Birds) [2, 4–6, 27, 59, 77, 87, 94], stimulating
social support during or after running (Jogging over a Distance, Rufus, TickTockRun,
Virtual Jogging Companion, Social Fabric Fitness) [29, 48, 55, 60, 93] and/or stimulating
awareness and self-reflection (Activity Sculptures, JogChalking, Social Fabric Fitness,
Tasty Beats) [30, 46, 55, 85]. Except for the designs Activity Sculptures, Tasty Beats,
TickTockRun and Re-Live the Moment that focus on the moment after running, all the
other examples in the overview (Figure 3) aim to stimulate in-situ motivation and running
perseverance. For the most part these technologies seem to mainly focus on giving real-time
feedback, during the exercise session itself.
Since the ability to overcome barriers influences one’s adherence to exercise [51], these inthe-moment strategies might not effectively support people in overcoming motivational
barriers experienced beforehand. Understanding how technology can help to overcome these
day-to-day barriers, might be valuable to identify how design and interactive technologies
can better support people beyond the training itself, which will be elaborated upon in Part
2: Understanding, Chapters 4 and 5.
Besides the designs Tasty Beats and Activity Sculptures, which use tangible and gustatory
(taste) modalities, most HCI and design interventions in the running context use audio
and/or visual modalities to present feedback (Figure 4). Visual feedback is often represented
through the use of (wearable) screens or LED’s (Social Fabric Fitness, JogChalking, Howel,
RUFUS), virtual reality (Virtual Jogging Companion, VRun, Jogging in a Virtual City,
Running Wheel), or augmented reality (JoggAR). Except for the design Social Fabric
Fitness, these interventions designed a new way to feedback data going beyond graphs and
numbers presented on a screen. For example, in Jogging in a Virtual City, an extra dimension
is added to running on a treadmill, where the distance run is translated to an actual virtual
position in a city. Another example is Rufus, where cheers by supporters are sent through
coded messages, showing different types of LED’s to the runners on a wristband. Another
commonly used feedback modality in running interventions is the use of audio. Often audio
is used as an encouragement for the runner to alter pace according to the BPM (Reactive
Music, DJogger). However, in Jogging over a Distance we also see that sound can be used
as a way to offer social support. This design facilitates two geographically separated runners,
to run together through sonification of heartrate. One can also observe interventions
combining audio and visual modalities, encouraging reflection of the run (Joggobot, Re-live
the Moment, Run with Birds). An example of this is Re-Live the Moment, a system taking
snapshot of the environment while running, composing an after-movie of the snapshots
along with the played music.
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Figure 4: Overview of feedback modalities of running technology

1.6.1.3

Opportunity: Feedback modalities as qualitative interfaces

Even though the HCI and design community have made some steps in going beyond
quantified performance data, the main feedback modalities of these systems remain rather
twofold: audio or visual. Based on our overview it seems that modalities as tangible,
gustatory or olfactory are rather unexplored. While these types of modalities might
offer potential to enrich these other types of motivational drivers. Furthermore, a more
qualitative perspective integrated in these modalities might add another layer of depth to
the feedback. Lockton et al. (2017) describe people tend to construct meaning through
the qualities of phenomena and their relationships with them [52]. Our body, for instance,
essentially acts as a qualitative interface. As we bathe, the skin of our fingertips is a good
indication of how long we have been in the water. When integrating these relations in
a design, it is referred to as a qualitative interface: “a qualitative display as being a way in
which information is presented primarily through representing qualities of phenomena” [52, p2].
Qualitative interfaces are commonly used in the design of data physicalization, a tangible
representation of data to help people explore, understand and communicate data [41, 52].
When we integrate these types of qualitative interfaces in running technology, we might
influence how people interact with their data, and be able to enrich how to stimulate these
other motivational drivers (e.g., social support, enjoyment, self-reflection).
The different perspectives (e.g., Social and Sports Psychology, Industry and HCI) elaborated
upon in this chapter, each contribute to investigating barriers and enablers to exercise
among the individual, and provide potential interventions to overcome these. Additionally,
we addressed gaps and opportunities within these disciplines, regarding methodology,
differences in gender approach, timing of intervention and the default use of quantification.
In this doctoral thesis we will elaborate upon those gaps and opportunities.
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2.1

Thesis Objectives

2.2

Research Questions

In the previous chapter, we presented various gaps and opportunities. First, we observed
an opportunity to contextualize barriers and enablers, as opposed to only listing these.
Additionally, we examined limited evidence about reasons to quit running and its influence
on the intention-behavior gap. An important step towards expanding the evidence base
is to understand the perceived reasons for dropping out. We also recognized a certain status
quo of presenting feedback through simple descriptive statistics through quantification. A
qualitative way of presenting this feedback, might engage people to interact differently with
their data. Furthermore, we identified most interventions seem to mainly focus on giving
feedback during the exercise session itself, while barriers are often experienced beforehand.
An opportunity is to help people overcome these day-to-day barriers through design. In
this doctoral thesis we will elaborate upon these gaps and opportunities, while taking a
Research-through-Design approach [1]. We will combine the different perspectives of the
presented fields and situate this work in the field of interaction design, with a focus on
integrating technology.
In this thesis we will address the following main research question:
‘How can design investigate and influence the barriers women experience as part of the
exercise intention-behavior gap?’
Sub questions:

a. What are the main barriers and enablers experienced by women, that influence the
exercise intention-behavior gap?
b.

2.3

How can we design for lowering the exercise intention-behavior gap, while gaining
in-situ knowledge on barriers and enablers?

Contributions

This doctoral thesis contributes to both in theory and practice to closing the exercise
intention-behavior gap, through the use of interaction design research. Informed by two
survey studies, we gain an understanding of the nature and scope of the intention-behavior
gap (Chapters 3 & 6). Empirical findings gathered through a diary and interview probe
studies (Chapters 4, 5 & 6), gave insights on concepts of time, context and emotion.
Synthesizing the findings of Part 2, we propose the Runner’s Journey model, highlighting
six design opportunities for the design of exercise encouragement technology (Chapter 7).
Through a Research-through-Design process, we gain empirical insights through the design
of artifacts of which the contribution is twofold (Chapters 8 – 12). First, artifacts which act
as propositional objects that inspire new practice in the design field. Second, the empirical
findings derived from the user studies conducting through these artifacts, that feedback
knowledge from the design studies into theories and models. Deliberately positioning this
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work in opposition to the widespread use of quantification as a motivational strategy, we
question the current tailoring of motivational design to address the needs of specific target
groups and notably amongst women.
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02.

In Part 1: Introduction, we introduced
the topic of the exercise intentionbehavior gap among women and
presented the objectives of this thesis.
In Part 2: Understanding, we address
the following sub-research question:
“What are the main barriers and enablers
experienced by women, that influence
the exercise intention-behavior gap?”
through a mixed-method approach.
Two online survey studies illustrated
the nature and size of the gap (Chapter
3 & 6). A diary study clarified concepts
of time and context (Chapter 4), and
two interview probe studies shed light
on underlying emotions (Chapter 5 &
6). Since various approaches were taken
to shed light on different elements of the
intention-behavior gap, we first provide
an overview of the different studies,
and their empirical contributions on
the next page. In Chapter 3 to 6 we will
present the studies published as peerreviewed papers.
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chapter 03
survey study

chapter 04
diary study

RQS

What are potential reasons
for drop-out, as perceived by
short-distance runners?

What barriers and enablers
to exercise occur on a dayto-day basis, and how do
they influence the intentionbehavior gap?

METHOD

We collected data through
an
online
standardized
questionnaire among runners
at the Eindhoven Marathon
Running Event, participating
in the 5 km and 10 km (n =
898).

We used a 7-day diary study
for which we designed
an Exercise Diary. The
participants (N = 16) were
asked to report their daily
exercise
intentions
and
behaviour, and how these
changed retrospectively.

CONTRIBUTION

With the present study, we:
(i) gain insights in perceived
reasons to quit running, and
(ii) how this is affected by
socio-demographics
(i.e.,
gender and age) running
habits, and AIOs on running.

Through the diary study,
we gain insights into (i)
the
intention-behaviour
interplay, and (ii) the
experienced barriers and
enablers that influence this
interplay throughout the day.

CONCLUSION

Based on our results, we
argue that although we
see significant differences
related to gender in social
reasons to quit running and
significant ones related to age
in individual reasons to quit
running, these should not be
considered conclusive.

Our findings emphasise the
temporal dynamics of the
intention-behaviour
gap
influenced by the different
types of days. Additionally,
we indicated what types of
barriers and enablers were
experienced on different
types of days.

PUBLICATION
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chapter 05
empathy probe

chapter 06
journey mapping

What are personally used
motivational
strategies
among novice runners?

What is the influence of
motivational barriers and
enablers in runners’ rituals?

We deployed an empathy
probe at a women-only
running event (N = 8), which
gave motivational feedback
during the warm-up phase of
the run.

We
conducted
two
complementary
studies
among participants of a
women-only running event.
Combining an online survey
(N = 114) and a journey
mapping activity (N = 13).

Through Faye, we both
inform on the impact of
the motivational feedback
and reflect on the use of an
empathy probe to investigate
motivational
strategies
among novice runners.

The
present
research
investigates the influence of
motivational barriers and
enablers in runners’ rituals
prior to, during and after
running.

The empathic approach we
used in this study, inspired
us to rethink motivational
feedback. Our results show
that this is a promising
direction, and we gained first
insights into how to design
this type of feedback to
motivate novice runners.

Results of the first study
underline that the moment
prior to running is of influence
on the actual running session.
The results of the study also
confirm that when someone
perceives a barrier, it does
not always hinder one from
running.

International
Conference
on
Human-Computer
Interaction - HCII 2020

NordiCHI 2020
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To explore the nature and scope of the
intention-behavior gap as perceived by
recreational runners, we investigated
potential reasons to quit running
through a survey study. Although
motives to start running can influence
running drop-out, to the best of our
knowledge, there is limited evidence
about reasons to quit running and its
influence on the intention-behavior
gap. An important step towards
expanding the evidence base is to
understand the perceived reasons for
dropping out, which will be elaborated
upon in the following chapter.
In this chapter we investigate the
relation between reasons to quit running
and different variables as gender, age,
running habits, and attitudes, interests,
and opinions (AIOs) on running.
Based on our results, we argue that
although we see significant differences
related to gender in social reasons
to quit running and significant ones
related to age in individual reasons
to quit running, these should not be
considered conclusive.
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survey
/ˈsɝveɪ/ • English

(noun) a set of questions people are asked to
gather information or find out their opinions, or
the information gathered by asking many people
the same questions *
*

American Dictionary
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CHAPTER 03
SURVEY STUDY
This chapter is an exact reproduction of the paper published as: Menheere, D., Janssen, M., Funk, M., Van
Der Spek, E., Lallemand, C., & Vos, S. (2020). Runner’s Perceptions of Reasons to Quit Running: Influence
of Gender, Age and Running-Related Characteristics. International journal of environmental research and
public health, 17(17), 6046.
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Abstract: Physical inactivity has become a major public health concern and, consequently, the
awareness of striving for a healthy lifestyle has increased. As a result, the popularity of recreational
sports, such as running, has increased. Running is known for its low threshold to start and its
attractiveness for a heterogeneous group of people. Yet, one can still observe high drop-out rates
among (novice) runners. To understand the reasons for drop-out as perceived by runners, we
investigate potential reasons to quit running among short distance runners (5km and 10km) (n
= 898). Data used in this study were drawn from the standardized online Eindhoven Running
Survey 2016 (ERS16). Binary logistic regressions were used to investigate the relation between
reasons to quit running and different variables like socio-demographic variables, running habits
and attitudes, interests, and opinions (AIOs) on running. Our results indicate that, not only people
of different gender and age show significant differences in perceived reasons to quit running, also
running habits, (e.g., running context and frequency) and AIOs are related to perceived reasons to
quit running too. With insights into these related variables, potential drop-out reasons could help
health professionals in understanding and lowering drop-out rates among recreational runners.

3.1

Introduction

Physical inactivity has become a major public health concern as it is associated with the
development of chronic diseases [31, 51]. Consequently, the awareness and importance of
striving for an active and healthy lifestyle within our society have increased [48]. This is
notably reflected in the increased popularity of unorganized recreational sports such as
running [20, 23]. Running is known for its low threshold to start: it is relatively inexpensive
and easy to practice [8] and is associated with many health benefits (i.e. musculoskeletal and
cardiovascular health, body composition, and psychological state) [2, 11, 16, 21, 29, 34, 43,
44] and is therefore a popular recreational sport. This popularity is especially apparent in the
increasing number of commercial running events, and their growing number of participants.
In terms of event participation, running is even one of the most popular recreational sports
in the world [40, 53]. Therefore, since the begin of the 21st century, we can speak of the
second wave of running [40].
The growing number and diversity of specialized running events (e.g. ladies runs, color runs,
survival runs) are aligned with the development of the heterogeneous profile of ‘the runner’
over the years [30, 38, 50]. During the first wave of running starting in the 1960s, running
used to be dominated by young males [3, 41] as it was considered outrageous for women to
engage in running [45]. It was not until almost 25 years later, the first Olympic marathon
for women was introduced [40]. This partake of women in running continued to develop,
where a strong growth is notably visible during the second wave of running, resulting in
an almost equal distribution of men and women in recent years [19, 40, 50]. Similar to
data of other Western countries [40], 11.3% of women and 13.2% of men within Dutch
adults (i.e., the context of the present study), between the ages 20-79 years, expressed to
run at least monthly in 2012 [19], also indicating the age diversity of running participants
[40, 52]. Besides some socio-demographic characteristics (i.e. gender and age) representing
the heterogeneous population of runners, studies showed a variety in terms of motives to
partake in running (e.g., health, social and competition elements, performance) [10, 23, 42].
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Furthermore, one can also observe a broader range of different experienced runners (e.g.,
recreational, competitive) [5] but also running context (e.g., small groups, running partner,
individually) [12, 23, 50]. This diverse profile of ‘the runner’ illustrates that running can
appeal to many people (regardless of age, gender, motives, experience or running context)
and illustrates the potential of making running even more accessible for an even larger group
of people.
Despite the increasing popularity and the growing heterogeneity in runners, one can observe
high drop-out rates due to running-related injuries and motivational loss, which is often
noticeable among novice runners [15, 25, 49]. What type of runners are affected by runningrelated injuries and how this affects a potential drop-out, and how long this drop-out lasts,
has been studied extensively in previous literature [9, 15, 25, 35, 49]. Although there is
evidence on motivations to partake in running [10, 30, 32, 33], reasons to quit running are
rather unexplored.
Previous studies on reasons to start running, show the influence of the different type of
characteristics. Indicating the influence of socio-demographic variables (i.e., gender and
age), running habits (e.g., experience, frequency, relative performance) and in the runners’
attitudes, interests and opinions (AIOs). In a study of Hanson et al. (2015) women seem to
be more motivated by AIOs on weight concern, self-esteem, affiliation and psychological
coping compared to men and less by AIOs with regards to competition and goal achievement
[13]. This is in line with a study by Deaner et al. (2011), indicating men reported higher
levels of competitiveness compared to women [6]. Motivational differences in age were
investigated by Ogles & Masters (2003), indicating young marathon participants (20-28
years) were more motivated by personal goal achievements, compared to older marathon
runners (≥50 years). Furthermore, the older participants were more motivated by weight
concerns, life meaning, health orientation and affiliation. Besides gender and age, running
experience also impacts AIOs towards running. For example, Forsberg et al. (2015) showed
that more experienced runners, those who run for more than eight years, were more likely to
run for social motives and just ‘for the love of running’. Whereas lesser experienced runners,
those who run up to three years were more health orientated.
Although motives for running can influence running drop-out [14, 28, 37], to the best of
our knowledge, there is limited evidence about reasons to quit running. An important step
toward expanding the evidence base is to understand the reasons for drop-out as perceived by
runners. Hence, the scope of this paper is on the perceived reasons to quit running. Janssen
et al. (2017, 2020) distinguish two groups of perceived reasons to quit running: individual
(e.g., time management, injuries) and social (e.g., running partner/trainer quits) [23, 24].
These reasons are covered by the items of the Leuven Running Survey 2009 [39] and adapted
to event runners. Whether these are related to socio-demographic characteristics as gender
and age, as they are for motives to running [6, 13, 30], or running-related characteristics is,
however unknown.
With the present study, we aim to (i) gain insights in perceived reasons to quit running, and
(ii) how this is affected by socio-demographics (i.e., gender and age) running habits, and
AIOs on running.
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3.2

3.2.1

Materials and Methods

Study Design and Respondents

The data used in this study were drawn from the Eindhoven Running Survey 2016
(ERS2016). We collected data through an online standardized questionnaire among runners
at the Eindhoven Marathon Running Event, which offered races at 5km, 10km, 21.1km and
42.2km. For this paper, a sub-dataset was drawn with only those runners that participated
in the 5 km and 10 km. These distances were selected because of the heterogeneity of the
participants, including both more experienced, less and unexperienced runners. The items
used in this questionnaire were directly derived from the standardized questionnaire from
previous editions of this event (ERS2014 and ERS2015).
In total, 18,261 runners participated in this event, who agreed upon registration that they
could be contacted for research purposes. After finishing the event, all runners received an
email with an explanation of the study, informed consent and our guarantee that their data
would be processed anonymously. If they agreed upon participation in this study, they could
click the link to the online questionnaire. The email contained all needed information and
was in line with the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and the American
Psychological Association. Thereby, the Research Board of the Fontys School of Sport
Studies was consulted prior to initiation of this study, and approval for the study design was
obtained.
Of the 18,261 runners, 3,727 runners completed the questionnaire (overall response rate of
20.4%) of which 7.9% in the 5 km and 16.2% in the 10 km run. Since this study focused
on the 5 and 10km distances, the subset used here consists of 898 runners (603 who ran
the 10km and 295 the 5km). The average age of the runners in the present study was 40.7
years, with the youngest runner at 18 years and the oldest 78 years old. 52.7% per cent of
the participants were women (n = 474 runners). These socio-demographic backgrounds are
comparable to other running samples in previous large-scale running studies in Western
Europe [7, 23, 40].

3.2.2

Questionnaire

The online questionnaire consisted of three sections. The first section included attitudes,
interests, and opinions (AIOs) on running, the second focused on socio-demographics and
the last on running habits. The questionnaire is provided in the Supplementary Materials
(File S1, questionnaire ERS2016), in which Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the questionnaire
[24]. The first section of the questionnaire consists of items on running AIOs and was
adopted from previous studies [7, 23, 24, 50]. Runners were asked to rate the extent to
which they agreed with the items, using a 5-point Likert scale (ranging from 1 = totally
disagree, to 5 = totally agree). The second section of the questionnaire includes questions
on sociodemographic characteristics. We asked for gender (male/female); age (years);
professional status (student/unemployed/employed part-time/employed full-time); and level
of education (lower and middle/higher/university). The third section covered running habits
included running frequency (number of runs per week) years of running experience (<1 year:
novice; 1–5 years: moderately experienced; >5 years: experienced); and preferred running
context (individual/with friends/colleagues, small running groups/clubs).
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3.2.3

Measurements

3.2.3.1

Creating scales of running AIOs

First, we created scales of the items on running AIOs by replicating the questionnaire
used by Janssen et al. (2020). We ran reliability analyses for all scales. Items were assessed
(Cronbach’s Alpha’s scores of >0.700 were considered acceptable) and reconsidered whether
they substantively contributed to the component or not, and no changes were made. Finally,
scales were constructed by calculating the average scores for the reliable items per component,
resulting in average scale scores. Table 1 gives an overview of these components (i.e. scales),
including the number of items, Cronbach’s Alpha’s and average score (ranging from 1 to 5).
Eventually, five AIO-scales were formed and used in this study:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Perceived advantages of running (e.g., ‘running gives me energy’, or ‘running is
good for my health’);
Identification with running (e.g., ‘I am proud to be a runner’, or ‘I feel myself to
be a real runner’);
Running is a sport that is easy to practice (e.g., ‘I can practice running anytime,
anywhere’);
Social motives for quitting (e.g., I would quit running ‘if my trainer quit’ or ‘if my
running friends quit’);
Individual motives for quitting (e.g., I would quit running if ‘I got injured’, or if
‘my spare time was decreased’);

Table 1: Components including the number of items, Cronbach α, average scores and standard deviations.

3.2.3.2

Dependent variables

In this study, we used two dependent variables: social motives for quitting and individual
motives for quitting. As they do not follow a normal distribution, both scales were recoded
into binary variables. All scores below the scale average (i.e. M = 1.79) were coded as ‘0
below’ and all scores above the average were coded as ‘1 above’. In this way, we were able
to interpret the data relative to the sample and able to see if there are variables that could
explain why runners score lower or higher compared to their fellow runners.
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3.2.3.3

Independent variables

As independent variables, we included three groups of variables: (i) socio-demographic
variables; (ii) running habits; and (iii) running AIOs. The socio-demographic characteristics
included gender, age, and level of education. The group of running habits consisted of variables
that are directly related to running and which define the level of running involvement: years
of running experience, training frequency and running context. The three-remaining scale on
running AIOs perceived advantages of running, identification with running and running as
a sport that is easy to practice complete the list of independent variables. Table 2 gives the
descriptive statistics of the sample for the dependent and independent variables.
Table 2: The descriptive statistics of the sample for the dependent and independent variables.

3.2.4

Analysis

All results were analyzed using SPSS 26.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). First,
descriptive statistics (i.e., mean scores, standard deviations, minimum and maximum
values) were collected to provide an overview of the sample structure, and the items and
variables used. Second, two binary logistic regression models (method = enter) were created
with the two dependent variables: social motives for quitting and individual motives for
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quitting. As aforementioned, both scales were recoded into binary variables. Nagelkerke R²
was used as a measure of goodness of fit. Values between 0.10 and 0.20 were considered as
satisfactory and above 0.20 as very satisfactory [18, 27]. The different models were tested for
multicollinearity, outliers, and leverage points by calculating the variance inflation factors
and influence statistics (Cook’s). No problems with the data were found concerning these
aspects.

3.3

3.3.1

Results

Descriptive Analysis

First, descriptive analysis shows that the social motives for quitting scores an average of
1.79 (SD = 0.72) on a 5-point Likert scale. From the 853 runners, 390 (45.7%) runners score
below the group average, and the remaining 54.3% scores above and perceive relatively more
social reasons to quit running. For the individual motives for quitting a mean of 3.33 (SD
= 0.78) on a 5-point Likert scale was given. Here, of the 853 runners, 399 (46.8%) runners
scored below this relative average, and the remaining 46.8% perceived relatively more
individual reasons to quit running. In Table 3, the mean scores on the items that form both
scales are presented. If we compare these items, it is clear to see that ‘physical constraints or
injuries’ are the most important reason to quit running (M = 4.14 SD = 0.77), followed by
item 6; ‘tired of running’ (M = 3.20; SD = 1.05). The items that are related to ‘social motives
to quit running’, score the lowest (M = 1.82 or lower).
Second, the results of the binary logistic regression are presented in Table 4. The binary
logistic regression with social motives for quitting running as a dependent variable showed
significant differences (p < 0.05, p < 0.01 or p < 0.001) for gender, experience with running,
running context and on the AIOs towards running, viz. running as a sport that is easy
to practice, perceived advantage of running and identification with running. The binary
logistic regression with individual motives for quitting running as a dependent variable
revealed significant differences for age, education level, experience with running, running
frequency and one of the AIOs towards running, viz. identification with running.
Table 3: Mean scores, standard deviations, minimum and maximum values of the items.

Superscript number indicate to which scale, the items belong to. Social reasons to quit running indicated with a 1, and
individual reasons indicated with 2.
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3.3.2

Binary Logistic Regression Social Reasons for Quitting

3.3.3

Binary Logistic Regression Individual Reasons for Quitting

3.4

Discussion

In the model for ‘social motives for quitting running’, female runners were more likely (OR
= 1.642; p < 0.01) to perceive social motives to quit running than male runners. No effect
was found for age and education. With regards to the running habits, runners with more
than 5 years of running experience, were less likely (OR = 0.610; p < 0.05) to perceive social
motives to quit running compared to runners with less than 1 year of running experience.
Thereby, runners who run with other runners are more likely to perceive social motives to
quit running. Those who run with friends, colleagues and in small groups have an odds
ratio of 3.352 (p < 0.001) and those who run in clubs have an odds ratio of 4.541 (p < 0.01),
both compared to runners that participate individually. The third running habit; running
frequency did not show significant differences. In the final set of independent variables,
significant differences for all included AIOs towards running were found. Those who see
running as a sport that is easy to practice (OR = 0.502; p < 0.01) and those who perceive
advantages of running (OR = 0.314; p < 0.01) were less likely to perceive social motives to
quit running, whereas runners who identify themselves with running (OR = 1.366; p < 0.05)
were more likely to perceive social motives to quit running.
In the model for individual motives for quitting running, gender was not found to be
associated with the individual motives, were the other socio-demographic variables was.
Runners that were older (> 46 years) are less likely to perceive individual motives to quit
running than younger runners (< 35 years) did (OR = 0.498; p < 0.001). Runners with higher
education or who finished university, were more likely to quit running based on individual
motives compared to runners with a lower of middle education (resp. OR = 2.012; p < 0.001
and OR = 2.721; p < 0.001). Similarly, to the model on social motives for quitting, runners
with more than 5 years of running experience, were less likely (OR = 0.610; p < 0.05) to
perceive individual motives to quit running compared to runners with less than 1 year of
running experience. The running frequency was also found to be significant, those who
run twice a week (OR = 0.654; p < 0.05) were less likely to perceive individual motives for
quitting compared to runners who run once (or less) a week. Furthermore, runners who
identify themselves with running (OR = 0,352; p < 0.001) were less to perceive individual
motives to quit running. No significant differences were found for running context, and
AIO-items running as a sport that is easy to practice and perceived advantages of running.
The aim of this study was to gain insight among short-distance event runners into the
perceived reasons to quit running, and to identify how these reasons are affected by sociodemographics (i.e., gender and age), running habits and AIOs on running This is an
important step toward expanding the evidence base to understand the reasons for dropout
as perceived by runners. This is key to support runners in continued running and to address
the barriers runners perceive adequately. The limitations of this study, such as the treatment
of the data and its implications, are discussed at the end of the discussion section.
Our findings show that runners are more likely to perceive individual reasons to quit running
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Table 4: Results of the binary logistic regression, in odds ratios (Exp (β)) with regards to the
reference group (ref.).

than social reasons (Table 3). Physical constraints or injuries (item 7) is the most important
reason to quit running, which is in line with previous studies [9, 15, 25, 35, 49], followed
by being tired of running (item 6). Socials reasons to quit running because ‘my trainer is
leaving’, or ‘my buddy quits running’ were less likely to be perceived as important. A possible
explanation for this might be that a large group of the participants (approx. 60%) does
not run in a social context but runs individually. This is in line with studies showing that
running is an activity that is mostly practiced individually, outside the organized context of
clubs [12, 23, 47]. For individual runners, individual reasons to quit running might be more
applicable and easier to identify with, as compared to social reasons.
For individual reasons to quit running, significant differences were found for age, education
level, experience with running, running frequency and one of the AIOs towards running;
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identification with running (Table 4). Furthermore, results showed that social reasons to
quit running are significantly different depending on the gender, experience with running,
running context and on the AIOs towards running; running as a sport that is easy to
practice, perceived advantage of running and identification with running.
Compared to male runners, our results show that female runners perceive more social
reasons to quit running. This result may be explained by the fact that women appear to attach
greater value to social support [22, 26, 36]. A previous study by Vos et al. (2014), in which
a typology of female runners was constructed, did show that women valued connectedness
with others. This finding was also reported by Pridgeon & Grogan (2012), stating that
loss of social support contributed to exercise dropout, especially among women. Another
possible assumption would be that female runners, compared to male runners, run more
often in a social context and therefore experience social reasons to quit running more often.
However, this explanation is not supported by a previous study (N = 3,727) on running
typologies, which does not suggest that women are more likely to run in social contexts
but often run in individual context as well [24]. Notably, in the present study, we did not
found significant differences for individual reasons to quit running for gender. So, although
female runners run in both social and individual contexts, social reasons to quit running are
perceived more often by women than men.
Runners aged above 45 years, perceive fewer individual reasons to quit running as compared
to younger runners below 35 years. This result might hint at the idea of people feeling more
in control of their own time when ageing, as compared to having difficulties in seeking a
way to incorporate running in their daily lives [17, 22, 26]. This might also be related to the
fact that people over 45 are in a less exploratory phase of their lives, and thus do not perceive
reasons to seek for different types of sports to practice [17]. Another explanation might be
that these ‘older’ runners are more experienced and therefore, more aware of their bodies
and potential injuries [25, 46]. This is in line with a previous study, indicating that the most
experienced runners included most runners being older than 45 [24]. What is notable is that
there is no significant difference found for social reasons to quit running for age, indicating
that reasons to quit from a social perspective are not dependent on age.
Our results suggest that runners who have a higher education or university degree perceive
more individual reasons to quit running compared to runners with a low or middle
educational degree. Runners with a university degree perceive these reasons about three
times as much, and runners with a higher education twice as much. This is not the case for
social reasons to quit running. The reason for this might be that runners with a higher or
university degree have more trouble in finding a good work-life-sports balance, and thus
have more trouble in prioritizing running on a day to day basis.
Running experience influenced both social and individual reasons to quit negatively, where
runners who run for more than 5 years perceive less (social and individual) reasons to quit
as compared to runners running for less than a year. We can hypothesize that runners
who already have been running for more than 5 years have already been able to overcome
obstacles and barriers (e.g., injuries or motivational loss) throughout the years and kept
pursuing running [25, 46]. While On the other hand, participants running for less than a
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year might have a lower self-efficacy, i.e. confidence in one’s ability to overcome potential
obstacles [1]. Another possible explanation is that experienced runners might feel more
competent, and therefore are less afraid of getting injured or being dependent on external
factors like a coach or a running group. A previous study, for instance, indicated that the
more experienced runners (>7 years) were more likely to run “for the love of running” [10],
which might indicate that regardless of some obstacles, their love for running helps them
overcome these.
When looking at running frequency, the results suggest that runners who run twice a week
perceive fewer individual reasons to quit running as compared to runners who run once a
week or less. Notably, this is not the case for social reasons to quit running, nor for runners
who run three times a week or more. Although these runners who run twice a week have
a higher time investment compared to runners who run once a week or less, they might be
able to better incorporate this activity in their schedule on a weekly basis [37]. For those
running ≤ 1 per week, the involvement into running is lower, as compared to runners who
dedicate to run twice a week. These ‘occasional’ runners might perceive more reasons to quit
since they have not been able to commit to the sport that often on a training basis yet [24,
37]. Additionally, a lower running frequency might also affect the feeling of competence or
experience, which in turn might increase the fear of getting injured [25].
Although runners in our sample generally experienced more individual reasons to quit
running, the running context positively influenced social reasons to quit running. Runners
who run in a running group perceive more than three times as many social reasons to quit
running compared to runners who run individual, and runners running at a running club
more than four times as much. It might seem obvious that when one runs individually,
fewer social reasons to quit can be observed. Interestingly though, individual runners do not
perceive more individual reasons to quit running, as compared to social runners. Individual
reasons to quit running might thus not be dependent on the running context but on other
variables (e.g. age, running experience, running frequency) as stated in earlier studies [6,
13, 30].
Runners who do not think of running as a sport that is easy to practice, and do not perceive
many advantages of running, perceive more social reasons to quit running. Instead of these
advantages of running, these runners might value and need other AIOs (e.g., social support)
to go running and therefore, experience more social reasons to quit running [36].
When one identifies as being a runner, our results indicate that this affects both social and
individual reasons to quit running. Runners who identify themselves as a runner perceive
more social reasons to quit running. This might indicate that runners who run in a social
context (e.g. club or running group), identify themselves as being a ‘real’ runner and therefore
might also depend more on their fellow runners (as a community) and social support. When
for example a fellow runner quits, this might act as a trigger to quit running [36]. Contrary to
this, runners who identify as being a runner perceive less individual reasons to quit running.
A possible explanation might be that these are less likely to get tired of running, or running
is their main sport. This is in line with previous studies indicating that runners who identify
strongly with running are the more experienced, long-distance runners [7, 24], hinting they
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might have been able to overcome these possible reasons to quit previously.
Based on our results, we argue that although we see significant differences related to gender
in social reasons to quit running and significant ones related to age in individual reasons to
quit running, these should not be considered conclusive. Our results showed that running
characteristics (e.g. running experience, context, frequency, running AIOs) also influence
one’s perceived reasons to quit running. We thus contribute to knowledge on running
dropouts by drawing a more accurate picture of the situation.

3.4.1

Limitations

3.5

Conclusions

Our studies entail some limitations. As part of our sampling strategy, we selected a subset
of the dataset and included runners who participated in the 5km and 10km distances of the
running event. Through this, we purposively focused on novice and less experienced runners,
who are more likely to drop-out. Although these runners might not be representative of all
runners who perceive reasons to quit running, participants of large running events have
been considered a representative selection of the broader recreational running community
in previous studies [4, 24].
In this study, we investigated runners’ perceived reasons to quit running. By asking perceived
reasons, this study relies on self-reported data and the perception of the participants. We
do not know if these reasons would be an actual reason to quit running. However, knowing
more about the perception of runners might indicate possible solutions or interventions to
lower drop-out rates.
Finally, some methodological limitations related to the dependent variables should be
mentioned. As aforementioned, we had to recode our two dependent variables into binary
variables because both scales were not normally distributed. We thus lost some information
about individual differences. Yet, we were able to interpret the data relativity to the sample.
Second, we used 7 items to construct the 2 independent variables. Next to these seven
possible reasons to quit running, there are other reasons why runners may quit running.
Here we decided to build further on previous studies and hence could benefit from items
which have an acceptable internal consistency.
Our survey study shows that although gender and age have shown significant differences in
perceived reasons to quit running, these should not be considered conclusive. Our findings
implicate that running characteristics (e.g. running experience, context, frequency, running
AIOs) also influence one’s perceived reasons to quit running. These insights could help
policymakers to understand novice runners and their perceived reasons for a potential dropout. This insight can be used to match public health policies to the motives and barriers of
novice runners. Sports professionals (e.g., trainers and, coaches) could use this insight to
lower drop-out rates among novice runners and eliminate potential perceived reasons to
quit running.

survey study
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In the previous chapter, Chapter 3,
we presented potential reasons to quit
running among recreational runners
and explored the nature and scope of
the intention-behavior gap. We found
significant differences related to gender
in social reasons to quit running, and
age related to individual reasons to quit
running.
Besides individual or social reasons to
quit running, insights on barriers and
enablers experienced on a daily basis
are necessary to explore opportunities
for design, that help overcome
the intention-behavior gap. In the
following chapter, we conducted a
7-day diary study, focused on this dayto-day intention-behavior interplay.
In this diary study, participants were
asked what their exercise intentions
and behavior were per day, and whether
and why these changed retrospectively
during the day. Through this, we
gained insights into the experienced
barriers and enablers that influence
this interplay throughout the day,
and indicate how they influence the
different types of days.
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diary
/ˈdʌɪəri/ • Latin

(noun) a person’s private record of events,
thoughts, feelings, etc., that are written down
every day, or a book where such things are
recorded*
*

American Dictionary
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CHAPTER 04
DIARY STUDY
This chapter is an exact reproduction of the paper published as: Menheere, D. S., Funk, M., van der
Spek, E. D., Lallemand, C., & Vos, S. B. (2020). A Diary Study on the Exercise Intention-Behaviour
Gap: Implications for the Design of Interactive Products. In Design Research Society 2020. doi: 10.21606/
drs.2020.329
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Abstract: Increasingly aware of the importance of active lifestyles, many people intend to exercise
more. One of the main challenges is to translate exercise intentions into actual exercise behaviour,
the so-called intention-behaviour gap. To investigate barriers and enablers that affect this gap,
we conducted a 7-day diary study with 16 women. Participants indicated what their exercise
intentions and behaviour were per day, and whether and why they changed retrospectively during
the day. Through the diary study, we gain insights into (i) the intention-behaviour interplay,
and (ii) the experienced barriers and enablers that influence this interplay throughout the day.
Based on the findings, we contribute new implications for design in supporting people translating
their intentions into exercise behaviour. We propose three design concepts to illustrate underlying
design opportunities. The focus is on positively influencing the interplay of enablers and barriers of
exercising and how these can be addressed through design.

4.1

Introduction

Our society has become more physically inactive over the past decades, since our everyday
lives have become more sedentary and less physically active [13]. The adverse health effects
of being physically inactive have led to an increased awareness and importance of striving for
a healthy lifestyle within our society [25]. Due to this increased awareness, more and more
people have intentions of being more active [19]. This is notably reflected in the increased
popularity of unorganized recreational sports (such as running, cycling, fitness) [6, 20].
Despite these positive intentions, for many people one of the main challenges remains
how to translate their intentions into actual, preferably long-term, exercise behaviour [19].
For example, a previous study indicates that the drop-out rate to exercise programs within
the first six months is about 50% [1], thus missing out on important health benefits. An
important factor influencing this intention-behaviour gap are barriers and enablers that are
experienced between the intention and the exercise behaviour [12, 17].
Barriers and enablers to exercising have been studied extensively [14, 16, 18]. Barriers that
hinder exercise are for instance: weather conditions, lack of confidence and lack of social
support. Enabling factors are among others maintaining a routine, anticipating positive
feelings and social support. Besides fine-grained ways of categorizing (e.g., internal,
environmental, social and physical factors, [23]), these barriers and enablers are most often
categorized as internal or external. External factors are usually characterized as part of the
environment and ‘out of your control’ (e.g., weather, lack of social support), whereas internal
factors are associated to the persons themselves (e.g., lack of energy, past experiences)
[14]. Previous research indicates external barriers are perceived more often as compared
to internal ones [3]. These barriers and enablers, external or internal, are instrumental
in successfully turning intentions into exercise behaviour [12, 17], also referred to as the
‘intention-behaviour gap’ [21].
In line with the rise in recreational sports, there has been a growth in the development of
sport-related wearables (such as activity trackers, sports watches and applications), aiming to
motivate and support people in maintaining long-term exercise behaviour. These wearables
mainly attempt at supporting people with their exercise session by allowing them to monitor
and eventually keep track of their progress [7]. Through the quantification of this progress,
these products provide the possibility to track performance, enable competition and social
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support [7, 22]. The question arises however, whether these wearables only reach a limited
target group that already has a strong affinity and identify with exercise and thus is more
interested in capturing health and sports-related data [4, 15, 26]. Additionally, even though
for some people keeping track of their progress is motivating in itself [21], it does not address
barriers that might be experienced prior to the exercise.
Although barriers and enablers to exercise have been studied extensively, the methodological
approaches adopted in previous studies (mostly surveys or interviews, as in [11, 14, 18])
entail limitations to explain the interplay of enablers and barriers as well as the antecedents
and correlates of exercising behaviour. Longitudinal methods, such as diary studies, could
provide additional insights to inform design opportunities. The benefit of using diary studies
is that it not only allows for obtaining commonalities and differences among participants,
but also within-person changes over time [2] as well as a lower recall bias from memory
decay [24].
The aim of this study is to further investigate the exercise intention-behaviour gap among
young adult women and when and why barriers and enablers to exercise occur. Additionally,
we aim to provide new insights for design in supporting people translating their intentions
into exercise behaviour, and provide three design concepts as examples.

4.2

Method

4.2.1

Participants

4.2.2

Exercise Diary

To further investigate barriers and enablers that affect the exercise intention-behaviour gap,
and how design might potentially support in overcoming these, we use a 7-day diary study
for which we designed an Exercise Diary. The participants were asked to report their daily
exercise intentions and behaviour.
We recruited 19 women between the age of 23 and 30. Three participants dropped out during
the study, resulting in a sample size of N = 16. Participants were recruited via social media
platforms (Instagram and Twitter) and did not receive an incentive for their participation.
We purposively sampled participants from a homogeneous age and gender group to more
easily find commonalities and differences. Although the exercise intention-behaviour gap is
experienced by both men and women, over various ages, there are reasons to believe these
target groups have different motivation triggers. As a previous study on completion rates
of exercise programmes indicated that young women were the least likely to complete their
intentions [5], we decided to focus on further investigating the gap among young female
adults within this study. Inclusion criteria were defined as being active in exercise while
encountering motivational problems. The type of exercise they practiced was not a selection
criterion. All respondents indicated to sometimes experience motivational problems before
going to exercise. Data was collected in Spring 2019. Respondents’ demographic and
exercising practices are presented in Table 5. Participants were all working or studying a
minimum of 24 hours per week and living independently (alone or with partner).
We designed an Exercise Diary (“Sport Dagboek”) covering three dimensions: (i)
demographics, (ii) exercise-related variables, and (iii) daily setup about intentions and
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Table 5: Detailed overview of the participants

exercise behaviour. The demographics and exercise-related variables were asked once, while
the intentions and exercise behaviour were asked daily.
4.2.2.1

Demographics and Exercise-Related Variables

4.2.2.2

Daily Setup

At the beginning of the study, participants were asked once to provide some demographic
information including age, household type and occupation (Table 5). Exercise-related
information was also collected, including what type of exercise they practiced, how often
and how many minutes per week and what their primary reasons were to go exercise.
Through these variables we aim to get a better understanding of the participants’ exercise
pattern and motivations.
In the daily setup of the diary (Figure 5), participants were asked to (i) indicate what their
intentions to exercise were that day and at what moment of the day, (ii) indicate whether
they eventually went exercising, what type of exercise, with whom and how long, and (iii)
complete the following sentences.

1.
2.
3.
4.

My intention to exercise has changed/has not changed because I....
I was motivated/demotivated to exercise because...
I was hesitant of going to exercise the moment I...
Eventually I did go/did not go exercising because...

diary study
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Figure 5: Example of the daily setup of the Exercise Diary

We used the sentence completion method, a cost-efficient way to collect rich qualitative
insights [9], to trigger spontaneous responses from participants. This method is more
inviting than open-ended questions, and thus can be adequate for diary entries [10] where
users have to provide feedback on a repeated basis. Through the four sentences, participants
indicated why their intentions have or have not changed retrospectively and how this had
been affected through barriers and enablers that they experienced.
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4.3

Results

4.3.1

Intention-Behaviour Interplay

4.3.1.1

Distribution During the Week

Within the diary study, we prompted the daily intentions and exercise behaviour separately,
providing a clear overview of the interplay of intentions and exercise behaviour, and how
this changed throughout the day and week. This interplay results in four types of days,
following 2 axes (intention vs. no intention and exercise vs. no exercise). When intention and
exercise behaviour are aligned there are two options: (i) someone can have no intention and
did not exercise (‘Non-Exercise Day’), or (ii) can have the intention to exercise and actually
went (‘Exercise Day’, successful intender). When intentions and exercise behaviour are not
aligned, it might be that: (iii) someone can have the intention but didn’t go (‘I Didn’t Go
Day’, unsuccessful intender) or (iv) did not have the intention but did go (‘Went Spontaneously
Day’).
In the Exercise Diary, the participants also indicated why their exercise behaviour were (not)
aligned with their initial intentions, providing insights in the perceived barriers but also in
the enablers that help them overcome these. Through the diary study, we thus gain insights
into (i) the intention-behaviour interplay, and (ii) the experienced barriers and enablers that
influence this interplay throughout the day.

Figure 6 represents the distribution of the four different type of days resulting from the
diary study. It is visible that the two types of day: ‘Exercise Days’ and ‘Non-Exercise Days’
occurred most often, with more ‘Non-Exercise Days’ (total of 43%) compared to ‘Exercise
Days’ (total of 38%). The day on which most women went exercising was on Monday. The
total amount of ‘Exercise Days’ decreased over time until Thursday. Thursday was also
the day where the least number of women went exercising. The only day where everybody
stuck to their initial intentions was on Monday. On this day nine women intended to go
exercising and seven women intended not to. The days of the week involving the most ‘I
Didn’t Go Days’ were Tuesday and Friday. On these days, four women intended to exercise
but eventually did not go. The times women went sporting without having the intention
upfront, all took place during the end of the week, on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. In total,
the intention to go exercise was set 57 times among the participants, of which 25% of the
time participants were not able to convert their intentions into exercise behaviour.
To make a clear distinction between the intentions and exercise behaviour throughout the
week, we represent all the days where an intention was present on Figure 7a, making a
distinction between successful (‘Exercise Days’) and unsuccessful intenders (‘I Didn’t Go
Days’). On Figure 7b, we represent all the days where an exercise action was present,
with an initial intention to do so (‘Exercise Days’) or not (‘Went Spontaneously Days’).
The difference between Figure 7a and b illustrates how consistent the participants were in
pursuing their intentions.
Figure 7a shows that the higher number of intentions were made on Tuesday, eleven women
intended to exercise that day. This was followed by Monday, Wednesday and Friday, with
a total of nine women having the intention to exercise. The days with the least amount of
intentions to go exercise are Thursday and Saturday. Figure 7b shows a decrease in women
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Figure 6: Distribution of the four different quadrants throughout the week, following 2 axes (intention vs. no
intention and exercise vs. no exercise)

who went sporting intentionally over time, with the highest amount on Monday. There is an
increase in exercise behaviour visible again towards the end of the week, on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. When comparing both Figure 7a and b, a noticeable gap is visible between
intention and exercise behaviour on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday. Indicating these are
the days where participants were least consistent in pursuing their intentions.
4.3.1.2

Intention-Behaviour Gap During the Day

Since the participants were asked when (i.e., part of the day) they intended to exercise,
and if/when they actually went exercising, we were able to analyse on which part of the
day women were less likely to convert their intentions into exercise behaviour. Figure 8
visualizes the different part of the days for which the intention was made to go exercise,
but clustered in the eventual type of day (e.g. ‘I Didn’t Go Day’). In this figure, the ‘NonExercise Days’ are excluded, since participants did not set any intentions to go exercise for
this type of day. Figure 8 shows that 26 times, someone set the intention to go exercising in
the morning throughout the week, and these were pursued 23 times. However, when setting
the intention to go exercising in the evening (total of 23 times), only 14 times, women were
able to keep their intention and went exercising. Respondents who made plans to exercise in
the morning thus were more likely to convert these intentions into actual exercise behaviour
than when intentions to exercise were set in the evening.
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Figure 7: Distribution of exercise intentions and behaviour over the week

Figure 8: The amount of different types of days experienced throughout the diary study and during
which part of the day the intentions were originally set
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Figure 9a: The individual pattern of P1

4.3.1.3

Individual Patterns

4.3.2

Barriers and Enablers to go Exercising

Figure 9 visualizes a comparison of two participants’ individual patterns. These women were
selected because they both experienced three or more different types of days throughout the
week, with at least two days where the intention and exercise behaviour were not aligned.
Initially we see that both respondents were able to convert their intentions into exercise
behaviour. What is noticeable however is that when these participants experienced a ‘I
Didn’t Go Day’, this was followed by a ‘Non-Exercise Day’. However, two of these ‘NonExercise Days’ were in turn followed by an ‘Exercise Day’. This is visible in P9’s week, who
had an unsuccessful intention to go exercise on Tuesday, but actually went exercising on
Thursday. This also holds true for P1, who wanted to exercise on Wednesday yet eventually
went on Saturday and Sunday. When P9 experienced an unsuccessful ‘I Didn’t Go Day’ on
Friday, this again was followed by a ‘Non-Exercise Day’.
We conducted a thematic analysis of the diaries’ textual entries. This resulted in a general
overview of the barriers and enablers experienced throughout the week, as described by our
participants. Barriers that were indicated most often were ‘difficulties with getting started’,
‘lack of time’ or ‘lack of energy’. Social factors like ‘cancellation of exercising partner’ or
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Figure 9b: The individual pattern of P9

‘getting asked for a social activity’ were also experienced as barriers often. Barriers that were
indicated less often were ‘weather’ and ‘long commute time’.
Enablers that were experienced most often were ‘feeling like going to exercise’, but also
social factors like ‘working out with a friend or trainer’, or ‘taking a class’. Participants also
indicated to use ‘self-commitment’ as an enabler to go exercise. Another important enabler
was participants’ use of emotions when reflecting on previous behaviour, like ‘regret’ and
‘guilt’ or ‘anticipating positive emotions’ that one experiences after exercising.
4.3.2.1

Barriers and Enablers per Type of Day

We see a difference when analysing the barriers and enablers per type of day.
‘I Didn’t Go Day’

The barriers that were experienced the most often on a ‘I Didn’t Go Day’ were due to a
better alternative or other demands like work, school or household related tasks.
“I have not been exercising for 2 weeks already, so I felt I needed to go, however, I also felt I needed
to tidy up the house.” – P9
“I had to work late for school, and I felt that was more important.” – P12
Cancellation of their exercise partner and lack of energy was also indicated to be an important
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barrier among the participants.
“When my sister-in-law cancelled up on me, my motivation dropped immediately”– P2
“I was completely worn out from work and dragged myself home” – P10
“I’ve had an exhausting day and made a different choice to just go walking with the dog” - P5
Additional barriers that were often experienced by unsuccessful intenders are when
participants did not feel like exercising as well as troubles with getting started.
“I was tired and was not feeling like changing my clothes” – P6
Even though the participants did not follow up on their intentions, they did indicate to
experience enablers. The most important ones were the feeling of regret or guilt and feeling
like going to exercise.
“I was motivated to go exercise because… the rest of the week I went exercising only once” – P9
“I felt guilty towards ‘name of trainer’ that I had to tell her I was not able to come” – P12
However, on this day the enablers were not experienced as strong as the barriers, and thus
resulted in a ‘I Didn’t Go Day’.
‘Exercise Day’

When someone indicated to follow up on their intention to exercise, less barriers were
experienced compared to a ‘I Didn’t Go Day’. The two barriers that were also experienced
on this day were troubles with getting started and a feeling of lack of energy.
“When I came home I was doubting, because I was tired and I just wanted to lay on the couch” – P8
“I was doubting to lay in bed a little bit longer” – P13
However, on this successful type of day participants also indicated to experience more
enablers, the most important being to remind oneself of the commitment made to exercise
and social support
“I intended to do so and I do not want to postpone it further this week (procrastinating)” – P1
“I do not want to go, the couch is calling my name, but I HAVE TO!” – P15
“Even if I do not feel like it, I will go. You cannot bail on your team.” – P3
Feeling like exercising, as well as the use of positive anticipation when reminding how good
one feels after exercising were highlighted as essential enablers.
“I promised myself that I would go and I know that it makes me feel good all day long”– P13
The enabler that was experienced not as strong as the others was the use of planning an
exercise session beforehand.
‘Non-Exercise Day’

On a ‘Non-Exercise Day’, the participants indicated to only experience barriers, which were
not experienced on the other three type of days. The most important one was the lack of
time to go exercise.
“Even though I didn’t go yesterday, I know I don’t have the time today” – P5
“I know that I do not have the time because I have planned other things” – P9
Apart from time constraints, a physical barrier was experienced, where the participants
indicated the need to recover or take a rest from previous exercise sessions.
“I felt that my body needed some rest” – P12
This was also the type of day were participants indicated to promise themselves to go
tomorrow.
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“I promised myself that I will go tomorrow” – P13
‘Went Spontaneously Day’

On the days when women went spontaneously exercising without having an initial intention,
they often only report enablers, for instance nice weather or other people asking them to go
exercise.
“I actually did not want to go exercise, but I saw the good weather and thought; why not?” – P13
“I spontaneously agreed with a friend of mine to go and play golf ” – P2
These enablers were all rather unexpected, where the participants initially did not consider
exercising due to internal reasons. The only barrier that was experienced on this type of day
was to get started with exercising.
“I was hesitant: I prefer staying in bed a little bit longer” – P12

Figure 10: Overview of the barriers and enablers experienced by participants per type of day, and how often
they were indicated in between brackets
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4.4

Design Concepts as Enablers

4.4.1

Raya: Reminding of One’s Commitment

In the following section we showcase how the findings from the diary study can inspire
designs to support women in overcoming barriers to exercise. To illustrate this, we present
three design concepts related to one of the four types of days we distinguished within the
results section. When generating ideas, we attempted to focus on an experienced barrier on
a ‘I Didn’t Go – Day’, while amplifying an enabling factor through design. The enabling
factors we aim to amplify are the ones being experienced on a ‘Exercise Day’. The design
concepts presented are work-in-progress, designed at the department of Industrial Design
at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
Since self-commitment is mentioned as an important enabler on an ‘Exercise Day’, we
designed Raya (Figure 11). Raya is a personal tangible sports buddy designed to help
women to plan their workout, through a scheduling feature, and additionally asks the user
for her personal motivation to exercise on that day. When the user eventually is in doubt
about making the decision to go or not, Raya sparks a dialogue remembering her of her

Figure 11: Raya is a personal tangible sports buddy, designed by Alynne de Haan
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initial commitment of wanting to go exercising and aiming to stimulate the actual intended
behaviour through a conversation. Raya therefore specifically focuses on using the enablers
of self-commitment and planning, when someone is experiencing the barrier of not feeling
like it.

4.4.2

Iris: Emotional Design to Support Getting Dressed

Getting started was mentioned as one of the barriers on a ‘I Didn’t Go Day’ by the
participants. To overcome this barrier, we designed Iris (Figure 12). Iris is an interactive
clothes hanger that persuades women to change into their sport outfit when they are hesitant
of getting started. With Iris, we focus on this moment and aim to lower the threshold of
getting dressed. When someone has the intention to go exercise that day, she hangs her
sporting clothing on the hanger. Later, when it is time to go exercise Iris will light up and
starts moving to get attention from out the closet, to eventually stimulate the user to change
outfits. Through Iris we target the getting started barrier through emotional design and
planning, where Iris gets happy if the clothes are taken off the hanger and gets angry if they
are put back too quickly. Iris could also support new types of enablers, not yet experienced
now because there is no technological evaluation.

Figure 12: Iris an interactive clothes hanger, designed by Yvonne Bruin, Jorg Eikens, Lynne de Kluizenaar &
Roos Vlaar
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4.4.3

Laina: Positive Anticipation through Heatmaps

4.5

Discussion

One important enabler on an ‘Exercise Day’ was the use of positive anticipation before the
exercise session. To amplify this moment, we designed Laina (Figure 13). Laina is a shapechanging art piece that visualizes abstract running routes, by actuating pieces of wood
integrated in the frame. By running different routes, users can change their art piece: Laina
thus enables them to explore and be creative with every exercise. Additionally, the feedback
of the last run is not immediate, rather slowly displayed over two days. Laina thus gives the
user the opportunity to be more engaged in their piece of art, being able to change it by
going for a run, but also by pressing the sticks back to their original position (as a reset of
the art piece). Through Laina we target the enabler of positive anticipation, where the user
is not only encouraged of how good she feels after exercising, but also how their run allows
for changes in the art piece.
We used a 7-day diary study in order to investigate the exercise intention-behaviour gap
among young adult women, and when and why barriers and enablers to exercise occur. The
results of the study provide new insights into the intention-behaviour interplay, and the
experienced barriers and enablers that influence this interplay throughout the day.
By choosing to conduct a diary study we were able to gain insights in when the intentions
were set and what part of the day seemed to be more successful in pursuing intentions.
Intentions set for the morning were more often pursued compared to intentions set in the
afternoon or evening. This reveals new opportunities for design with a focus to persuade
people to set their intentions to exercise in the morning or more persuasive designs that
implement the interaction in the afternoon or evening. Furthermore, our findings show
a decrease in exercise behaviour through the course of the week. This is not considered a
problem when people still maintain to exercise regularly, yet when this is not the case, it
might be valuable to contextualize designs that offer different approaches when the week is
passing, or focus on this specific part of the week.
When investigating which barriers and enablers influence the intention-behaviour gap, our
findings show similarities with previous studies. Lack of social support was perceived as a
barrier on a ‘I Didn’t Go Day’ [16, 18]. Maintaining routine, anticipating positive feelings
and social support were all indicated to be important enablers on a ‘Exercise Day’ [14, 16].
As compared to previous work, weather conditions were not experienced as a common
barrier among our participants. As the study took place during Spring, with a generally
more pleasant weather, we however cannot draw conclusions on this factor. Supplementary
to previous studies indicating a list of barriers and enablers, we gained new insights in what
types of barriers and enablers were experienced on different types of days. Even though some
barriers are not easy to overcome through design (e.g., environmental barriers), we identified
new opportunities for design, for instance adopting a strategy of amplifying enablers. Our
illustrative design concepts all strengthened an enabler mentioned by the successful intenders
group of participants in the ‘Exercise Days’. The diary study thus gave insights in barriers
and enablers placed in context, which constituted inspiring and actionable design materials
to explore this topic further using a research-through-design approach [8]. Whether these
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Figure 13: Laina, a piece of art visualising heatmaps of previous running sessions, designed by Evianne van
77
diary
study
Hartingsveldt & Mads Birkebæk

design concepts actually empower people in pursuing their intentions when experiencing
a barrier needs user-testing, but it shows promise of how contextualised findings inspire
design concepts.
Using the diary study, we were able to obtain commonalities and differences among
participants, but also within-person changes over time [2]. In these patterns, individuals
sometimes did not follow up on their intentions but were still able to exercise on a different
day later in the week. What is interesting to see is how much influence a ‘I Didn’t Go Day’
might have on the subsequent days. Does it only affect the day itself, where the intention
is not followed up, or does it also influence the days after, either positively or negatively?
Since this study only lasted 7 days with a relatively low sample size, the generalization of our
results is limited. However, further investigating how many days a ‘I Didn’t Go Day’ affects
motivation might give better insights in how big the intention-behaviour gap is.
We chose a diary study approach to overcome the limitations of previous work in the domain
of understanding barriers and enablers to exercise, with a majority of studies following a
survey or interview approach [11, 14, 18]. Surveying and interviewing people to understand
the intention-behaviour gap, allows us to list several barriers and enablers in a retrospective
way. Relying on memory, surveys and interviews might emphasise certain factors over others,
which can thus be reported as less prominent. With our diary study, we investigate the
antecedents and correlates of experiences, which is a prerequisite for the design of effective
interventions. Through design, we aim to overcome the barriers perceived before exercising,
and act in the moment: in the present study, we collected actionable insights on how these
barriers and enablers are perceived in context.
One of the limitations of the use of a diary study is the duration, affected by the time
investment for participants. Since we conducted the diary study for 7 days beginning on
Monday, Monday was indicated to be the day where the intentions and exercise actions
were most aligned. However, it is uncertain whether this was due to the study starting on
Monday, or because Monday is a day where people are more likely to follow their intentions.
Furthermore, the relatively small sample size and homogeneity of the participants made it
less possible to generalize the findings to other groups of people (as compared the surveys
involving large samples). However, the diary study method allows for more qualitative
insights, essential to inform and inspire design processes, where one needs more contextual
material to design an effective intervention and more storytelling to get inspiration from
people’s life.

4.6

Conclusion

By conducting a 7-day diary study with 16 women, we gained insights in how various
barriers and enablers affect the intention-behaviour gap in exercising. We divided intention
and exercise behaviour into quadrants, creating four typical patterns of days in the exercise
diary. Our findings emphasise the temporal dynamics of the intention-behaviour gap
according to these types of days. We contribute new implications for design in supporting
people to translate their intentions into exercise behaviour. Through three design concepts,
we illustrate opportunities to positively influence the interplay of enablers and barriers of
exercising. We also advocate that design can amplify enablers to exercise through tangible
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and emotional propositions. Design practitioners and researchers can use the insights
presented as inspiration sources to develop new concepts.
In future work, we will use the presented design concepts as research artefacts in order
to deepen our understanding of the phenomenon. Our aim is to generate design research
knowledge which can feed back into psychological theories on motivation and further
inform how to design for the exercise intention-behaviour gap.
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In the previous chapter, Chapter 4, we
gained insights in the effects of barriers
and enablers on the exercice intentionbehavior interplay. Through a diary
study, we explored whether barriers
and enablers were context- and timedependent. By illustrating three design
concepts, we started exemplifying
design opportunities to positively
influence the interplay of enablers
and barriers of exercising. This will be
further elaborated upon in Chapter 07:
The Runner’s Journey.
In the following chapter, we present
the use of an empathy probe, Faye, to
investigate motivational strategies
among
novice
runners,
who
participated at a women-only running
event. Compared to the method used
in the previous two studies, we wanted
to gain rich insights on how runners
think, feel and experience barriers to
go running in a more qualitative and
open setting. We therefore used Faye
as an engagement tool, which probed
responses and supported an empathic
understanding of a person’s needs and
motivations. In this sense, Faye is
designed as an exploration to establish
a dialogue between the user and the
researcher.
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probe
/proʊb/ • Latin

(noun) a device that is put inside something to
test or record information*
*

Cambirdge Dictionary
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CHAPTER 05
PROBE STUDY
This chapter is an exact reproduction of the paper published as: Menheere, D., Lallemand, C., Funk, M.,
& Vos, S. (2020, July). Faye: An Empathy Probe to Investigate Motivation Among Novice Runners. In
International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction (pp. 493-499). Springer, Cham.
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Abstract: The popularity of recreational sports such as running, has increased substantially due to
its low threshold to start and it is attractive for a wide range of people. However, despite the growing
popularity, running has a high drop-out rate due to injuries and motivational loss, especially among
novice runners. To investigate factors influencing motivation among novice runners and design
opportunities, we deployed an empathy probe at a women-only running event. Faye is a running
shirt that reveals motivational feedback on the shirt, during the warm-up phase of the run. In
this paper, we both inform on the impact of motivational feedback while warming up on running
motivation and reflect on the use of an empathy probe to investigate motivational strategies among
novice runners.

5.1

Introduction

5.2

Faye: An Empathy Probe

Running is a popular recreational sport due to its low threshold to start and it thus attracts
a wide range of people [4, 12]. This has led to the development of a considerable number
of running-related technologies to support and motivate runners in their training. Still we
observe a high drop-out rate due to injuries and motivational loss, among novice and less
experienced runners [2, 5, 13]. Moreover, wearable devices supporting running, such as sport
watches, activity trackers and smartphone apps, tend to adopt a one-size-fits-all approach by
motivating exercising through competition and performance strategies [9, 11]. Compared to
quantified approaches, which focus on numbers (e.g. pace, heartrate, distance), we aim to
investigate the use of a qualitative approach [7] as a motivation strategy for running.
We present and test a running shirt ‘Faye’ as an empathy design probe to investigate
motivational strategies among novice runners (Figure 14). Design probes as a method
can support an empathic understanding of a person’s needs and motivations [3]. Probes
challenge traditional methods by acknowledging the role of subjectivity in the design
process in order to facilitate insights and ideas. By connecting knowledge and inspiration,
design probes trigger designers’ empathy [8] and intend to establish a dialogue between the
design and the user [3]. Empathy probing has been introduced by Mattelmäki in the context
of physical activity and well-being [8]. Thanks to their playfulness, individuality and designorientation, empathy probes supported a better understanding of users’ needs, emotions and
motivations [8], which researchers in their study were unable to obtain via regular interviews
or user tests.
In this paper, we first inform how novice runners of a women-only event known for its
low-threshold character [14] perceived the empathy probe Faye, and how this affected their
running motivation. Additionally, we reflect on the use of an empathy probe to further
examine factors influencing their running experience, like motivation strategies and barriers.
This paper contributes to offering future possibilities on the design of motivational feedback
for novice runners.
Faye is a running shirt, revealing motivational feedback on the shirt during the warm-up
of the run (Figure 14). We realized this with the use of thermochromic ink, an ink that
disappears when it is warmed up to a specific temperature (depending on the tipping point)
[10]. Due to the body heat of the runner, the thermochromic ink reacts and disappears,
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Figure 15: Left image, thermochromic ink hiding the motivational message. Right image, thermochromic ink
disappears revealing the quote “Don’t Quit, Do It”

revealing a layer with textile ink beneath it (Figure 15). This layer with textile ink exposes
a motivational quote within the logo of the running event. For this quote we selected two
options: “Don’t Quit, Do It” or “Believe in Yourself, Be You” to boost motivation. As a
design choice, this quote is presented upside down, so it can easily be read by the participant
when looking from above. The technological component of Faye is relatively simple, relying
on thermochromic ink only without expensive or complex electronics involved. This is in line
with the principles for empathic methods defined by Koskinen [6]: these are user-centered,
visual and tangible, cheap and low-tech to be easily adaptable, but also playful and pleasant
in order to inspire users to imagine future experiences. Faye was designed as an exploration
into how novice runners would perceive feedback while warming-up for a run. It probed
their response as an engagement tool, in order to gain insight into how these runners think,
feel and experience barriers to go running. Following the approach of empathic probing by
Mattelmäki [8], we used a personal interview as an integral part of the process. We decided
to postpone the data collection interview after the run, to not interfere with the moment and
ritual of their running event.

5.3

Method

We targeted a group of eight novice runners through deploying Faye at a women-only running
event (average age M=32.6, Min=21, Max=48) known for its low-threshold character [14].
Faye probed the responses as an engagement tool, in order to gain insight into how the
participants think, feel and experience barriers to go running. Following the approach of
empathic probing by Mattelmäki [8], we used a personal interview in combination with
the probe shirt. Participants were recruited via the Facebook page of the event by inviting
them to test an interactive running shirt, which they could keep afterwards. Out of the 120
respondents on Facebook, 15 runners were randomly chosen and handed out a shirt right
before the event, to be worn during the race. They were not told that a motivational quote
would appear.
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Figure 14: Faye, a running shirt revealing motivational feedback
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Interviews were conducted with 8 participants in their home, within 3 weeks after the event,
enabling the possibility of users wearing Faye in subsequent runs. The other participants
were unavailable for logistics reasons (schedule conflicts, distance barrier). Each interview
lasted approximately 30 minutes. The interview guide consisted of open-ended questions
regarding the respondent’s experiences with the design, as a starting point to explore
running motivation. Beyond the probe, additional topics related to the theme were thus
discussed, including running experience, running motivators and barriers, and the use of
current motivation strategies. Interviews were recorded in Dutch, transcribed verbatim and
translated in English. The transcriptions were manually coded based on a coding framework
developed inductively.
Table 6: Overview of the different participants, presenting their age, running experience, event distance, and
if and when the participants observed the motivational quote

5.4

Results

5.4.1

Empathy Probe

The eight participants were diverse in age, running experience, and the distance they ran
during the event (Table 6). Both participants who have been runners for 5 years mentioned
previous drop-outs due to physical reasons. Participants indicated their motivation to start
running was to lose weight, stay fit or to feel better.
Upon wearing the shirt, the participants were not aware that Faye would change and reveal
a motivational quote. Six participants noticed the motivational quote on Faye, while 2 did
not (Table 6). When the quote became visible, the participants indicated that it served as
an encouragement reminder: “I thought it was nice, now and then I was looking at it and then
I would see ‘Don’t Quit’, so I was like: okay, let’s go!” P3. Notably, participants indicated these
encouragements felt personally addressed to them, despite the quotes being quite generic:
“Well I thought that was kind of special, because you just expect it’s visible to others. And I thought
it was special it was visible for yourself.” P1. The placement of the quote and the way it was
presented increased the personal relation to the message: “It’s an encouragement for yourself,
like yes you can do it... and my friend was saying like, it is upside down, but the intention is of
course that I’m able to read it” P4. Once the participants knew the shirt could change yet
without knowing which mechanism caused the change, some indicated to actively look at
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it during their run to see if it would change again. This added to the experience of being an
encouragement: “I like that it is on the shirt. And that it is not visible all the time but appears
only sometimes” P4.
Out of the six participants who saw the motivational quote, four indicated seeing it while
warming-up for the run. This moment was considered as valuable for encouragement, also
because it might be hard to notice the shirt changing for the first time while running: “The
timing was exactly right, this is why I was like ‘Oh yes, we’re going to do this’. I felt that was
because if it would have just been black, during the race I wouldn’t have seen it because you don’t
expect it, so I wouldn’t have looked” P6. Another runner explained that it would have been
more motivating if it also showed during running: “Well I thought it was a nice motivating
factor, but it was a shame it wasn’t showing during the race because we were running in the shades
quite often...” P5. Two participants indicated seeing the message at the end of the run, both
explaining they were focused on the race: “I thought I’m just going to run first and I’ll have a
closer look at the shirt later” P3.

5.4.2

Personal Motivators & Barriers

5.5

Discussion and Conclusion

Participants mentioned different strategies for personal motivation. Most participants do
not run to be faster than others but focus on challenging themselves: “I do it for me, there
is nobody I have to do it for” P5. Participants also used external mechanisms to motivate
themselves. One common strategy was to buy oneself a gift after achieving a new goal or
buy equipment as a trigger: “Now I bought the shoes, so I have to start using them” P5. Another
external motivation strategy often mentioned was social support, experienced before the
session: “My partner often says: just do it, and that really helps” P2, and throughout the run: “I
think it is really hard to run individually, to motivate myself ” P6.
Participants mentioned some barriers resulting in doubting to go running. A common
barrier was planning: “I really have to wait for 45 minutes after eating, otherwise it will really
bother me while running” P1, but also due to obligations after running “I start working at
8am and sometimes I have to run beforehand, and when the alarm goes off, I’m like, pff no way”
P2. Other indicated barriers related to physical pain (e.g. hurting knees, back, being on a
period) or that sometimes they were just not into it despite their positive intentions: “If I
plan it in advance, I can think rather quickly that I don’t feel like it” P5. This resulted in a dropout for one participant: “At some point I didn’t feel like it. And then that lasts a bit longer than
expected” P7. Experiencing a lack of confidence was also explicitly mentioned as a barrier by
two participants, affecting demotivating beforehand: “Before running I start to think ‘I hope I
will persevere’, well and then I don’t” P6.
Using Faye, we gained insights on how female novice runners feel about motivational
feedback within the preparation phase of the run by use of a wearable. The main insight of
deploying the empathy probe, in line with previous findings [10] was that the message felt
like a personal encouragement, due to its placement and visibility. The moment when the
message became visible or seen was also deemed important. While some felt the message
encouraged them during preparatory behavior, some participants did not notice it right away
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and appreciated getting a motivational quote during running. The timing of the motivational
trigger in the designed artefact is thus a key factor to consider, as well as the potential issue
of monotony once the trigger is revealed to the user.
The technology used for Faye (thermochromic ink) showed limitations both in the timing
of the interaction and the impossibility to adapt or vary the message across time in order
to keep the novelty level high. As an empathy probe, our aim was however not to achieve
a perfect design but to start a conversation with the users. After the use of Faye, we could
discuss more personal and sensitive topics during the interviews. We choose the empathy
probe approach to create a dialogue with the users and facilitate more open and personal
discussions on intimate experiences such as self-efficacy and demotivation. As stated by
Mattelmäki [8, p.61], “probes prepare the users to give an account of their experiences, direct
them to interesting issues, and facilitate their communication in interviews and observations”.
Interviewing users within 3 weeks after the event may have induced retrospection biases,
in the way users remember experiencing the shirt. However, our purpose with this delayed
interview was to let users reuse the shirt for following runs, thus collecting more experience
and reflection.
Design probes are usually data collection tools allowing users’ to actively record their
experience. Here, Faye did not support self-documentation but acted as an experience
prototype [1]. The empathic approach we used through the design of Faye, and the data
collected, inspired us to rethink motivational feedback. Our results show that this is a
promising direction, and we gained first insights into how to design this type of feedback
to motivate no runners aiming to eventually help maintaining long-term running behavior.
In future work, we intend to design technology probes of similar or slightly higher complexity
including sensing capabilities to further investigate how to support motivational strategies.
These probes can then be deployed as technology probes, collecting data while being used.
Through the use of Faye, an empathy probe, we succeeded to engage female novice runners
to talk about their experiences, feelings, needs and values. Our findings go beyond the user
test of Faye itself, fostering discussion on future possibilities of the design of motivational
feedback for runners.
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In the previous chapter, Chapter 5,
we gained insights in motivational
strategies among novice runners, and
what barriers they typically experience.
However, more insights are needed
whether barriers always lead to skipping
an exercise session, or whether these
barriers are easy to overcome. In the first
part of the following chapter, we thus
conducted a survey among participants
of a women-only running event,
and aimed at putting these barriers
in perspective. Results of this study
suggests that when someone experiences
a barrier, it does not automatically result
in one cancelling the running session.
In Chapter 4, we gained insights in dayto-day barriers and enablers, influencing
the intention-behavior interplay. To go
more in depth in the decision-making
process of cancelling a session, we
conducted a journey mapping activity in
the second part of the following chapter.
To structure the activity, we provided
participants with a journey mapping
board along with tokens representing
daily and running-related actions on
pictograms. We then investigated
the mechanisms behind barriers and
enablers on a decision-making level, and
discussed the underlying emotions with
the participants.
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journey
/ˈdʒəːni/ • English

(noun) an act of travelling from one place to
another.*
*

Oxford Languages

mapping
/ˈmapɪŋ/ • English

(verb) the activity or process of creating a picture
or diagram that represents something *
*

Cambridge Dictionary
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Moere, A., Funk, M., & Vos, S. (2020, October). The Runner’s Journey: Identifying Design Opportunities
for Running Motivation Technology. In Proceedings of the 11th Nordic Conference on Human-Computer
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Abstract: Running is a popular recreational sport, yet for many amateur runners it remains
challenging to turn intentions into sustainable running behavior. Although the market offers a
myriad of running-related devices that aim to motivate runners, these often focus on the training
itself and not on overcoming the barriers experienced prior to the run. A better understanding of
these barriers to running is essential to identify design opportunities for technologies supporting
amateur runners. We conducted two complementary studies among participants of a women-only
running event. Combining an online survey (N = 114) and a journey mapping activity (N = 13),
we investigated the influence of motivational barriers and enablers in runners’ rituals.

6.1

Introduction

Physical inactivity has become a major health concern. Consequently, the awareness and
importance of striving for an active and healthy lifestyle within our society has increased
[36]. This is reflected in the growing popularity of recreational sports, especially running
[10]. As compared to other sports, running is characterized by its low threshold and its
attractiveness for a wide range of people [11, 31]. This heterogeneity among runners is also
represented in the large numbers of traditional and themed running events (e.g., ladies runs,
business runs, survival runs). We however see a high drop-out rate among amateur runners
[14, 37], due to running-related injuries and motivational loss [9, 14, 37]. Although many
people start running, one of the main challenges remains to translate intentions into actual
long-term running behavior [29]. An important factor influencing this intention-behavior
gap are barriers and enablers experienced between making the intention to go running on a
day-to-day basis, and the actual running itself [17, 23].
To support and motivate runners in their training, there has been a significant increase in
the development of running-related devices [1, 9, 10]. Commercially developed running
apps and wearable technologies, such as sports watches and activity trackers, enable
quantified data tracking (e.g., pace, distance, route or heart rate) [10]. These aim at making
the training more enjoyable, through music or social elements for instance, or at increasing
performance during the training [35]. In both cases, the main focus appears to be on the
running training itself. Since the ability to overcome barriers influences one’s adherence to
exercise [17], these in-the-moment strategies might not effectively support amateur runners
in overcoming motivational barriers experienced beforehand. Understanding how amateur
runners experience these day-to-day barriers and enablers, and how this possibly affects
their potential runs, might be valuable to identify how design and interactive technologies
can better support runners beyond the run itself.
The present research investigates the influence of motivational barriers and enablers
in runners’ rituals prior to, during and after running. We sampled amateur runners of a
women-only event, known for its low-threshold and non-competitive character [37]. Based
on the results of two complementary studies - a survey (N = 114) and a journey mapping
activity (N = 13) - we contribute insights into the influence of motivational barriers and
enablers in runners’ rituals.
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6.2

Related Work

6.2.1

Barriers and Enablers to Exercise

6.2.2

Running-Related Interventions

In this related work section, we review prior literature in two areas: barriers and facilitators
to exercise and running-related interventions.
Barriers and enablers to exercise, play a significant role in one’s adherence to exercise [19].
These factors have been investigated in previous studies, mostly in the domains of preventive
health, sports, and psychology [7, 8, 19, 22]. Key factors identified as hindering exercise are
unfavorable weather conditions, lack of confidence or self-efficacy, lack of social support (e.g.,
cancellation of sports partner) or having other demands [19, 20, 22]. Enabling factors found
in empirical studies are maintaining an exercising routine, self-commitment, anticipating
positive feelings and social support [19, 20, 22]. Both barriers and facilitators are often
further categorized into internal and external factors. External factors are characterized as
environmental and ‘out of one’s control’ (e.g., weather, lack of social support). In contrast,
internal factors are related to the individual themselves (e.g., lack of energy, past experiences)
[19]. A study by Daskapan et al. (2006) indicates that external barriers are perceived more
often than internal ones [2]. How people experience and cope with these barriers and
facilitators, external or internal, influence the extent to which one successfully turns positive
intentions into exercise behavior [17, 24] and potentially overcomes this ‘intention-behavior
gap’ [33]. Interindividual differences related to age or gender, yet also to existing medical
conditions or personality aspects such as self-efficacy, have been identified [7, 28, 34] and
studies often focus on one specific target audience only.
Although the list of factors at play to enable or hinder exercise motivation is well-documented
in previous work [16, 19, 28], the outcomes of these studies form an inventory of perceived
and self-reported barriers and enablers without offering actionable insights for designers
about what people do to overcome these. Failing to overcome a barrier at one moment
does not mean that people might fail to overcome this barrier at a different moment or in a
different context. Why and when a barrier will result in skipping or engaging in a running
session thus remains unclear. The contextual factors influencing barriers and enablers were
investigated in a one-week diary study among young women, emphasizing the complex
contextual and temporal dynamics at play [20]. The results indicate that, although more
different types of barriers were perceived on days where women were unsuccessful in realizing
their exercise intentions, barriers were still encountered on successful days. Further research
going beyond listings of barriers and enablers to exercise, investigating how and when these
factors are perceived, can help to put these barriers and enablers in perspective. Through
this, concrete pain points might be highlighted, which in turn can provide actionable design
opportunities to support people in turning their exercise intentions into action.
In the field of Human-Computer Interaction, running-related interventions to lower dropout rates focus primarily on preventing running-related injuries by improving the running
technique [4, 6, 25]. In parallel, perseverance among recreational runners is also stimulated
through designs that provide performance and competition stimuli during or after a
running session [26]. However, runners respond quite differently to the above strategies:
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some runners feel motivated [3, 15, 37], others report adverse effects [27]. Etkin et al. (2016)
even suggest that performance-driven interventions can undermine the enjoyment of being
physically active. Although a segment of recreational runners might be encouraged by being
‘faster’ than others [37], several studies indicate that other types of runners are rather driven
by health, social support or physical fitness [8, 10, 21, 37]. We see examples of how these
drivers are successfully stimulated through design, especially social support [18, 23, 40].
In ‘RUFUS’, supporters were enabled to cheer for runners participating in a running event
from a distance [40], thus relying on social support of friends and family. Another approach
was taken in ‘Jogging over a Distance’ [23], where support was enabled among runners
themselves through a facilitated social experience, in which runners could hear each other’s
heartbeat. In ‘Social Fabric Fitness’, real-time run-tracking information was visualized
on wearable displays, to support performance awareness and in-situ motivation among
runners of a running group [18]. While these examples were successful in stimulating insitu motivation and perseverance, for the most part, technologies aimed here to facilitate
social support while running. However, lack of social support is primarily encountered
prior to the exercise, affecting motivation negatively [28]. How technology can help
amateur runners overcome barriers perceived beforehand (such as lack of social support) and
positively influence the intention-behavior gap, needs further research. In this paper, we
first investigate the influence of motivational barriers on amateur female runners. We then
explore the barriers and enablers in runners’ rituals and provide design recommendations to
support amateur runners in translating their running goals into actions.

6.3

Method

6.4

Study 1

This work presents two complementary studies with the aim to investigate the temporal
and contextual dynamics of motivational barriers and enablers that runners experience prior
to, during and after running. We combined a survey (N = 114) and a journey mapping
activity (N = 13). This mixed-method approach is used to provide a more complete and
comprehensive understanding of how amateur runners perceive motivational barriers and
enablers. In the studies, we recruited participants of a women-only running event that
includes three distances: 5 km, 7.5 km, and 10 km. This type of running event is known
for its non-competitive and low-threshold character, thus being attractive for amateur
runners [32, 37]. Despite possibly having a clear goal setting of partaking at the running
event, previous studies also indicate that event-runners still encounter motivational training
barriers [9, 37]. By recruiting participants in the context of a low threshold running event,
we targeted a rather homogeneous group of amateur runners.
To investigate how barriers are perceived and explore if these lead to skipping a running
session or are easy to overcome, we conducted a survey among participants of a popular
women-only recreational running event hosted in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. In this
survey, the goal was not only to see which barriers affect amateur runners most, but to put
these barriers in perspective and investigate the design space of the intention-behavior gap
for this target group.
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6.4.1

Participants

6.4.2

Procedure and Materials

6.4.3

Results

6.4.3.1

Scenario Occurrence.

6.4.3.2

Barrier Occurrence.

All participants received an email from the event organizers two days after the event,
including a link to an online questionnaire. In total, 114 participants completed the
questionnaire, distributed across different running distances: 5 km (n = 45), 7.5 km (n = 27),
10 km (n = 40), with a response rate of 11.4%. The participants were diverse in age, with
21.6% of the participants aged 20-29, 24.7% aged 30-39, 34% aged 40-49, and almost19.6%
above 50 years old. The average age of the respondents was 39.8 years (SD = 11.3). 17.8% of
the participants indicated to run less than a year. 29% of the participants indicated to run
about one or two years. The other 53.3% participants indicated to run for more than three
years. 47.7% of the participants indicated to run 2 times a week in preparation of the event,
31.8% of participants ran up to once a week. The remaining participants ran more than twice
a week (20.6%). 69.2% of the participants indicated running as their primary or only sport.
For the remaining 30.8%, running was considered as an addition to their primary sport.
In the survey, respondents were presented with four scenarios, each describing a potential
barrier to go out for a run (Figure 16): Scenario S1) running partner cancels on running
training, Scenario S2) poor weather conditions prior to the planned training, Scenario S3)
relaxing on the couch prior to the planned training, and Scenario S4) experienced a stressful
day prior to the planned training. The scenarios are not intended to cover all possible barriers,
but rather to exemplify some common cases with varying degrees of user control (e.g., no
control over bad weather versus internal control in the relaxing on couch scenario), chosen
based on previous research [2, 20, 37, 39].
First, participants had to indicate how often the presented scenario occurred to them
(occurrence). This question was set as a filter question, so that participants replying “never”
were not asked the 3 following questions (Figure 17). Second, respondents were asked to
indicate how often each of these potential scenarios were perceived as barriers to go running
for them (barrier). Third, how often they still took the decision to go to their planned
running session (action). Finally, the last question inquired about their satisfaction after
running (satisfaction). The four questions were presented using a 5-point Likert scale format
from 1 “never” to 5 “very often”, inspired by previous research on barrier frequency [5, 30].
We present descriptive statistics related to the four scenarios and related variables (Table 7,
Table 8).
Of the four presented scenarios, S4 Stressful day (M = 2.56, SD = 1.14) and S2 Bad weather
(M = 2.23, SD = 0.75) occurred on average the most frequently. A cancellation of a S1
Running partner, was experienced less often among the participants (M = 1.56, SD = 0.78).
With 58.5% respondents replying that it never occurs, one could also assume that some of
them do not have a running partner.
Most of the participants who declared experiencing the situations presented in the scenarios
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Figure 16: Four scenarios presenting possible barriers to go running

Figure 17: Flow of questions in the scenario-based survey
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Table 7: Descriptive statistics of the four scenarios questions

at least sometimes considered them as potential barriers for running. S2 Bad weather (M
= 2.22, SD = 0.78), S4 Stressful day (M = 2.20, SD = 0.97) and S3 Relaxing on couch (M
= 2.10, SD = 0.73) were perceived as a barrier more often than S1 Partner cancelling (M =
1.98, SD = 0.78). For all the barriers, the most common answer option was “sometimes”
(ranging from 56.6% of responses for S4 to 68.8% for S2).
6.4.3.3

Overcoming Barriers: Transforming Intention into Action.

Bivariate correlation analyses were performed to study the relationships between the
variables of each scenario. Barrier and Action were significantly and negatively correlated
in all four scenarios, with the highest correlations for S2 Bad weather (r = -.556, p<.000)
and S1 Partner cancelling (r = -.439, p<.000). The more frequently bad weather or a partner
cancelling are perceived as a barrier, the less people tend to transform their intention
into action. Correlations for S3 Relaxing on couch (r = -.339, p<.000) and S4 Stressful
day are moderate (r = -.268, p<.000). More than half of the participants who declared to
experience S1 Partner cancelling or S4 Stressful day as a barrier, indicated to still go for a
run “often” (31.0% S1, 30.6% S4) or “very often” (23.8% S1, 23.5% S4). When experiencing
S2 Bad weather as a barrier, the most common option in terms of action was to go running
“sometimes” (38.3%).
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Table 8: Distribution of answers related to the four scenarios and related variables.

6.4.3.4

Satisfaction.

6.4.3.5

Socio Demographics.

6.4.4

Insights

In all scenarios, the satisfaction level was higher than 4 on average. Action and Satisfaction
were significantly correlated in all four scenarios, with the highest correlation for S3
Relaxing on the couch (r = .543, p<.000). The more frequently S3 Relaxing on the couch was
considered as a barrier to go running, the more satisfied they are after they went running.
When studying socio-demographic variables and their relation to obstacles and doubts, we
see that age is only correlated with having experienced S3 relaxing on the couch (r = -.343, p
< .000) or a S4 Stressful day (r = -.210, p < .000) but not correlated to any variables related to
intention or action. These results suggest that it might not be relevant to differentiate women
according to their age when it comes to motivational strategies pertaining to these factors
and we will not consider age as a relevant variable in this study.
Results of the first study underline that the moment prior to running is of influence on the
actual running session. In the results we see moderate to high correlations between women
considering the scenarios as a Barrier and eventually turning their positive intention into
Action. The results of Satisfaction, and the high correlation with S3 Relaxing on the couch,
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Figure 18: Participant visualizing her session by use of the mapping board

also suggest that being able to overcome an internally induced barrier might add to the
feeling of satisfaction. Overcoming external barriers might give slightly less satisfaction
since these are considered to be out of one’s control.
The results of the study also confirm that when someone perceives a barrier, it does not
always hinder one from running. Even when considering a scenario as a barrier, there were
still times when that person went for a run. A barrier should thus not be systematically
considered as a blocking issue, and this calls for additional investigations on the conditions
under which a barrier is blocking or might be able to overcome. On a similar note, the
relatively high proportion of “sometimes” for all barriers hints at the fact that such surveys,
while common in the literature, do not reflect the complexity of barriers and enablers
experienced prior to exercising, and their impact on turning intentions into actions. To
understand the interplay between contextual elements and factors playing a role in the
decision-making process besides the presented barriers, we combined our survey with
qualitative research on runners’ rituals.
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Figure 19: Example of activity mapping board of P9 reporting on her journey

6.5

Study 2

6.5.1

Participants

The first study suggests that when someone experiences a barrier, it does not automatically
mean one will cancel the running session. How factors or contextual elements play a role
in this decision-making process is still unclear and is difficult to assess in-depth with a
survey. Because the investigated barriers in Study 1 were rather generic, gaining a more
thorough understanding to address specific dilemmas was an essential endeavor. In Study 2,
we conducted a journey mapping activity [13] to gain in-depth insights into the mechanisms
behind barriers and enablers. To structure the activity, we provided participants with a
journey mapping board along with 32 accompanying tokens representing daily and runningrelated actions on pictograms (Figure 18). By using the board, it was possible to easily
compare the outcomes of the journey maps among the participants.
The mapping activity was held with 13 participants recruited during a non-performance
women-only running event, distributed across different running distances: 5 km (n = 8),
7.5 km (n = 2), 10 km (n = 3). These participants were different participants than those who
completed the survey of Study 1. The participants were diverse in age, with five (P6, P7, P9,
P12, P13) between age range 20-29, five aged 30-39 (P1, P2, P3, P10, P11), and three above
40 years old (P4, P5, P8). About half of the participants did run for over a year, the others
for 3 months or less (P2, P5) or between 3-6 months (P9, P13). Except for two participants
(P13, P11) training less often, all women run 2 times a week in preparation of the event.
Half of the participants indicated running was not their primary sport and was considered
as something additional to their other sport.
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6.5.2

Material and Procedure

6.6

Results

6.6.1

Planning of the Run.

6.6.2

Rituals Prior to Running.

The mapping board allowed participants to create a complete overview of their activities
prior to, during and after a running session. We decided to first map the activity journeys to
later focus on specific pain points indicated by participants. Participants placed the tokens
on a timeline to sketch their activities and represent their individual running journey. The
tokens varied from running-related characteristics (e.g., running individually or with a
partner, wearing an activity tracker, running with music) to more general activities (e.g.,
showering, looking into the mirror, getting dressed, relaxing on the couch), and included
the four variables presented in Study 1. Besides using the tokens, participants could add new
activities with a marker. To get more insights on how these activities acted as barriers or
enablers, participants were asked to elaborate on that verbally. Finally, we asked participants
to draw a graph of how they felt during and after their run (“emotion timeline”) and to relate
this graph to the activities presented on the action timeline. An example of a participant’s
mapping board is shown (Figure 19).
During the mapping activity, the researcher acted as a moderator, using open-ended
questions and inviting participants to think aloud. The journey mapping activity lasted
approximately 15 minutes. Audio was recorded and transcribed and the participant’s
reported journeys were captured after each session. The transcriptions of the interviews were
manually coded based on a coding framework that was developed inductively, searching for
overlapping patterns and similarities. Additionally, a content analysis of verbatims through
the lens of emotion families was conducted by the first author using the Positive Emotional
Granularity Cards [41] and Negative Emotion Typology [38]. The coding frame and the
content analyses were checked by the members of the research team.
We identified several patterns comparing the different phases of the run (Figure 20), and
participants reported the emotions associated to their activities.
Results show different patterns related to the planning of running sessions. Some participants
indicated having ‘fixed’ days to go running, while others were used to set the intention to go
the day before: “I always prepare my clothes one day before” – P8. A third group of participants
indicated to decide on the day itself: “I decide to go running in the morning. Most of the times
when I intend to go running I go immediately in the morning otherwise the chance exists I’m not
going anymore” – P13 or even throughout the day: “I don’t wake up and think: I’m going to run
today. The moment I decide is often throughout the day” – P11.
An analysis of ritual elements prior to running showed similarities among the participants.
Twelve participants out of 13 indicated to change their hair in a more convenient hairstyle,
like a ponytail or a bun. For five of them, this was accompanied by putting on more deodorant
and for a few, a moment to retouch their make-up. One of the participants apologized for
these rituals: “Oh that’s so bad, I’m such a vain runner” – P11
A vast majority (12 out of 13) also indicated to take an extra look in the mirror before
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Figure 20: Running Journey of P8 and P11, highlighting the moments when they decide to go running
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heading out for running. This happens often after they have changed into their running gear
(clothes and shoes). One woman emphasized how she gains strength and confidence from
this ritual: “I look in the mirror to gain a bit of power.”- P8
Data also shows that 11 out of 13 participants mentioned being hesitant prior to their run
(varying from “sometimes” to “very often”) and that these doubts disappeared right before
or while they got dressed, as illustrated by the following quotes. “The doubts disappear right
before I’m getting dressed because when you are dressed, you will go”- P9, “Once I’m dressed, the
doubts aren’t high anymore” - P4, “When I’m dressed is when I’m certain I will go. Before that I
collect all my courage to go” – P13
From these participants, seven noted that these doubts already occur for a long period prior
to the run - “I experience doubts over the entire day, until the moment I decide to get dressed”–
P10. Or that they were hesitating due to the planning of the partner: “Depending on when
my partner gets home to take care of the children, I’m able to go for my run.” – P11
Four other women indicated that doubts did not arise until right before the moment they got
dressed and they use a personal mantra to motivate themselves and overcome these doubts:
“Getting dressed is the hardest. Once I’m in my sports gear, I say to myself; Okay, I’m wearing my
clothes, so I will go out the door and then I’m going to run”– P6 “I just think to myself like; I need
to go. So that is what I say to myself: I just have to go” – P10
Only one participant indicated that she never experienced doubts beforehand because she
had a special reason to participate in this running event that raised money for breast cancer:
“I never hesitate to go running, because I really have a good goal. I started 12 weeks ago and one
of my friends has breast cancer and when I saw this event I was like; I’m going to do this! When I
couldn’t even run for one meter yet.”– P5

6.6.3

During the Running Session.

6.6.4

After the Running Session.

The participants sketched their running session using the following elements in their
journeys: planning their route, listening to music, making use of an activity tracker or
phone, running individually or with a running partner, and activities such as stretching.
In total, twelve participants carry their phone while running, of which seven participants
also wear an activity tracker. Only one participant ran without tracking the run: “I just go
running with my music and I keep track of the time and that’s it” – P11
Eight participants are running without a predetermined route, with almost all participants
who indicated to run individually being in this category. Ten participants specified that they
also include stretching in their session: half did it before, half did it after running. This was
not related to the fact of running individually or with a partner.
Several participants reported feeling frustrated and insecure during the run itself: “When I
run in a group, I don’t feel good during the run: I do my best for full 1000% but I’m always last,
I try to see improvement but I really get desperate that people of 80 pass me by while I’m so tired I
even get nauseous” - P8. These feelings were especially present at the start of the effort, yet
turned into more positive feelings, such as feeling energetic, towards the end of the run.
Almost all participants indicated feeling good, happy or more fit after they went for a run:
“After running, I’m always proud of myself. It differs during running. Sometimes I’m like, this
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feels good and sometimes I’m like, what am I doing?” – P10. However, 8 out of 13 participants
explicitly stressed that this rewarding feeling appears after the run only: “Afterwards I feel
really good. While running not really, not in the beginning at least” – P4, “During running I think
like; why am I doing this to myself but afterwards I really feel fit” – P11 “Especially after, during
the run a bit as well, but especially after the run” - P9
When asked how long this feeling lasts, one woman noted that this depends on the actions
she does afterwards: “It depends how long this rewarding feeling remains, if I open up a bag of
chips then it goes down again” – P10
Of the five participants who already started to feel good during the run, four indicated to
run with a predetermined route. Of the eight women who started to feel good only after the
run, seven women run without a predetermined route.
Only one of the participants who runs individually (out of five) indicated to feel good during
the run. The other four were running with a partner, this is half of the women who were
running with a partner. Seven out of 13 participants indicated to relax on the couch after
their run rather than doing other activities (e.g., eating, showering). Except for one, all these
women indicated to not feel good during their running session.
Further analysis of the data also shows that a majority of participants, 10 out of 13, shared
their running achievements with someone (via WhatsApp, Snapchat, Strava and/or inperson with a friend or partner). This includes all the participants who run individually.
The two participants who always run with a partner do not share their session with others.

6.6.5

Emotion Analysis.

By using the Positive Emotional Granularity Cards [41] and Negative Emotion Typology
[38], we conducted a content analysis of the results of study 2 through the lens of emotions.
We present each emotion family with its related valence and definition, as well as an
illustrative verbatim and the phase in which it occurs (Table 9).
Table 9: Emotion families described with the valence, definition, illustrative quotes and phase
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6.7

Limitations

Our studies entail some limitations. As part of our sampling strategy, we selected participants
in a women-only running event. Yet these runners might not be representative of all runners
experiencing motivational loss: first by presumably representing only one gender identity on
the gender spectrum, second because they had a clear goal setting to participate in a running
event and achieved their objective. Our participants nevertheless experienced barriers prior
to their running sessions, which sometimes hindered them from going for their run. If
these barriers are experienced within this group of runners, we can assume an even stronger
experience of barriers and doubts among runners without clear goal setting strategies.
Relying solely on retrospective self-reported data is another limitation of the present studies,
which do not inform on participants’ actual running adherence.
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6.8

Conclusion

In the present paper, we combined an online survey and a journey mapping activity to
investigate the influence of motivational barriers and enablers in amateur runners’ rituals.
Although the market offers a myriad of running-related devices that aim to motivate
runners during the run, the needs are high to support amateur runners prior to exercising.
The goal is to support exercising motivation and to reduce unhealthy sedentary behaviors,
thereby complementing existing families of interventions to increase physical activity [12]
with more specific and tailored individual design interventions. We encourage the HCI and
design community to use our insights to develop and test new interactive devices to achieve
these objectives.
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03.

In Part 2: Understanding, we have presented
Chapters 3-6, in which we (i) investigated different
elements of the intention-behavior gap, and (ii)
investigated how barriers and enablers to exercise
are experienced among women. Informed by two
online survey studies in Chapters 3 and 6, we
gained an understanding of the nature and size of
the intention-behavior gap among women. Results
of these studies underline that the moment prior
to exercising is of influence on the actual exercise
session. However, when someone experiences a
barrier to exercise, it does not automatically result
in one cancelling an exercise session. Depending on
the context, one is able to overcome the barrier. A
barrier should thus not be systematically considered
as a blocking issue. Additional empirical findings
on the conditions under which a barrier is hindering
or might be able to overcome are gathered through
diary (Chapter 4) and interview probe studies in
(Chapters 5 & 6). Through these studies, we were
able to investigate exercise intentions and behavior
per day, and whether and why these changed
retrospectively during the day. First, we provided
an overview of commonly experienced barriers and
enablers, similar to previous studies. Second, we
got an understanding of the types of barriers and
enablers that were experienced on different types
of (non-)exercise days. Based on these results,
we gained insights into the decision-making
mechanisms behind barriers and enablers related to
exercising and the underlying emotions.
In the following Part 3: Synthesizing, we will
synthesize these findings by proposing the Runner’s
Journey model. In this model, we highlight
opportunities for design that address the exercise
intention-behavior gap. The Runner’s Journey
is a visual representation of a runners’ routines
articulating the different stages of the journey
along with actions, barriers & enablers, thoughts
and emotions.
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Moere, A., Funk, M., & Vos, S. (2020, October). The Runner’s Journey: Identifying Design Opportunities
for Running Motivation Technology. In Proceedings of the 11th Nordic Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction: Shaping Experiences, Shaping Society (pp. 1-14).
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7.1

Runner’s Journey

Synthesizing the findings of Chapters 3-6, we propose the Runner’s Journey (Figure
21). The Runner’s Journey is a visual representation of a runners’ routines articulating
the different stages of the journey along with actions, barriers & enablers, thoughts and
emotions. Through this representation, we propose a general template applicable to multiple
people, representative of various types of different runners. Journey mapping is a designerly
way to communicate participants’ experiences and pain points, and mine these for design
opportunities [29]. This approach is originally a service design method, used by design
practitioners to synthesize the findings of user research and communicate with the team,
to eventually empathize, ideate and find actionable solutions to the presented pain points
[18, 29].
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Figure 21: Runner’s Journey
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7.1.1

Phases, Steps & Actions

Previous design research related to sports and exercise mainly focuses on the exercise itself
(e.g., [14, 30, 34]) and offers a limited perspective on the motivational challenges prior to
or after exercising. The results of our studies suggest that a broader perspective towards
the session in everyday life rituals is desired, since the phases prior to and after the session
influence the exercise itself, and thus the intention-behavior gap as well. We distinguish
three stages in the Runner’s Journey: Before, During and After running. In Figure 22, we
visualize the running timeline including runners’ steps and actions linked to these phases,
which we gathered through our studies. In the Before phase, we distinguish two steps: Set
Intention and Preparation. In the Set Intention step, actions such as planning the session,
reminding one of the goals, and going on with the day are performed. In the Preparation
step, we see actions linked to getting ready. Subsequently, in the During phase, we see
actions performed linked to running, such as performing a personal mantra or going to
run without a predetermined route. In the After phase, we distinguish two steps and their
associated actions: Sharing (e.g., sharing on social media) and Relaxation (e.g., taking a
shower, relaxing on the couch, eating a snack).

Figure 22: Phases, Steps & Actions of Runner’s Journey

7.1.2

Barriers & Enablers

In the diary study in Chapter 4 we gained insights in what type of barriers and enablers
were perceived on different type of days (successful vs. unsuccessful days). Hence, we thus
distinguish the specific types of barriers perceived on these different days in the Runner’s
Journey as well (Figure 23). The green barriers and orange enablers are experienced on both
successful and unsuccessful exercise days, whereas the purple barriers are solely linked to
unsuccessful exercise days.

Figure 23: Barriers & Enablers of Runner’s Journey
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7.1.3

Emotions, Emotion Curves & Thoughts

In the journey mapping activity in Chapter 6, we identified positive and negative emotions
experienced by the participants. To indicate the strength of emotions, expressed by either
the occurrences or emphasis put on a specific emotion family during the mapping activity, we
visualize the emotions through curves (Figure 24). The colors purple, green and orange are
color-coded to the emotion valence of the specific barrier or enabler. Based on the insights
of the diary study in Chapter 4, we distinguish the negative emotions on the different types
of days. Although one might have a successful exercise day, negative emotions might still
occur (green). What is striking though, is that these negative emotions are more present
during unsuccessful exercise days (purple). Illustrative quotes representing these emotions
are presented in the top layer of the Runner’s Journey under the label “thoughts”.

Figure 24: Emotion, Emotion Curves & Thoughts of Runner’s Journey

7.1.4

Design Opportunities

Through the Runner’s Journey we articulate turning points of motivations and decisionmaking over time. These turning points can offer opportune moments to intervene. This is
in line with Fogg’s notion of ‘kairos’: “the opportune moment to persuade” [6]. Although in his
persuasive technology model he states these moments happen when both motivation and
ability are above a threshold, to perform the targeted behavior [6]. In the Runner’s Journey
we searched for high peaks in negative emotions (green and purple) or decreasing curves
in the positive emotions (orange), and based on that identified momentary pain points in

Figure 25: Design opportunities derived from Runner’s Journey
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the model. By linking these to the actions, we could identify six contextualized design
opportunities before, during and after a running session (Figure 25). In these, the focus is
on positively influencing the interplay of expected benefits and barriers of running and how
these can be exemplified through design.
Along with our multidisciplinary research team (composed of researchers and students in
industrial and UX design, psychology and sport studies), we used the Runner’s Journey
and the underlying narrative as a source of inspiration. Six design concepts are used as
illustrative cases under each design opportunity. These design examples are not suggested as
the ‘right’ solutions addressing the design recommendations, yet are illustrations meant to
bolster the recommendations and to inspire further ideas.
7.1.4.1

1: Guide self-talk and reinforce the anticipated reward of running

Going for a run is part of a goal-setting process that is sometimes initiated days in advance
under the form of setting an intention, which is pending until someone turns it into action
and goes for a run. At any moment, unexpected information such as weather reports,
cancellations of co-runners or a runner’s perception of their own well-being can influence
this decision process [22, 23, 32]. Although the Runner’s Journey suggests that the planning
of a running session often begins with positive anticipation feelings, this is often followed
by feelings of doubt expressed under the form of self-talk. Self-talk is defined as “a dialogue
in which an individual interprets feelings and perceptions, regulates and changes evaluations and
convictions, and gives himself/herself instructions and reinforcement” [10]. As seen in the journey
mapping activity, the runner questions herself whether she should stay or should go. In
psychology, self-talk is understood as instrumental for both motivational (e.g., arousal or
drive) and cognitive purposes [10]. Several exercisers indicated using self-talk in order to talk
themselves into going to their workouts and this appears as an important tool for encouraging
individuals to exercise [7]. In these moments, runners counter-weigh the expected benefits
against the perceived barriers from running [22]. An important design challenge lays in
shifting this self-talk towards the anticipated benefits of running instead of the perceived
barriers, as well as influencing the valence of the self-talk content from doubt to confidence.
Currently, some runners do this already by using a personal mantra to motivate themselves
by encouraging positive emotions (like courage, energy and confidence). The anticipated
benefits of running can be amplified in self-talk through design.
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Figure 26: The sports buddy stimulates positive self-talk by reminding users of their goals and anticipated
feelings of satisfaction. Design by Alynne de Haan

Illustrative design concept: Raya is an interactive sports buddy that aims to support people
in overcoming barriers experienced before exercising, by starting this dialogue (Figure 26).
Raya helps users to plan a workout and enquire about their motivation to exercise that day.
When the user experiences doubt about going, Raya enables to shift this self-talk to an
actual one, stimulating anticipation feelings and thus contributing to outweighing enablers
over barriers. To measure whether the buddy is being held, the Hexiwear prototyping tool
can be used, with an integrated accelerometer, vibration motor, Bluetooth low energy and
a built-in battery. Another strategy could consist of decreasing the amount of negative selftalk [11] through an interactive device supporting self-awareness and reverse listing those
negative thoughts. We will further elaborate upon the design of Raya in Chapter 8.
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Figure 27: The interactive clothes hanger is a pleasurable troublemaker, acting during the preparation ritual.
Design by Alynne de Haan
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7.1.4.2

2: Make the preparation rituals more interesting or pleasurable

The Runner’s Journey illustrates that the doubts experienced prior to the running session
have a certain time span; they do not just appear at one moment. A clear tipping point
in the narrative is visible during the Preparation phase prior to the session, where after
getting dressed, the likelihood of going for a run is high. This Preparation phase entails
the highest amount of doubts and contains different personal rituals. This offers many
opportune moments for a design intervention: as emphasized through the mapping activity
and in line with previous work, several objects are embedded into the pre-running rituals,
such as the mirror. Lowering the threshold of doing these rituals or even making them more
pleasurable to do, could in turn lower the threshold to go running. It is possible to provoke
curiosity or turn interactions like getting dressed into a game, which is a successful intention
to action strategy highlighted in previous research [20]. In design, the Aesthetic of Friction
and underlying concept of Pleasurable Troublemakers can also offer a relevant direction to
support running preparation rituals. In ‘Keymoment’ by Laschke et al. [19], a key holder
suggestively drops the bicycle key on the ground, when one takes the car keys instead. The
aim of the keyholder is to disrupt the routine and offering an alternative (the bicycle key
instead of the car keys) in line with an ideal self. In the running context, the preparation
phase seems to be under-explored by designers yet; although users described it as a tipping
point to go running or not.
Illustrative design concept: Meria is an interactive clothes hanger that persuades the user
to change into their sports outfit (Figure 27), to overcome the threshold of getting dressed.
The user hangs their sports clothes on the hanger, which detects running intentions via a
connection to the users’ calendar. Along the day, the hanger will slowly start shrinking
by connecting the arms of the hanger to servomotors. If the user takes off the clothes to
go exercising, a motivational quote will appear on an integrated e-ink screen. However,
whenever the sports clothes are not taken off on time, the size of the hanger will reach a
point where the sports clothes fall on the ground. We will further elaborate upon the design
of Meria in Chapter 9.
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7.1.4.3

3: Provide tools to help runners perform exercise imagery before their running session

In the Runner’s Journey, we see that runners feel energetic towards the end of the running
session, usually after overcoming frustration and insecurity. Reminding runners of this
energetic feeling prior to the session could thus be a positive endeavor to overcome barriers.
Studies in sport psychology introduced a powerful intervention technique to stimulate
this energetic feeling, called ‘exercise imagery’ [13]. Exercise imagery is originally used by
athletes to enhance their performance by mentally visualizing their session beforehand.
Yet it can also make a beneficial contribution to exercise participation among sedentary
individuals [17]. In recreational sports this tool can be repurposed: exercisers may imagine
themselves participating in exercise, enjoying their workouts, and achieving their desired
exercise goals upfront. Within exercise imagery, ‘energy imagery’ refers to mental images
related with increased energetic feelings and stress relief [8]. To trigger imagery, different
sensations like hearing (e.g., one’s footsteps on various types of soil) and seeing (e.g.,
the scenery of the run) may be encouraged [13]. While the cognitive aspects of exercise
imagery have led to technological development, such as computer-aided imagery [25], the
component related to feelings is currently underexplored in technology design, especially
for recreational exercisers. Through design, the positive sensations related to running (e.g.,
energetic feeling towards the end of the run) can be triggered on moments beyond the run
itself, and eventually stimulate energy imagery.
Illustrative design concept: Asynja is a multisensory object that triggers sensations related
to one’s personal running experience (Figure 28). In between runs, the object will diffuse
nature-related scents (e.g., trees, mud, grass). Relying on peripheral interaction, this artefact
subtly nudges one to go running, thereby supporting them to transform their positive
intentions into actions. We will further elaborate upon the design of Asynja in Chapter 9.
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Figure 28: The multisensorial running artefact triggers exercise imagery to help runners visualize their session
beforehand. Design by Myrthe Hilderink
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Figure 29: A piece of jewelry enabling women to share exercise intentions with friends. Design by Ilse Faber,
Jesse Pepping, Bram Monkel & Stella Xu
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7.1.4.4

4: Provide tools to stimulate social support among runners beforehand

The Runner’s Journey shows social support can act as an enabler, visible in the post-running
rituals of sharing achievements on social network, as well as being an enabler (e.g., social
commitment) and barrier (e.g., provoked by the cancellation of a running partner) before the
session. Social aspects after running are already covered quite well in running technology,
especially in smartphone apps and social networks. Relying on family support, TickTockRun
by Knaving and Wózniak [16] provides a screen-based data visual of tracked running and
daily activities to stimulate discussions within a household. Social aspects could be further
explored when it comes to the design of tangible running devices, and in the timing of the
feedback, focusing on before the session.
Illustrative design concept: Grace is a piece of jewelry enabling women to share exercise
intentions with friends (Figure 29). The bracelet shows whether friends have the intention
to go exercise that day, and eventually if they actually went. The same information is also
shared about themselves. This commitment-based way of motivating is closely intertwined
with an increased feeling of group coherence and social support. To amplify the awareness
of sharing goals and accomplishing them together, Grace also enables to cheer for your
friends, stimulating them to get active, or celebrating with them for turning their intentions
into action. We will further elaborate upon the design of Grace in Chapter 10.
7.1.4.5 5: Help runners overcome negative emotions, like frustration and insecurity, experienced while
running

The Runner’s Journey implies a mixed experience of negative (frustration and insecurity)
and positive emotions (energetic) during the running stage. Even when the runner turns
their positive intentions into action, the run itself might still be considered as a burden
(e.g., nauseous, too hard). This is in line with previous research indicating exercising
can be considered as a short-term cost [4, 5, 26], which might adverse the enjoyment of
running itself [21]. Although this challenge has been previously addressed in HCI research
[1, 12, 14, 24, 31, 33], further explorations on how to leverage that critical phase of the
Runner’s Journey can be pursued. Our findings emphasized that these detractors might
result in cancelling the training upfront, when anticipating these negative emotions might
overshadow the positive emotions experienced right before. Since people’s expectations
influence new experiences, being positive can increase the likelihood of a positive experience.
This so-called placebo effect has been successfully influencing exercise behavior before [3],
indicating the importance of such a mind-set shift during running.
Illustrative design concept: An existing concept on the market addressing that design
challenge is ‘Zombies Run!’ [31], a gamified application immersing the runner in a postapocalyptic environment. Hearing their mission and music through headphones, the player
must avoid zombies and collect goods to survive. Gamifying the running effort transforms
negative emotions into positive feelings.
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7.1.4.6

6: Design for ‘slower reward mechanisms’ to encourage a prolonged reward feeling of running

The Runner’s Journey emphasizes the high satisfaction and pride feelings runners retained
from running. Whereas these feelings are strong right after the end of a session, they
quickly fade over the course of the day. An opportunity would be to make these feelings
last longer, possibly carrying into the next preparation phase of a running session. This
is described as a “slower reward mechanism” by Stusak et al. [28], who designed activity
sculptures – 3D printed physical visualization of running data - providing feedback on the
run with a delay of two days. By incorporating this delay, participants were reminded of
their proud feeling again, making this feeling last longer. By realizing a “slower reward
mechanism” the timeline of the running session is also stretched, making it unclear when
a session ends and begins again, or maybe overlaps. This is an interesting perspective as
compared to the continuous stream of data provided by current applications, being just a
glance away [9]. Here, slow reward mechanisms or delayed feedback offer the possibility of
anticipation and speculation of the feedback and enable to focus on the present activities [15,
27]. Shape-changing interfaces allow for this type of delayed feedback mechanism thanks to
their dynamic, tangible and long-term interaction opportunities [2].
Illustrative design concept: Laina is an art piece, including a shape- changing interface,
visualizing previous running routes over two days (Figure 30). Connected to the user’s
fitness activity platform, the art piece changes shape, creating a data physicalization pattern
related to the last running route. To change shape, a linear actuator motor is controlled
by two stepper motors, pushing out the individual pins. By visualizing the stacked routes,
runners are encouraged to adjust their art piece by going to further runs, perhaps taking
other paths. We will further elaborate upon the design of Laina in Chapter 11.

7.1.5

Cyclic Process

By aggregating insights of various studies, we were able to use journey mapping to highlight
design opportunities for exercise motivation. By using a mixed-method approach, we aim
at a holistic understanding of the intention-behavior gap, and the experienced barriers and
enablers before and afterwards. However, we also want to emphasize the Runner’s Journey
is not the only way to visualize a typical runner’s day. Eventually, the Runner’s Journey is a
single cycle, where rewarding feelings after the run of one journey, connects to anticipation
feelings prior to the next journey. Ideally in the long term, the positive consequences of
exercising further reinforce the motivation to run and reduce the influence of barriers.
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Figure 30: The shape-changing art piece includes a slow reward mechanism, providing exercising feedback
over the course of two days. Design by Mads Birkebæk & Evianne van Hartingsveldt
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In Part 3: Synthesizing, we combined
the findings of Part 2: Understanding, by
proposing the Runner’s Journey model. In
this model, we highlighted opportunities for
design that address the exercise intentionbehavior gap and explain how theories in
design and psychology can help address
these.

ing
04.

In the following part, Part 4: Designing,
we will address the following sub-research
question: “How can we design for lowering
the exercise intention-behavior gap, while
gaining in-situ knowledge on barriers and
enablers?” by presenting five design cases,
corresponding to the presented design
opportunities in the Runner’s Journey. Each
design case contributes new knowledge and
perspectives on how interaction design can
help one overcoming barriers that influence
the exercise intention-behavior gap.
The presented design cases are all designed
in the context of the Vitality Squad at
the department of Industrial Design,
Eindhoven University of Technology,
together with design students over different
semesters. The students were presented one
of the design opportunities of the Runner’s
Journey (Chapter 7) and were guided to
specifically design for that part of the
journey, aligned with the research objectives
of the thesis. The projects were not designed
in parallel, but rather building on each
other’s designs. Each individual iterative
design process (e.g., including user studies,
several form and shape explorations) is
elaborated upon in the following chapters.
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chapter 08
raya

chapter 09
meria

DESIGN
OPPORTUNITY

Guide self-talk and reinforce
the anticipated reward of
running

Make
the
preparation
rituals more interesting or
pleasurable

DESIGN

Raya is a tangible sport buddy
that helps women to realize
their workout by reminding
them of their goals and selfcommitment.

Meria is a troublemaking
clothing
hanger
that
dismisses clothes when one
does not go exercising as
planned.

METHOD

We conducted two user
studies,
a
two-weeks
longitudinal study (N = 6)
and a user test with Raya (N
= 6).

We conducted a survey (N =
127), and conducted an insitu user evaluation (N = 1).

CONTRIBUTION

Through the present study,
we contribute to a better
understanding of the impact
of tangible and emotional
aspects on people’s motivation
in the context of exercising.

The methodological and
empirical
contributions
are: (1) a demonstration of
how to apply the Aesthetic
of Friction, throughout all
stages of the design process,
and (2) insights into the role
of friction in design and
behavior change.

CONCLUSION

Findings suggest that Raya
encourages
participants’
motivation to exercise by
providing emotional support.
Emotional aspects triggered
by the tangibility of the
buddy are valued as compared
to virtual support for physical
activity.

Through this pictorial, we
illustrate that, while one can
speculate and conceptualize
Aesthetics of Friction, it
actually comes to life through
the act of designing.

Health by Tech 2021

Pictorial DIS 2021
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chapter 10
asynja

chapter 11
grace

chapter 12
laina

Provide tools to help runners
perform exercise imagery
before their running session

Provide tools to stimulate
social support among runners
beforehand

Design for ‘slower reward
mechanisms’ to encourage a
prolonged reward feeling of
running

Asynja is an artefact that
triggers exercise imagery by
using natural scents related to
running

Grace is a piece of jewelry
enabling women to share
exercise intentions with
friends to encourage social
support.

Laina is a shape changing art
piece, presenting physicalized
running route data as slow
feedback

We conducted a survey (N =
15), and conducted an in-situ
user evaluation (N = 1).

We conducted a survey
among industrial designers
(N = 22), and conducted an
exploratory user study (N =
3).

We deployed Laina at 3
participant’s home, during a
series of 3-weeks field studies
and conducted an expert
survey study (N = 23).

Our contributions are the
following:
1)
designing
Asynja as a researchthrough- design artefact
embedding olfactory design,
and 2) providing insights
in designing for exercise
imagery through olfaction.

The
contributions
are:
defining the interaction
attributes
of
graceful
interaction in product design.
We then designed Grace to
embed the notion of graceful
interaction.

Our
contributions
are:
1)
defining
interaction
attributes to materialize a
slow feedback mechanism,
2)
exemplifying
Laina
embedding those attributes,
and 3) providing insights for
designing
exercise-related
products with slow feedback.

Through
the
presented
Research-through-Design
process, we offer insights into
the use of olfactory feedback
in the context of exercising
motivation.

Throughout
this
paper,
we explored the relevance
of adopting a qualitative
aesthetics of interaction to
extend the design space of
sports wearables for women

In our study this dynamic
feedback allowed for longer
reflection, anticipation and
exploration
of
running
behavior.

In review
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The Runner’s Journey in Chapter
7 suggests that the planning of a
running session often begins with
positive anticipation feelings, and this
is often followed by feelings of doubt
expressed under the form of selftalk. An important design challenge
lays in shifting this self-talk towards
the anticipated benefits of exercising
instead of the perceived barriers, as well
as influencing the valence of the selftalk content from doubt to confidence.
We therefore proposed the following
design opportunity: “Guide self-talk
and reinforce the anticipated reward of
running”.
In the following chapter we present
Raya: an interactive sports buddy, that
helps shifting self-talk to an actual
dialogue, stimulating anticipation
feelings and thus contributing to
outweighing enablers over barriers. We
conducted two user studies with Raya,
a two-weeks longitudinal study and a
user test. Findings suggest that Raya
encourages participants’ motivation
to exercise by providing effective and
emotional support.
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Abstract: Although many people have a positive intention to be more active, a key challenge
remains to turn this intention into action. Social support as a motivational strategy can increase
adherence in exercise and can be provided by relational agents as a substitute for human coaches.
We present Raya, a tangible sports buddy that helps women to realize their workout by reminding
them of their goals and self-commitment. We conducted two user studies, a two-weeks longitudinal
study and a user test, to explore how emotional design and tangible interaction, influence women’s
experience and motivation to exercise. Findings suggest that Raya encourages participants’
motivation to exercise by providing effective and emotional support. Emotional aspects triggered
by the tangibility of the buddy are valued as compared to virtual support for physical activity.

8.1

Introduction

8.2

Related Work

8.2.1

Qualitative Social Support as a Motivational Strategy

Many people try to be physically active and to incorporate some form of exercising into their
daily life. Yet despite these positive intentions, a key challenge for many is to transform
intentions into exercise behavior, eventually creating a long-term exercise habit. This
phenomenon is referred to as the exercise intention-behavior gap [20]. Social support as a
motivational strategy can increase adherence in exercise [22], and numerous studies thus
advocate for including social features in sport-related technology [21, 24]. One way to
include this is through the use of relational agents also called Embodied Conversational
Agents. These anthropomorphic characters are designed to build and sustain socialemotional relationships with their users and are often used in the context of behavior change
[4]. Within this context, relational agents can take the role of coaches or trainers and are
sometimes even preferred to human trainers because of the convenience and permanence of
the interaction [4].
In this paper, we describe Raya, a propositional object enabling us to investigate how to
design for exercise motivation. Raya is designed as a tangible relational agent entailing human
characteristics, aiming to help overcome barriers experienced before exercise. Through the
present study, we inform the following research question: Do tangible and emotional aspects
contribute to motivating people to exercise? We also aim to inspire designers to make better
use of the power of tangibility when designing for behavior change.
In this related work section, we review prior literature in two areas: qualitative social support
as a motivational strategy and social support through embodied conversational agents.
Over recent years, the trend in sport-related interventions is to use quantification (e.g., by
the use of numbers and graphs) to give exercising feedback and eventually support people in
implementing their sports intentions. The underlying idea is to increase cognitive awareness
among one’s state of health or performance, to eventually enable positive behavior change [5,
11, 23]. Although this type of encouragement speaks to a segment of people, not everyone
is encouraged by knowing they are stronger or faster than others (or themselves). This
feedback type thus does not necessarily reach the vast diversity of people who do benefit
from exercising regularly [26]. Acknowledging different people have different wishes
highlights the importance of exploring other types of encouragement through the design
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of interactive technologies. Since many people feel supported by being part of a community
and value social support [10, 27], the need for more qualitative social interactions seems
apparent. Still, it remains a remains a relatively unexplored area in interaction design [13].
Social support as a motivational strategy to increase adherence in exercise has proven to
be effective in previous research [22]. It is thus applied and advocated widely to include
social features in sport-related technology [21, 25]. However, many of these interventions
enable social support during the training session. A relevant example is “Jogging over a
Distance” by Mueller et al. (2010), enabling individual runners to run together via audio of
their heartbeat, while being at a different location [14]. Another example is RUFUS [28], a
system allowing people to cheer remotely for someone who is partaking in a running event.
Although these designs are relevant illustrations showing how to successfully incorporate
social elements in a qualitative manner, they focus on providing social support during the
exercise session. However, lack of social support is also experienced prior to exercising,
preventing one from initiating an exercise session [19] which in turn results in an intentionbehavior gap. External online platforms that do try to stimulate social support outside of
training sessions (e.g., Runkeeper, Strava) have a quantitatively-driven approach by enabling
sharing sports performance with others [24]. Although, as mentioned before, focusing
on performance might not be desirable and encouraging for all types of people [10, 27].
Enabling qualitative social support that goes beyond the exercise session itself is, therefore,
a relevant gap that needs further investigation.

8.2.2

Social Support through Embodied Conversational Agents

Embodied Conversational Agents, or relational agents, are used as a substitute for tasks which
usually involve human interaction and are often designed to mimic the role of companions or
coaches in the context of behavior change. Providing social support is thus an essential skill
for these virtual characters, which rely on emotional design and communication strategies
to achieve that purpose. As stated by Beale and Creed (2009), one of the primary goals for
designers is to “create agents capable of having natural and effective interactions with users that
can produce some desirable of beneficial outcome” [2, p. 755]. To reach this objective, extensive
research on the expression of synthetic human emotions has been conducted, exploring
dimensions such as speech content and tone, body language or facial expressions.
In the domain of health, the review conducted by Beale and Creed (2009) suggests a
potential for the use of relational agents to trigger positive behavior and keep users engaged
[12]. Examples of relational agents supporting physical activity can be found in several
studies [4, 8, 17], in which findings in the context of an exergame show that a cyber buddy is
better than no buddy. Currently Embodied Conversational Agents are majorly represented
as screen-based entities having human characteristics [2]. Examples of these agents might
take the form of robots, virtual pets, or other interactive devices. The effectiveness of
interventions that use these agents [1, 29], as compared to more traditional computer-based
approaches, might result from a humanization of the user’s interaction with the healthrelated intervention: “Whereas computer-based interventions might be considered dehumanizing
and lacking the empathy necessary for delivering intervention content, when coupled with avatars
or virtual agents there are advantages that might re-humanize the user’s interaction with the
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intervention” [12]. We thus advocate for integrating more of these humanization elements
in designing Embodied Conversational Agents targeting exercising, through the use of
tangibility and haptic feedback. Studies providing insights into the role of tangible relational
agents, and the desirable human-agent interactions, adoption are scarce, and researchers call
for further work in this context [12].

8.3

Study 1: Two-Weeks User Study Exploring Interaction Modalities

8.3.1

Participants

8.3.2

Procedure

In this paper, we propose the design of a tangible relational agent that helps people realize
their exercise intentions by guiding them in goal setting and self-commitment. To investigate
what type of input/output modalities our relational agent should include, and how motivating
such an agent is, we set up an exploratory two-week user study. The outcomes of this study
are used to inform the tangible buddy design, but most importantly, its communication
style. For this exploratory study, we tested the interaction via participants’ smartphones, to
be later included in the tangible buddy. In this stage, however, we investigated if making
someone think of their workout, planning it and being reminded of their commitment helped
the participants in a real-life context. The two modalities we explored are text (written vs
animated) and speech tone (low vs high pitch).
Six women between the ages of 22 and 60 participated in this study. They signed an
informed consent form and were not compensated for their participation. Recruitment was
done convenience sampling, yet participants were not acquaintances of the researcher. Their
activity level was slightly active (exercising once or twice per week), with one participant
being moderately active (going three times a week). We purposively sampled participants
from a homogeneous gender and exercise frequency group to more easily find commonalities
and differences. Although all types of people encounter the exercise intention-behavior gap,
there are reasons to consider different target groups have various motivation triggers, where
studies show that social support seems to appeal to women in particular [10]. Of the six
participants, five indicated to plan their workout upfront However, four of the participants
indicated to experience hesitations often whether to exercise before their workout, and some
even indicated it occurs every time. The other two participants indicated to experience this
only sometimes or never. All participants, except for one, use their phone several times a
day. Note that the frequency someone looks at their phone might affect how the participants
interact with the virtual buddy since interactions strongly depend on how often participants
check their messages.
We briefly described the aim of the study, defining the best way to deliver a motivational
message, to participants and the procedure. After two weeks of interacting with the virtual
buddy, we conducted semi-structured interviews.
Background Questionnaire. Participants first filled out an introduction questionnaire,
including questions about their lifestyle and physical activity habits as well as phone usage.
Interactions with the Buddy. We asked the participants to send a text message to the buddy
when they think of doing a workout. They thus plan their exercising goals with the buddy
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and give further explanations on their intention. Each participant can choose to send this
commitment either through a voice or text message. After this planning act, we invited
the participants to fill out a short online survey about their momentary feelings, including
questions about (a) the format of the message sent to the buddy (voice message vs text
message) (b) why they did choose this interaction modality, and (c) how they felt when
telling their plans to the buddy.
Reminder by the Buddy. Before the participants’ planned workout, multiple messages are
sent by the buddy. These took different forms: animated, textual, or spoken using different
voice tones. In these messages, the buddy reminds them of their planned workout and
initial goals. Two hours after receiving these messages, participants are asked to fill in a
questionnaire to understand their feelings about the interaction, if the reminder came at
an opportune or non-opportune moment, if they went exercising or not, and whether the
messages were motivating or not.
Semi-structured interviews. Five out of six participants participated in the interview. We
investigated how they experienced the virtual buddy and how this affected their goal setting
and motivation. Participants were also asked about the ideal look and feel of a buddy in
terms of communication, relatedness, friendship and motivation.

8.4

Results

8.4.1

Dialogue with Buddy

8.4.2

Input/Output Modality

In total, the virtual buddy sent 17 reminders to the participants, differing in the type
of modality chosen. These reminders were sent when a participant indicated having the
intention to exercise that day.
A first observation is an interplay between monologue and dialogue conversations between
the buddy and the participant. The participants indicated, for example, being able to thank
the buddy for their messages or to confirm they went for a workout. For practical reasons,
a dialogue is necessary to sketch a complete overview of the planned workout when the
participant forgot important information (e.g. time of workout, the reason for workout).
One participant mentioned that she expected to receive more messages from the buddy,
and as this would be valuable in order not to forget it. Another participant mentioned that
she knew the buddy was always there because you could talk to it at any time. However, she
sometimes thought about talking to the buddy but did not have her phone, and this was
perceived as a barrier. She would prefer a tangible buddy that she could take everywhere.
“I really had the feeling the buddy was always around. At a moment when you needed it or when
you wanted to tell something. … However, I did sometimes think about saying something to in the
evening or morning, but then I didn’t have my phone laying around, and then I thought; I will do
that later.” (P5)
All participants chose the typed message modality to reply to the buddy. In half of the cases,
they mentioned convenience reasons (e.g., not always at the right place to talk out loud)
or habit in the way they interact with their phone (e.g. not used to have vocal interactions
with their phone). All participants were positive about the static text as an output modality.
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The animated text was less preferred since it took more time for the message to appear. All
participants indicated a preference for the low pitch voice over the high one, considered as
more annoying. One of the six participants explicitly mentioned that the spoken messages
felt more personal. Even though the participants indicated that it was easier to communicate
with the buddy over WhatsApp ©, it lacked a personal touch as compared to communicating
with someone in real-life. They also admitted that a more personal social interaction would
be more motivating than just receiving a text.

8.4.3

Impact on Motivation

8.5

Design: Raya

Out of the 17 reminders, 11 were reported as motivating: “It was in writing what I wanted to
achieve, it helped me with extra motivation” (P3), “It shed light on what I found important” (P1).
For the remaining six reminders, participants stated that they did not motivate them. Most
of the time, this was due to poor timing of the reminder (they were already going to the gym
or were already motivated to go). One participant indicated to prefer several messages spread
out over a more extended period, to get support more often. Five out of six participants
indicated to feel more actively involved in their exercise planning, making them more aware
of what they had planned. The reminders sent by the messaging buddy were considered
positive, since it contributed to the commitment they made and to the awareness that they
were on the ‘right’ track, making them more likely to go.
Based on the results of this first exploratory study, we conclude that the possibility of having
a dialogue with a buddy is of importance. Furthermore, the spoken modality was considered
more personal and enabled a direct social interaction, which was desired. For the design
of our relational agent, we will, therefore, integrate the spoken modality, enabling the
possibility of having a natural dialogue. Integrating a notification feature is also considered
ideal for minimizing the risk of missing a reminder.
Raya is a tangible sports buddy designed for people who have the behavioral intention to
exercise but experience doubts before actually doing it (Figure 31). Raya helps one to plan
a workout and additionally asks the user for their personal motivation to exercise that day.
When the user eventually is in doubt about going or not, Raya sparks a dialogue and triggers
emotions, remembering why one initially wanted to go exercising and stimulating the actual
intended behavior. Raya does so by starting the conversation as follows: “Guess what? It is
almost time to [activity]! You said you wanted this because you want to [reason]. It is [date] [time]
already, so go and get dressed!”.
As compared to a classical voice UI reminder system, tangible aspects are key in the
interaction with Raya. The buddy’s voice is a medium pitched voice, everything being spoken
out loud. To notify the user that the buddy wants to say something, its heart starts beating
faster (Figure 32). The buddy starts to speak when it detects laying on the user’s hand. The
same goes when the user wants to say something, and they just have to pick it up. If the
user would not be interested in hearing what it has to say, or if it is an inconvenient time,
Raya has a silent mode by shaking it. Raya is designed as an empathic buddy, thus entailing
human characteristics. Having a heartbeat and a warm touch, this animal-shaped buddy
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Figure 31: Raya, a tangible sports buddy that supports women to exercise
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feels life-like. Overall, it thus intends to act as a companion capable of eliciting emotional
responses from the users. The shape and color of the buddy are customizable, allowing each
person to adopt their preferred animal.

8.5.1

Design Process

Raya has been designed following an iterative design process. First, based on the results
of study 1, a brainstorm session was held amongst the four design researchers featuring
different ideas on how to design a buddy that motivates someone when in doubt to go
exercising (Figure 33). The idea of using human and tangible aspects resulted in early design
concepts featuring lifelike attributes: a breathing wristband displaying personal messages
to the user; and a heartbeat cube which communicates to the users to discuss their plans
and goals. Relying on the insights of the first study, the later idea evolved as an animal-like
buddy, represented in the form of a mouse that can have verbal conversations. (Figure 33).
To further evolve the look and feel of the buddy, different iterations were done through the
making of sketches, clay models and auditive samples. This eventually resulted in the final
design of Raya (Figure 33): a whale-shaped buddy, made of soft and pastel-colored fabric.
We choose for this look and feel to make it appealing to touch and hold it in hand.

Figure 32: Scenario of Raya usage

Figure 33 Different iterations to the final shape of Raya. Left, the heartbeat cube, which communicates with
the user to discuss her plans and goals. Middle, first version of the tangible sport buddy in the shape of a
mouse. Right, the final design of Raya.
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8.5.2

Technical implementation

8.6

Study 2: Interacting with the Tangible Buddy

8.6.1

Participants

Raya integrates multiple sensors for different modalities. To measure whether the buddy is
being held, we made use of the Hexiwear prototyping tool, with an integrated accelerometer,
vibration motor, Bluetooth low energy and a built-in battery. By making use of its integrated
vibration motor, we were able to simulate a life-like heartbeat. To enable the dialogue
between the buddy and user, we used the machine learning program Google Dialogflow
with the function Small Talk. This enables the tangible buddy to react to basic conversation.
Raya can also be trained with custom sentences to fit the dialogue with the user better.
Through an API, Google Dialogflow communicates with the Hexiwear prototyping tool.
In Study 2, we conducted a user test of Raya in a controlled environment. The aim of Study
2 is to understand how participants physically interact with the buddy and experience this
tangible interaction, as well as how empathic and emotional factors play a role in their
perception and the anticipated motivation triggered by the buddy.
The same six women as for Study 1 participated in the user test (Figure 34). They were not
compensated for their participation and signed an informed consent form. All of them had
the intention to be more active, because of the health benefits it comes with and the positive
feelings afterwards. They all mentioned valuing social support as a motivational strategy.

Figure 34: Participant interacting with the sport buddy during a user test.
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8.6.2

Procedure

8.6.3

Results

8.6.3.1

Look and Feel of Raya

8.6.3.2

Communication Style

We briefly described the aim of the study to participants (i.e. testing a sports buddy) and the
procedure. After warm-up questions about how they behave now, if they use any sports aids
and if they wish to be more active, we introduced the buddy in a standardized way: “This is a
sports buddy. It can help you commit to doing physical activities. You can communicate with it and
tell it your plans”.
User Test Scenarios. The user test, conducted in the presence of the experimenter, included
the following scenarios: (1) Free interaction to discover the buddy, (2) Planning a meeting
with the buddy, (3) Listening to the buddy when it is time for the meeting, (4) Switching the
buddy to silence mode. Participants’ reactions were written down, and we asked follow-up
questions when necessary. In the case participants did not understand an interaction, the
experimenter gave some hints first before explaining it.
Product Reaction Cards. After the test, we asked the participants to express their feeling by
selecting 5 words from the list of 118 Microsoft product reactions cards [3].
Semi-structured Interviews. We conducted a semi-structured interview at the end of the
user test to better understand the experience with Raya, and the emotions triggered as well
as the feeling of motivation and the acceptance of the product. The sessions lasted between
30 to 45 minutes, were audio-recorded and transcribed.

The first reaction observed by most participants is a fascination with the heartbeat. One
participant said that she did not expect that when she saw the cuddly figure, yet it raised her
interest in knowing what else it could do. Another person said that the heartbeat had a very
calming effect on her and felt very nicely in her hand, “I want to keep holding it” (P5). All the
participants liked the look and felt of the buddy, with “Cute” being a very frequent word to
describe it. Its size was also appreciated, “It fits in your hand very well” (P1). When sending
a reminder, the participants liked the fact that the buddy’s heartbeat would increase, thus
sharing a motivating sense of enthusiasm and excitement. Some did mention that they
would probably need a sound as well to make sure that the buddy attracts their attention.
While the major tangible interactions were easily understood, none of the participants
discovered how to switch the buddy to silent mode when needed. Participants stated that
shaking felt unnatural and unintuitive. One participant also mentioned that this interaction
modality was too aggressive and did not fit with the image of the cute buddy. They instead
suggested interactions such as pinching its head (P1), telling him to stop (P3, P4, P5),
putting one’s hand in front of its mouth (P2) or having a physical switch on its belly (P6).
When asked to plan a workout, most of our participants remained silent, not sure what to
do and instead of waiting for the buddy to say something: “It feels funny that you just have to
start talking. It feels a bit strange because it’s just a cuddly toy.” (P1). Not all of them held the
buddy when talking to it, some just stroke it. Almost all of the participants were surprised
how much it seemed like the buddy understood what they were saying, and communicated
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a supportive and friendly feeling: “Raya says it will remember everything, that really feels like
I have a friend.” (P6). One of the women said that she would not expect this emotional
factor with a sport-related product, and that was very positive. She, for instance, does not
like the hard attitude of some sports coaches as she likes positive feedback rather than
negative and thus preferred a supportive communication style such as the one used by Raya.
In addition to being empathic, participants mentioned the reminder of their own goal as
a great and motivational asset: “A plus to the buddy rather than a friend, is that it says it will
remind you of your reasons.” (P1). Indeed, the buddy reminds the user once at the set time.
All participants enjoyed the communication style of the reminder and stated that it was
nice to hear something back that you said yourself and that would probably work best for
them. Others mentioned that they had expected more, and they would like to evaluate
their workout with the buddy as well. Finally, participant 5 liked that the voice was not
monotone: “It is talking like it is having fun.” (P5).
8.6.3.3

Workout Planning and Motivation

8.6.3.4

Product reaction cards

8.7

Discussion

All the participants stated that they would most likely use the buddy at home. Four women
out of 6 would plan their workout in the evening for the next day. One participant said
she would plan her whole week at the weekend. Another participant would do it after her
last activity when she was feeling good about herself. Each woman expressed a different
preference for the timing of the reminders. It might thus be preferable for the buddy to ask
the user when she wants reminders, to better adapt to her needs. To the question when they
would need such a buddy, the answers varied. One participant said she especially needs
motivation during winter. Another one could use it when laying on the couch at night. A
few women would like to talk to the buddy again after the gym, to evaluate their progress:
“I would also like to discuss my results with the buddy. I need motivation and support in order not
to get quickly demotivated” (P1). Participants suggested that the buddy could be more than a
reminder, also a health coach that the user could ask for advice.
The words that were chosen most were “personal” and “motivating”. The users stated that
it feels more personal than a phone application: “It is personal because it is shaped like a living
being.” (P5) It also feels like the buddy is focused on them, rather than being just a ‘one size
fits all’ product: “It really feels like a friend.” (P6). The participants anticipated the buddy to be
very motivating to them, because of the way it is designed: “It is nice to interact with it. Therefore,
I think that you will make plans to do a workout more.” (P6). Several users also selected the
words “helpful” and “stimulating”. Furthermore, most had never heard of anything similar
and therefore chose the word “creative” or “innovative”. Additional words selected included
notions of collaboration and friendliness, such as “friendly”, “trustworthy”, “collaborative” or
“approachable” as well as notions of attractiveness and fun such as “attractive”, “engaging”,
“inviting”, “exciting” or “fun”.
Throughout this paper, we explored the integration of tangible and human attributes
within a relational agent designed for exercise encouragement. Through these attributes,
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we triggered a bond between the user and the sports buddy, which could in turn support
an increased motivation to adopt the targeted behavior of exercising and to sustain the use
of the self-improvement buddy itself [15]. By positioning this work opposed the current
paradigm of quantification [13] and ‘in-the-moment’ interventions [14, 28], we question
the current approaches of motivational design to address the needs of target groups that are
less addressed. Our sports buddy Raya acts here as a propositional object, entailing human
and tangible characteristics, aiming to help overcome barriers experienced prior to exercise.
While some findings in our exploratory Wizard of Oz study suggest that textual messages
were perceived as more convenient, we designed Raya as a conversational buddy because
language is the primary modality in human relationships [6]. The voice and tone of the
buddy were described as cute, and its communication style perceived as motivating. However,
previous research on conversational agents highlights a concern for repetitive interactions,
which predictably tend to reduce the engagement of the target user in the relationship [4].
This, of course, leads to reduced effectiveness of the intervention. The richness of dialogue
should thus be a central point of focus in the design of tangible buddies. As described by van
der Zwaan (2014), the conversation should progress, and the virtual buddy should provide
both information and emotional support, while also using multiple types of social support.
In addition to these requirements for the conversation, the author also defined requirements
related to emotions (e.g., the buddy should be able to express emotions, both verbally and
nonverbally) and requirements on the look and feel of a supportive buddy (which are contextdependent and should be based on an analysis of users’ needs and expectations).
On a similar note, our findings indicated the benefits of a supportive communication style.
Also known as needs-supportive communication, this style characterizes a coach perceived
as one’s ally and support rather than a persuader [16]. While the results seem promising,
an in-depth exploration of needs fulfilment would require a longer in-situ user study with
the product. In our design case, lifelike attributes (animal shape, heartbeat, body warmth)
contributed to trigger an emotional effect and to create a sense of attachment to the buddy.
According to participants, characteristics of Raya that relate to its tangible nature was key
to create that bond. The absence of these characteristics in the myriad of smartphone apps
aimed at supporting physical activity might therefore fail engagement of users. These findings
are consistent with previous research on virtual pets to promote physical activity amongst
kids [1] or even in other domains were tangible objects were provoking a better experience
as compared to screen-based interaction only [18]. Regarding the establishment of a bond
between the agent and the user, psychology can provide additional supporting theories and
frameworks to increase the “friendliness” of a tangible buddy [7, 15] or to determine which
type of social support helps users maintaining their goals. Designers can thus get inspired
by social sciences/humanities when defining the attributes of their concepts.
One of the main challenges emphasized in our studies is to define the opportune moment for
interaction. When does the buddy need to communicate in order to motivate the users? Our
findings show how hard it is to predict when it is the ‘right moment’ to send a reminder or to
engage in a conversation with the users. This highly depends on individual preferences and
contextual factors. Different implementation strategies might be adopted to cope with this
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problem, from a basic self-report of preferences to the use of contextual data to determine
the opportune timing or even the use of artificial intelligence using computational models
to sense and adapt in real-time to users’ emotions and needs.
The present study entails several limitations. While we focused here on women as a target
group, several variables play a role in the users’ preferences for a specific motivational
strategy, for instance, social support, goal-focus, goal-orientation and other inter-individual
differences [9, 24]. Our aim with Raya, however, was to explore a different approach towards
bridging the gap in the tangibility of sport-related technology. While recent years have
seen an exponential growth of sport-related technology, those were mainly taking the
form of smartphone applications or wearables. By designing a tangible sports buddy, and
investigating people’s needs via a research-through-design process, we aimed at opening
up new perspectives for designers to provide meaningful, motivational technologies and
address the needs of more demographically diverse target users.

8.8

Conclusion

We present Raya, a tangible sports buddy aiming to help people overcoming the threshold
of doubt experienced before doing a workout. Designed as a tangible object embedding
supportive communication, Raya acts as a propositional object enabling us to investigate how
to design for exercise motivation among people who value social support as a motivational
strategy. Our findings, while limited by a small sample size, tend to support the effectiveness
of tangibility, emotions and supportive communication strategies. We thus invite designers
to bridge the gap within the design space of sport-related technologies by designing tangible
artefacts embedding supportive and qualitative aesthetics of interaction rather than focusing
on performance.
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A clear tipping point in the Runner’s
Journey is visible during the Preparation
phase prior to the session, where after
getting dressed, the likelihood of going
for a training session is high. This
offers many opportune moments for a
design intervention: as several objects
are embedded into the pre-running
rituals. Lowering the threshold of
doing these rituals or even making
them more pleasurable to do, could
in turn lower the threshold to go
running. We therefore proposed the
following design opportunity: “Make
the preparation rituals more interesting or
pleasurable’
In the following chapter we present the
design process of Meria: an interactive
clothes hanger that persuades the user
to change into their sports outfit. The
user hangs their sports clothes on the
hanger, when having the intention to
exercise. Along the day, the hanger
will slowly start lowering the arms.
Whenever the sports clothes are
not taken off on time, the size of the
hanger will reach a point where the
sports clothes fall on the ground.
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Abstract: Despite an intention to exercise, it remains a challenge for many people to establish a
workout routine over a period of time. Amongst identified barriers and enablers to exercise, getting
dressed for a workout is considered as one of the tipping points of actually going. Implementing the
Aesthetic of Friction in this specific context, could imply the right course of action for the user, while it
also allows freedom and encourages meaning-making. In this Research-through-Design project, we
designed an interactive shrinking hanger, that implements these key principles, to encourage exercise
motivation. We followed an iterative process focusing on the aesthetics of the interaction to find out
how a careful consideration of the look and feel of an interactive artefact influences the acceptance of
the implemented friction. We document the design process of this aesthetics of friction exemplar, and
reflect on how to implement friction in design.

9.1

Introduction

Many people have the intention to exercise regularly, yet the challenge remains to establish
a workout routine over a period of time, also known as the exercise intention-behavior
gap [21]. Previous research indicates barriers and enablers to exercise have an influence on
this intention-behavior gap [13, 15, 19]. Although these barriers and enablers can occur
throughout the day, previous studies indicate preparational tasks before the actual session
(e.g. leaving the house, preparing a sports bag, getting dressed) can already be perceived as a
burden to exercise [6, 18]. One study highlights that getting dressed before a workout can be
considered as one of the tipping points of actually going [18]. Intervening in this moment,
by providing support or a nudge to get dressed, might help people to overcome this barrier.
Nudging is not an unusual behavior change technique in design to change health behaviors,
or to stimulate physical activity [14, 24]. Nudging can take multiple forms, such as just-intime prompts, removing certain options, enabling social comparisons or creating friction
[2]. This last strategy, creating friction, is a way of confronting the user while aiming to be
non-intrusive, acceptable and meaningful to the user while doing so [2, 4, 9]. Hassenzahl
and Laschke (2015) introduced The Aesthetic of Friction (AoF), which include designs
with an attitude also known as Pleasurable Troublemakers [4]. These troublemakers include
frictional feedback that “attempts to disrupt routines and to imply alternative courses of action”
(Laschke, 2015). Key principles of the AoF are, among others, that these designs are situated,
they imply an alternative choice, provide freedom, and encourage meaning- making.
The AoF builds upon the theory of implementation intentions by Gollwitzer (1999).
Traditional feedback systems do not always manage to fill the gap between what behavior
people strive towards and the actual implementation [3]. Systems presenting actionable and
situated opportunities for action such as the Pleasurable Troublemaker, are an opportunity
to address this gap. They disrupt users’ actions and nudge them to the desired behavior.
Situatedness. Pleasurable Troublemakers are often situated in the moment of choice.
They use their intimate knowledge of the situation to create friction [9, 22]. For example,
Keymoment [12] is a keyholder that drops the bicycle keys the moment the user chooses to
grab the car keys to take the car [12].
Alternative Choice. Designs following an AoF offer an alternative course of action in line
with who someone would like to be [9]. The Intervator [5], is an overlay design on top of
elevator buttons. When pressing the floor number, you need to go to, the Intervator presses
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the floor number of one level below, to promote physical activity. The visual information on
the Intervator implies a different course of action than taking the elevator all the way up [5].
Freedom. The aim of Pleasurable Troublemakers is to alter the moment of choice, to not
pressure someone into an action nor make it simpler for them [22]. Threatening the freedom
of the user, might result in a display of the behavior one is trying to avoid [9]. Users always
have the choice, and can even cheat the system.
Meaning-making. Another key element is the encouragement of a moment of reflection,
especially when the user does not already share the same goal as the Pleasurable
Troublemaker [4, 5, 9–12, 22]. In ReMind [10], a calendar that drops agenda items when
the user procrastinates, one is able to put the agenda item back up, even when not completed.
However, doing so will create a moment of reflection for the user. Although it is easy to
cheat the system, it is not easy to cheat on your own goals [10].
Besides adding friction, designs that implement the AoF have a careful balance between
being friendly, yet troublesome, they are: “annoying, but in a nice way” [9]. The carefully
designed interaction makes sure that the balance between being friendly while adding
friction remains [12]. Enjoyment of the use of Pleasurable Troublemakers increases when
there is a way to cheat the system. The design needs to be understanding of how difficult
the change of behavior might be [4]. In Keymoment, the keys can easily be switched, or not
picked up once they fall [12]. A Pleasurable Troublemaker should not be strict, but nonintrusive and ambiguous [4]. Another way to increase enjoyment is through making the
product naive. The Never Hungry Caterpillar [4, 9] creates awareness about energy use by
depicting pain, however it is animal-like, naive and cute nature makes for the users to still
find it appealing [4, 9].
A few design examples illustrating key principles of AoF for behavior change are
documented in the literature [4, 5, 7, 9–11]. However, the focus of these contributions lays
on the understanding of the experience and interaction rather than the design process. Little
is known about how designers can actually explore material and interaction properties to
design for the aesthetics of friction in a specific context. Laschke et al (2013) suggest that
designing naive, understanding, and ambiguous interactive products is relatively unexplored
and a better understanding on how to design for these is needed [10].
In this pictorial, we document the design of Meria, a troublemaking clothing hanger that
dismisses clothes when one does not go exercising as planned. We followed an iterative
process: we first explored the Aesthetics of Friction through sketching, conducted a survey
(N = 127) to investigate the ‘right’ level of friction, prototyped lo-fi iterations, designed
Meria as an exemplar and conducted an in-situ user evaluation (N = 1). In this process, we
focused on the aesthetics of the interaction to find out how a careful consideration of the
look and feel influences the acceptance of the implemented friction in Meria. The main
contributions to the HCI and design community, of this paper are (1) a demonstration of
how to apply the design paradigm, Aesthetic of Friction, throughout all stages of the design
process, and (2) insights into the role of friction in design and behavior change.
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9.2

Exploring the Aesthetic of Friction Through Sketches

Inspired by the Pleasurable Troublemakers, we generated ideas by
quickly sketching concepts. While reflecting on our ideas, we realized
that multiple concepts were not situated in the moment of getting
dressed. Since situatedness is a key element of AoF, we focused on
the explorations that incorporated friction in the specific moment of
getting dressed before a workout. In this phase of the design process
we already uncovered multiple kinds of friction through introspection
[26]. However, without experiencing the aesthetic features of the
concept, it remains a matter of speculating how the movement, feel,
sound or interaction influences the balance between aesthetics and
friction. To get a first grasp on this balance, we grouped the different
concepts in three levels depending on the intensity of the friction
triggered. To further investigate this, we conducted two parallel
design activities: an online survey and lo-fi prototyping.

The ‘smelling clothing’
might make the
alternative course of
action less desirable since
the workout clothes start
smelling bad [9]

interesting to explore
reward-based
too much friction
The ‘sticky door
handles is too
intrusive, since it
is also influencing
other moments in
the user’s life.

The ‘ falling clothing’
seems to add friction,
without being intrusive.
Furthermore it is highly
situated in the context
of getting dressed and
related to exercise.

The ‘monochrome
lights’ in the
clothing closet makes
everything seem
like one color. It is
very situated in the
context of getting
dressed, however
not very related to
exercising.
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The ‘ dressing
mirror’ implies a
course of action,
however there is
no friction.
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The ‘ fading
patterns’ is
more based on
the reward of a
pattern.

The ‘restructuring
sportswear’ is more
based on the reward
of a new structure
on the sports clothes.

The ‘unfolding mirror’ creates friction by staying closed when not
dressed. However it does not imply a course of action but demands it,
by only providing a reward after getting dressed.

There is no way to
escape the ‘ friction
fabric’.

meria

The ‘embellishing
mirror’ implies a
course of action by
showing a possible
goal, however there
is no friction.
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9.3

Users’ Perspectives on the ‘Right’ Level of Friction

To investigate what a right level of friction would be in our context, we selected three ideas,
representing the three levels of friction conceptualized in our sketches, and translated them
into short scenarios. We conducted an online survey among 127 participants. For each
scenario, we asked the participants to choose a selection of five words based on the Product
Reaction Cards [1]. Following the characteristics of AoF, we envisioned that an AoF design
should be associated with both positive and negative feelings. If a scenario is related to only
negative words, the level of enjoyment is presumably too low, while a scenario solely linked
to positive words does probably not incorporate enough friction to trigger behavior change.
For the analysis, we looked at the combination of positive/negative words across all users.
The results of the survey were in line with our assumptions. While the Smelling Clothing was
experienced as too frictional with only negative feelings as top-5 words (several respondents
even self-describing it as “disgusting”), the Fading Patterns appeared too enjoyable with
only positive feelings triggered. The Falling Clothing was more balanced, perceived as
creative and innovative yet slightly annoying or frustrating.
Reflecting upon the key principles of AoF, it appears that the Smelling Clothing does not
provide a way to cheat the system: the design is not understanding and the clothing will
start smelling, no matter if the user wants to avoid it. Also, the smell might make the
alternative course of action of going exercising harder to choose, since the clothes smell bad,
there is a lack of freedom. Finally, it also impacts clothes laying near the exercise clothes, the
friction extending thus way beyond the interaction with the AoF artefact.
The Fading Patterns concept was majorly associated with positive words. It does not really
imply an alternative, and while acting in the context of getting dressed it is not situated
in the moment of choice. In a classical design process, one might choose the concept that
elicits the most positive responses, yet implementing an AoF stresses the importance of the
balance between pleasure and troublemaking aspects, which was not the case for Fading
Patterns.
The Falling Clothing elicited a mix of negative and positive feelings. While the negative
words currently seemed slightly dominant, we believed that a strong focus on the aesthetics
of the interaction on a physical prototype could bring more balance. At this conceptual
stage, the aesthetic features are simply speculative and the user scenarios tend to highlight
the friction. We decided to follow-up on this concept and explore ways to balance the
aesthetics and the friction through making.
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The Smelling Clothing

annoying,
unattractive,
undesirable,
frustrating,
troublemaking

The Fading Patterns

creative,
entertaining,
attractive,
motivating,
innovative

The Falling Clothing

creative,
annoying,
frustrating,
ineffective,
innovative
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9.4

Lo-Fi Prototype

In parallel with the survey, we prototyped two concepts from the sketches that we deemed
‘interesting to explore’.
The Monochrome Lighting concept, in which all colors of clothing in the closet slowly seems
to fade when someone does not go exercising, is inspired by the installation ‘Room for one
Colour’ by Olafur Eliasson [20]. We used LED strips in an existing closet to prototype this
effect. When the lighting emits one color only, it reduces the viewers’ spectral range. Hence,
the original colors of the clothing in the closet seemingly disappeared. It however became
impossible to distinguish the sports outfit within the closet, which might be a barrier to the
intended behavior.
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The Falling Clothing concept lets the clothes fall to the ground when someone does not
go exercising. In this prototype we integrated a motivational message, to try to get an even
better balance for friction versus enjoyment. We fabricated new arms of 3mm foam core on
an old plastic hanger, and fastened these with a piece of string. While testing the prototype
with clothes hanging on it, the clothing did not slip off easily. We realized that for clothing
to actually slip off, the hanger needs to become even smaller. Another option is to change
the angle of the arms of the hanger, creating a downward angle. The clothing also seemed to
get stuck on the arms of the hanger, which thus needs to have a very smooth surface, for the
clothes to be able to slide off. When comparing this lo-fi prototype with other hangers, we
realized that the aesthetics of the hanger, both its look and feel, did not fit, and rather stood
out instead of blending in. While clothing hangers come in many forms and materials, our
aim is to research material properties that would support the intended AoF.
While both concepts seemed intriguing to explore further, the Monochrome Lighting
seemed too intrusive. As illustrated in our survey, concepts that extend the friction beyond
the interaction with the AoF artefact itself might not be accepted. Although being both
situated in the ‘getting dressed moment’, the Falling Clothing concept more closely related
to exercising and we thus iterated further on it as part of our research process.
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9.5

Underlying Design Principles

9.5.1

Materiality

In the following section, we will elaborate upon the different design iterations and the
aesthetics through making of the Falling Clothing, and how we think these iterations will
influence the balance between friction and friendly nudging.
Based on the insights of the first iteration, we made a second version of the concept with
cardboard, in order to explore the movement of the arms and the space needed for the
components. The arms of the hanger are designed at an angle of 25 degree downwards as a
starting point, inspired by classical hangers for a more seamless integration in an existing
closet. The arms move approximately 65 degrees downwards, in order to come to 90 degrees
‘shrunk’ position. This enables clothes to slide off more easily.
A third prototype was made of scrap wood to explore aesthetical properties, by changing
the 2D shape to a 3D shape. We wanted the hanger to resemble interaction characteristics
of a classical hanger, with non-intrusive aesthetical features, since non-intrusiveness is an
important element in the AoF.
The arms are made of a stacking of multiple layers of wood, but this wood was tough and
hard to mold in a nice round and smooth way which seemed important for an inviting AoF
design. Consequently, we chose spruce for our final design, which is light and easy to mold.
To gain that seamless finish we are after, we went for a solid wood and only made the part of
the components hollow. Spruce board was used to close off the edges of the hanger. To give
the hanger a calm demeanor, we kept the natural light wood color of spruce. We took care
to sand the arms of the hanger in a round shape. Not only is this important to get the surface
smooth for the clothes to slide off easily, it is also important according to the AoF principles
that the design looks friendly and inviting as a way to make the friction more bearable. We
want the hanger to feel soft when taking it off, and sanded wood often gives this feeling.
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9.5.2

Movement

9.5.3

Interaction

To facilitate the movement of the arms we chose two small stepper motors. These motors
hardly produce any sound and have the ability to move in tiny steps. The hanger should be
non-intrusive, and thus should not be heard outside the closet. Since we chose very small
stepper motors to limit the sound, we needed a way to increase their torque to hold up the
weight of the arms and clothing. We built a gear box of stainless steel inside the hanger.
Every stepper had a metal cogwheel of 10 teeth on its axil. Per arm three plastic compound
cogwheels were added with a 1:5 gear ratio per cogwheel. Making the total ratio stepper
motor to arm 1:125. This ratio caused the arms to move really slowly, at a pace almost
invisible at first glance taking a few days to fully shrink. Through this, we aim for a gentle
reminder at first, which is not supposed to cause high stress yet. The intended annoyance is
triggered later, when the clothing almost falls off. This adds to the experience of anticipation
and the user having an idea of how much time is left and maybe ‘they can beat the hanger
to it’. If it would fall off suddenly, the act of surprise and not being able to control it, would
take over. While the slow movement of the interaction contributes to the enjoyment and the
ability of being in control of the decision-making process, both key elements of AoF.
When there is no clothing anymore, the arms move up in about 2 minutes. We wanted to
incorporate an intentional delay when going back to its original shape again. In this waiting
time, we aim to create a reflection moment before being able to hang the clothes back.
Although this might seem fast as compared to the time it needs to shrink, more than two
minutes of waiting might be considered too long, risking the user to give up and not use the
hanger anymore. This slow movement was also deemed important to avoid dissonance with
the overall behavior of the hanger.
In the first prototype, when the arms of the hanger slide, the motivational text moves
towards the middle, slowly appearing over time. However, we intended to keep the text
hidden until the user takes the clothes off the hanger. The text should thus either stay in
one place, or only appear when the user interacts with the hanger. For this iteration, we
choose to embed the motivational text within the wood of the hanger. Only when the user
interacts with the hanger, they will be able to see it because of the depth it is placed. Only
when the user interacts with the hanger, they will be able to see it because of the depth it is
placed. We chose the modality of text, since it is non-intrusive and can be discovered upon
interacting with the hanger. Ideally, the text should not be static but change regularly in
order to sustain the feeling of discovery and reward. A future prototype could use an e-ink
screen for that purpose.
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9.6

Meria: A Friendly Troublemaker

Meria is a clothing hanger situated in the closet that dismisses clothes when one does not go
exercising as intended. The user can hang their sports clothes, and according to their activity
goals, the hanger will shrink in a few days, by lowering its arms. While this happens, Meria
tries to encourage the user to grab their clothes and go exercise, by letting the clothes slip
more and more. When the clothes are ignored for a period of time, the hanger will eventually
drop the clothes on the ground. Although Meria does not make the choice to go exercising
easier or harder (freedom), it gives the user the opportunity to reflect on their activity goals
by being slightly annoying. The user would then have to collect their sport outfit from the
ground and put them back on the hanger, creating friction, or can decide to cheat the system
for instance by leaving them on the ground. While holding the clothes there might be even
less of a barrier to actually go exercise. The hanger implies an alternative choice: if you are
holding the clothes anyway, why not put them on and go exercise? If they take the clothes off
the hanger and not ignore its signals, they will find an encouraging message hidden under
the clothes.
Another scenario is to ‘beat the hanger to it’, by grabbing the clothes before they fall on
the ground, and going for a workout. To try and increase the sense of enjoyment this might
create, a motivational message was added on the hanger, positioned under the clothing. The
user will only see this when they interact with the prototype, which might give them a final
nudge towards getting dressed for the workout or at least encourage reflection when they
decide to hang the clothes back [4].
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9.7

User Study

To investigate how the careful crafting of the aesthetics of the design Meria influences the
acceptance of the friction, we conducted a 14-day field study with one participant. Our
participant is a 26-year-old woman, who has the intention to work out twice a week to build
stamina and get stronger, yet experiences motivational barriers. Meria is placed in the closet
of the participant, and she is asked to hang her workout clothes on the hanger. The hanger
was already set to her workout goals, of two times per week. We report on a semi-structured
interview done after 14 days.

Overall Experience

“Actually [using the hanger was] a lot of fun.
I didn’t expect this, because usually I do like
something new, something innovative, but it
was also more fun than I thought.”

Troublemaking as a Motivation Trigger

“I want to do sports more, but I also noticed that when I
got the shirt off the hanger, that I got extra motivation,
and that I was bummed when I saw that the hanger had
shrunk.”
“I don’t want my shirt to be on the ground. So I noticed
that I started planning when I would work out next, when
I got the shirt of the hanger.”
“It would be annoying, but not enough to be bloody
annoying, but annoying enough to say: Okay, I will get my
shirt and go workout. So the right kind of annoying.”

Betraying the System is Betraying Oneself?
“You really see it, which is motivating, but
if you don’t feel so good, then you feel extra
guilty that you’re not going. So this is both
positive and slightly negative. If you see it, it
feels like you’re betraying it.”

“In the moment when you see it laying on the ground you
will think: Oh this is not fun. So that would be negative.
But 2 seconds later you would get a positive motivation to
just pick your shirt up and go exercise.”

Challenging the System

“If you try often enough to not let it drop the
shirt, then it is nice if you succeed.”

Aesthetics through Materiality

“I really liked the hanger, it was sort of warm. Normally you would have a plastic hanger
and its cold, but wood is more homey. It felt nice in my hands.”
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Effect of the Rewarding Message

“I knew that the encouraging text was in the hanger, but it
was at the back. So I sort of forgot, and if I got the clothing
off the hanger then I thought: Hey, there is also extra
motivation, so that was really fun, that was nice.”
“It’s really nicely made in the wood, but it also was less
visible. Maybe you could put lights next to it so it pops
out more. Or if when you open the closet it reflects. If it is
supposed to be a static text, then you could also make as a
relief in the wood that you can also feel it.”

“Maybe not every time, but maybe
every time you change the shirt
[the text could change]. It doesn’t
matter if it is three different
rotating texts or twenty five, as
long as you get a new reminder of
why you do it.”

Movement

“It was not very visible, so even though I did know it was
going to happen, I thought: it is really working and I’m
seeing it. I immediately felt a sense of unease, thinking: I
should really go workout.”

Motor Sound as a Feedback Mechanism

“I thought, if you would have done a workout in the morning, that the hanger would
be expanded by evening, but at the moment you got your clothing, you could hear
the little machines doing their work. And then I thought: Ha! I’m doing well.”
“If you have worked out faster than last time, then it would also make less sound. So
that was an extra reminder: I have worked out a few times. So that was really nice.
It was nice when the sound became shorter, but I have to admit that I liked it less
when the sound became longer.”
“A few minutes is good [for the arms to go up]. If it would go very quickly then
you would feel rushed to immediately hang a new shirt. And if it takes too long,
for example a couple hours, then you would maybe forget to hang something new.
Because you would think: Oh it’s not ready yet.”

Limitations

“If it is on a weekend day, then you can think: Oh I will go for a run, but if it’s a moment that you
can’t do that it might be a little bit harder and annoying”.
“My sport shirts are very soft, and I noticed that it got stuck a little bit. So when the clothing
hanger would shrink, it would never fall off.”
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9.8

Discussion

9.8.1

Balance vs. Reward Based

9.8.2

Unanticipated Consequences

This research builds upon the key elements of the Aesthetic of Friction as proposed by
Hassenzahl and Laschke [4]. We designed Meria, a troublemaking clothing hanger that
dismisses clothes when one does not go exercising as planned. Through our Researchthrough-Design process [27] we investigate how the careful consideration of the aesthetics
of Meria influenced the acceptance of the implemented friction.
We used a scenario-based survey and product reaction cards to evaluate the envisioned
experience of three scenarios. As opposed to a classical design process, we were not only
looking for positive reactions from the target users but strived for a concept that triggered
both positive and negative feelings. We aimed for ‘friendly friction’. Yet simply reaching a
balance in the number of chosen words between positive and negative ones is not enough,
the nature and intensity of a specific emotion matters. For example, the word ‘disgusting’
was used by respondents to describe the Smelling Clothing, an experience described as
‘disgusting’ is unacceptable. Words such as ‘frustrating’ or ‘annoying’ have less negative
connotation, and refer to several levels of intensity. Beyond the survey used in the present
work, the same reasoning can be applied to other user research methods, considering both
the valence but also the nature and intensity of the emotions triggered by an AoF artefact.
The design of Meria intends to create friction once the clothes fall on the ground, and
has a similar modality as Keymoment [12] and ReMind [10]. However, in Keymoment
the keys fall instantaneous. The slow shrinking of Meria can be seen as an interface, just
like ReMind. Yet, our user study showed that the hanger embodied a sense of ‘time not
spent exercising’ rather than acting as a reminder for ‘when to do the action’ like ReMind.
Although unintended, the slow shrinking of the hanger already was considered frictional,
raising a feeling of uneasiness. This is in opposition to our intention of a non-intrusive
artefact, and added an additional layer of friction that we did not intend to design for.
Although not designed as such, Emma felt enjoyment when she heard the arms going back
up. Contrary to the shrinking of the hanger being silent (because of the slow speed), the
hanger going to its original shape produced some sound. We designed the visual feedback
of the arms gaining its original shape to spark a reflection moment. Hearing the arms, the
phenomenon actually raised a feeling of enjoyment instead. This was however only the case
when she was successful in being one step ahead of the hanger, by taking the clothes off
and going for an exercise. Noteworthily, Emma experienced negative emotions when the
sound was longer (i.e. the hanger needed more time to go back to its original shape), as this
embodied the length of ‘time not spent exercising’. The sound of the arms going up, could
generate both positive and negative feelings, based on the context. Although we prototyped
three iterations of the hanger, we did not anticipate, before deploying it to the field, the
sound of the arms to be one of the aesthetical features encouraging enjoyment or creating
friction.
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9.8.3

Designing the Entire Experience

9.8.4

Avoiding Friction as a Goal

9.9

Limitations & Future Work

Through this pictorial, we illustrate that, while one can speculate and conceptualize AoF, it
actually comes to life through the act of designing. This is of course the case for any designed
artefact, but it is of a higher importance within AoF designs, which depend on a careful
balance between friction and aesthetics. Every facet of the experience has an effect on that
balance and might skew it undesirably to a tipping point where friction as a mechanism for
change is not effective anymore. Adopting the AoF as a design approach, one should design
the entire experience: from the first look of the design, the way the material feels, how the
electronics interferes, to the design going back to its original state. As intended, the choice
of material of Meria and its smooth properties were considered enjoyable. Careful and indepth material explorations are key in the experience of AoF, as some might be at the core
of positive feelings while others might cause unwanted side effects to the harmony of AoF.
Testing the experience of the design in context, and deploying it autonomously for several
weeks or months is a final crucial element. The ‘full state’ of a design cannot be experienced
entirely unless it is situated. A bottleneck might however be that (aesthetical) experiences
are often personal and interindividual differences would impact the effect of friction. A
challenge thus is to design for the entire experience but still leave room for open-ended
interpretation and unexpected meaning-making.
Although AoF is a valuable perspective for exercise motivation design, a focus on goal
orientation should be prevented. Goal orientation happens once getting the task done (e.g.,
beating the hanger), is becoming the main goal for the user instead of going for an exercise,
which will result in outcome-based motivation [23]. Extrinsic controlled motives, although
effective in many cases, are not believed to result in long term sustained behavior [25]. Since
AoF design often elicits a sense of accomplishment when choosing the implied course of
action, there is a higher risk of it becoming the goal in itself. Whether this negatively affects
long- term sustained behavior needs further research.
In this Research-through-Design process we chose to let one participant experience Meria
over the course of 14 days, compared to a lab study involving a larger sample size. Since
one of the key principles of AoF is its situatedness in the moment of choice, we chose
this qualitative and explorative approach. Note that the goal of our field study was not to
investigate intended behavior change caused by the novel system [8], but to gain in-depth
insights in the careful process of designing for ‘friendly friction’. Although getting dressed
was highlighted as an important decision-making moment, our field study showed that the
shrinking of Meria was not always visible during the moment of choice. The user could
have a busy day of work ahead, and the hanger would still have shrunk, without them being
able to take action. In this sense, Meria only functions as a reminder. Contextual insights
are needed to understand whether friction is experienced differently (e.g., when someone
notices the clothes falling in the moment vs. seeing them laying on the ground), to further
improve the appropriate moment of choice and level of friction. Besides apps and activity
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trackers, product designs for exercising motivation are quite scarce. Published examples
can be found in [15–17]. Most of these however rely on a form of nudging or reward. To
understand the Aesthetic of Friction and its impact on exercising intention, more design
work and documentation is needed in this area.

9.10

Conclusion

In this pictorial we report on our Research-through- Design process in which we design
Meria, a troublemaking clothing hanger that dismisses clothes when one does not go
exercising as planned. Meria is designed with the key principles of the Aesthetic of Friction
as proposed by Hassenzahl & Laschke [4]. We investigate how the careful consideration
of the aesthetics of Meria influenced the acceptance of the implemented friction. The main
contributions to the HCI and design community, of this paper are (1) a demonstration of
how to apply the design paradigm, Aesthetic of Friction, throughout all stages of the design
process, and (2) insights into the role of friction in design and behavior change. Through
this in-depth and reflective immersion in the design process of an AoF artefact, we provide
insights to the design community interested in using fiction as a mechanism to nudge people
into a specific behavior. This behavior is not limited to the topic of exercising, but might
be interesting for other applications areas as well where behavior change is desired (e.g.
sustainability, food intake).
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In the Runner’s Journey, we see that
runners feel energetic towards the end
of the running session. Reminding
runners of this energetic feeling,
through exercise imagery, prior to the
session could be a positive endeavor to
overcome barriers. To trigger imagery,
different sensations like hearing (e.g.,
one’s footsteps on various types of soil)
and seeing (e.g., the scenery of the run)
may be encouraged. Through design,
the positive sensations related to
running can be triggered on moments
beyond the run itself, and eventually
stimulate exercise imagery. Based on
this we proposed the following design
opportunity: “Provide tools to help
runners perform exercise imagery before
their running session “.
In the following chapter we present the
design process of Asynja: a multisensory
object that triggers sensations related
to one’s personal running experience,
aiming to trigger exercise imagery. In
between runs, the object will diffuse
nature-related scents (e.g., trees,
mud, grass). Relying on peripheral
interaction, this artefact subtly nudges
one to go running, thereby supporting
them to transform their positive
intentions into actions.
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asynja
/ˈASYN-ja/ • Nordic

The meaning of the given name Asynja
represents seriousness, thought, intuition, intent
and wisdom. The feminine form of áss, meaning
“god”.*
*
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ASYNJA
This chapter is submitted as a pictorial, which is currently reviewed. Submitted and written by: Daphne
Menheere, Myrthe Hilderink, Steven Vos & Carine Lallemand.
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Abstract: If starting to run is an easy decision, committing to a long-term running routine proves
to be a more challenging endeavor for many people. In this pictorial, we unravel the design process
of Asynja, an artefact that triggers exercise imagery by using natural scents related to running.
Relying on peripheral interaction, this research probe subtly nudges users to go running, thereby
supporting them to transform their positive intentions into actions. Exploring multisensorial as
a design opportunity for behavior change interventions, we invite the community to expand the
design space of exercise-related motivational products and systems.

10.1

Introduction

Imagine yourself exercising, or even running perhaps. Try to recall sensations and feelings as close
as possible to the actual physical activity. How do you feel? What do you see? Do you hear crunching
leaves, or nature sounds? Do you smell freshly cut grass, the sea breeze or raindrops that started to
fall?
Exercise imagery involves mentally seeing oneself exercising, recreating experiences using
memory information from all the senses (e.g., sight, sound, touch, smell, taste). In sports
psychology, exercise imagery appears a powerful intervention tool to enhance exercise
behavior and stimulate motivation. It is originally a mental training technique used by
athletes to enhance their performance by mentally visualizing their session and imagining
strategies beforehand [8, 10]. In recreational sports, exercisers may imagine themselves
participating in exercise, enjoying their workouts, and achieving their desired exercise goals
upfront [7, 9, 11]. They would in consequence be more motivated to exercise [11].
In this Research-through-Design exploration [24], we aimed at using the benefits of
exercise imagery to support recreational runners, triggering them to visualize their running
session beforehand in order to persuade them into exercising. We do so by adopting an
underexplored approach in interaction design: olfactory design [16], and explore how to
trigger exercise imagery using scents.
Although multisensory interaction in HCI is growing in various domains [19], the HCI
design space remains very “eyes-ears-hands” dominated [16]. While olfaction design is still
an unexplored area, the sense of smell has been used to support immersive experiences
(i.e., virtual reality) [12, 14, 16], game design [21, 23] and performance interactions [6,
17]. In these applications, we see olfaction interestingly seems to offer design potential to
trigger imagery, since scent affects “the recall of target objects with the same accuracy as verbal,
visual, tactile, and auditory cues, but with a stronger connection to memories” [16]. Smell can
transport us through both space and time: a specific place, event, people or activity [1, 16,
22]. Compared to the other senses, the nose’s nerves are directly connected with the cortex
and therefore able to strongly evoke memories [1].
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Olfaction design is used widely in the retailing industry [3]. Think of soap stores and
bakeries, which are frontrunners in attracting customers through the use of scent. Besides
attracting customers, marketing research shows the use of ambient scent improves brand
recall and recognition [5, 20]. Other industries, such as hotels, casinos and restaurants, have
therefore also adapted this phenomenon, by integrating an open kitchen in the customers’
environment.
Although the retailing industry has adopted olfaction design, design professionals have
focused dominantly on the ‘primary’ sense (visual) [4]. Smell as a ‘secondary’ sense has the
potential however, to impact both at conscious and unconscious level [2]. Since exercise
imagery is a mental technique, we explore how the sense of smell, with its strong ability to
recall memories, can trigger this imagery in the context of running motivation.
The main aim of this pictorial is to inform on the use of olfactory design for running
motivation, through the design of a research artefact. Our contributions are the following:
1) designing Asynja as a research-through- design artefact embedding olfactory design, and
2) providing insights in designing for exercise imagery through olfaction.

10.2

Running Session Timeline

Previous research on running motivation indicates barriers and enablers experienced
beforehand influence if one goes running [18]. To explore these moments, and indicate
which are opportune to trigger exercise imagery, we created a visual timeline of runners’
rituals based on exploratory interviews (N=15). We asked participants to walk us through
their users’ journeys during both motivated and unmotivated days. Their rituals include
activities done prior, during and after a running session. Only two participants (both
identifying as male) had no changes when comparing the routine of a motivated day to a
non-motivated day. The other participants indicated that they spent more time making food,
on their phone, in their bed, reading, on the couch or at the kitchen table. Also, searching
for distractions in the form of communicating with others was frequently mentioned. Five
women participated in this study, four of them felt demotivated when the weather was bad
or when a partner canceled, which resulted in up to a day of procrastination. They would
plan to go in the morning but end up going in the evening or not at all. The most common
rituals are presented in the running session timeline. One ritual where exercise imagery
seemed to take place was when participants would set their activity tracker and imagine
their running route or performance. The activities where participants indicated to spend
most time procrastinating going for a run were: lying in bed, being in the kitchen and sitting
on the couch. We consequently explored through ideation sessions, how to subtly trigger
exercise imagery at these locations.
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10.3

Sketches

Inspired by the running timeline and the highlighted procrastinating moments, we explored
concepts that trigger exercise imagery through a sensorial artefact, placed in the bedroom,
living room or kitchen. We first opened up the design space and reflected on ways to
stimulate auditory, visual and olfactory senses. We used auditory feedback to remind one
of their previous run, e.g. by mimicking the footsteps on different types of surfaces or to
already think about the next running session by giving different sounds of different routes
one can possibly take, depending on which step you take on the stairs.
We explored olfactory feedback: a scent diffuser that measures when one is procrastinating
to go for a run, and on those moments diffuses running related scents (e.g. mud, grass).
Visual feedback was used in two ways: when turning the lid of a cap, the heart rate during
the previous run appears or on the next running session, when looking in the mirror, possible
running routes appear.
Since the use of smell is known to recall strong memories which is one of the facets of
exercise imagery [1], and is a rather unexplored area within the HCI community that is
interesting to investigate [17], we selected the idea of a scent diffuser that measures when
one is procrastinating to go for a run.
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10.4

Smell as Trigger for Exercise Imagery

Although previous research indicates that smell is the most convincing sense to trigger
memories [1, 17, 22], we first explored whether smell can also trigger exercise imagery. As
part of the design process, we asked eight participants to smell three boxes including the
scent of sunscreen, grass and freshly baked bread, respectively. We chose this set of scents as
these are familiar and only one of them is related to exercising. The participants were asked
to sit down, to close their eyes, and to elaborately describe what came to their minds when
smelling the different scents. We investigated whether the grass scent was actually recalling
memories related to exercise or running, and could be used as a trigger for exercise imagery.
This exploration confirmed that smell triggers memories: “I love that smell. I love it because it
reminds me of my youth. My aunt and uncle had a bakery and I was there often... This smell makes
me smile”. This was the case among six participants. For some participants the grass scent
explicitly recalled exercise memories and triggered exercise imagery: “This smells like soccer to
me! A sunny day with freshly cut grass, still wet from the dew and we have to play early so it is still
cold outside. I want to play soccer just smelling this.”
This exploratory study confirmed that scent has the ability to trigger exercise imagery. We
thus decided to further explore the potential of sensorial design, using olfaction in the
context of running motivation. The variety of scents related to running is wider than “grass”
and depends on the running environment (e.g. forest, lake, fields), weather conditions (e.g.,
rain, mud) or even include negatively connoted scents such as sweat or car pollution.
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10.5

Asynja: An Olfactory Experience

We developed the concept Asynja: an artefact that triggers exercise imagery by using natural
scents related to running. Relying on peripheral interaction, this research probe subtly
nudges users to go running when procrastinating, thereby supporting them to transform
their positive intentions into actions and support motivation.
People run in different areas, and thus can have different scents reminding them of running.
Asynja collects GPS data to extract previous land use data via OpenStreetMap©. When a
new running day has arrived, Asynja will subtly start to nudge him or her by diffusing scents
related to the previous session. Through the released scents, Asynja aims to trigger running
imagery to eventually encourage the user to go for a run.
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10.6

Shape Explorations

When designing Asynja, we went through an iterative process, and made several shape and
material explorations. Our main intent was to understand how the final shape and aesthetics
would influence the user interaction with the artefact, especially since scent itself is not
visible and the interaction is meant to be peripheral.
Exploring various options, the more natural shapes with an elegant flow felt more closely
related to the ‘nature’ dimension of running as an outdoor activity, among the researchers,
while still being suited in the domestic environment.
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10.7

Materiality

Working with scents as a design material was unusual and led to several insights as we
explored different scent diffusing techniques. For example, the scent of a candle (dry and
warm) is very much different than the same scent (e.g. lavender) but coming from a diffuser
(cold and humid). Beyond the scent itself, the sensation of breathing ‘dry’ or ‘humid’ air feels
different. As the main factor influencing smell and its diffusion within a defined space are
temperature and humidity [15], our explorations resulted in the choice of a diffuser to fill
the air in a room with small breathable particles of essential oils. Asynja consequently would
create a “pleasant” peripheral interaction through humid scent diffusion.
We initially wanted to use a natural material for the final product design. As an editable
material, wood felt suitable for the natural shape of the artefact. However, during the
making process, the wood often split, making it impossible to integrate the elegant flow we
aimed for. Wood also reacts to humidity used to diffuse the scents, making it a less suitable
material for this project. As an alternative, we explored the opportunities offered by nylon.
By using a lathe, we could easily modify the overall shape while still having an artefact made
of a single piece.
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10.8

Final Design and Exploratory Field Study

The final design of Asynja is a natural shaped cylinder with a stretched cone, in which
is placed a covered scent diffuser, making sure the focus is on the scent. To be effective,
nudging has to be presented at a timely moment. Following user insights from the running
timeline, we related procrastination behavior to sitting on the couch. Force sensitive resistors
are integrated in the couch and connected to Asynja. Once the sensors detect when one is
sitting for a certain period of time, Asynja is triggered to release the running-related scents,
aiming to trigger exercise imagery.
To investigate whether Asynja triggers exercise imagery by diffusing fragrances related
to running, we conducted an eight-day exploratory field study with one participant. Our
aim was to investigate how Asynja was experienced, and whether olfactory design would
indeed trigger exercise imagery in the context of running. Our participant is a 21-year-old
woman, runs once a week, but has the intention to go running more often. Asynja is placed
on a table, with a candle holder and a plant, staged as a decorative piece in the domestic
environment. To report on daily experiences with Asynja, the participant was asked to log
her observations through a diary study, later used in the final interview.
Our participant liked Asynja’s scent: “It was a nice scent (fresh leaves) to have in the home.
Personally, it didn’t bother me, you also get used to it pretty fast.” Although she explained she got
used to it she would still notice when Asynja started to nudge: “Every time it was ‘oh I smell
it again’, this is because the smell is not there for long. It goes away and then comes back stronger
again.”. She described the scents as: “an outdoorsy smell, but inside the home” and “the smell of
rain after it rains”, and perceived them as motivating.
While the participant was aware the scent was related to her running session, she was unaware
of the intention of the artefact to trigger exercise imagery specifically (e.g. she actively had to
envision herself running). She explained however, how she was mentally visualizing herself
going for a run when Asynja diffused a scent: “I would think about running, like which route I
would run or if I would do interval training or endurance. I was thinking like ‘if I were to go for a
run now, what would I do?’ like in what kind of mood am I”.
Although the participant did not mention an increase in motivation to go for a run, the
artefact did trigger exercise imagery. This confirms that olfaction design, with its strong
ability to recall memories, can trigger imagery in a context of recreational running. Longerterm deployment studies could investigate in the future the link between exercise imagery
and motivation to exercise, the former being documented in literature as a factor for
motivation [11].
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10.9

Reflections

In this pictorial, we described the Research-through- Design process of a sensorial artefact
triggering exercise imagery. We reflect on the lessons learned through the design of
Asynja and how these can inspire designers to expand the design space of exercise-related
motivational products and systems.
Nudging for exercising motivation might be achieved through visual or auditory senses,
yet our explorations showed that smell allowed for a more peripheral and abstract type of
feedback [2]. Although smell is known for its ability to recall memories, our results indicate
that exercise imagery was also triggered when linking a scent to the specific desired activity
(running). Not only did our participant indicate remembering the activity, she also indicated
to actively envision herself in her next run, where to go and how to train.
Designing using olfactory feedback however presents inherent challenges. For instance,
habituation refers to the fact that our brain tends to filter out continuous and relatively
unchanging stimuli. In Asynja, one might not notice the scents anymore after a prolonged
and regular exposure [17]. Little is known about the threshold of habituation and smell. In
Asynja, we tried to overcome limitations by diffusing the scent in an interrupted manner
including breaks, to prevent it being a constant stream of stimulation. Whether this will
prevent one from not noticing the scents anymore (consciously or unconsciously), or not
being triggered by them, needs further research. Another temporal element in olfactory
feedback is that one might get used to the type of scent, perceiving it as ‘regular’ scents in
the domestic environment rather than a sensory signal triggering exercise imagery.
Scents are also hard to contain to a single place, and therefore the use of olfactory feedback in
a home environment implies a shared interaction situation, where family members or visitors
will “incidentally” be part of the interaction. While this can lead to negative consequences
such as a lower acceptability of olfactory-based products, designers might also find ways to
turn this into an opportunity. In the field of behavior change, the support of family members
is often a key factor for the implementation of a healthy training routine [13]. When Asynja
diffuses its scent in the room, all individuals present might engage in a conversation around
sport motivation, or provide encouraging support to turn one’s intentions into actions.
Although Asynja is a sensorial artefact using the sense of smell, the diffuser also embodies
motivational intent through its physical presence. In this way, the user’s interaction with
Asynja is not solely based on smell, but on visual elements too. During the design process,
we reflected on the visibility of the artefact and initially thought of making the scent diffuser
mechanism invisible. Removing the visual elements by hiding the diffuser might make the
nudge even more subtle or “magical”. In the present case, the presence of the diffuser might
have acted as a confounding variable, and exercise imagery might have been triggered by a
combination of smell and physical presence.
Another limitation of the present design exploration is that the nudge used to trigger
imagery (and eventually the action of going for a run) is not informed by the current context
of use. The sole presence of sensors in the couch is not sufficient to understand if it is the
right moment and time to trigger imagery. It also does not detect if the user is the right
target user, or a family member for instance. Contextual insights are needed to deliver the
scent at the opportune moment in the journey of the runner [18].
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10.10

Future Work

To further investigate the effects of olfaction on exercise imagery, and the impact of habituation
processes, a longitudinal field study over several weeks, featuring more participants, should
be conducted with Asynja. The study would combine several pre- and post- interviews
conducted at the participants’ houses with a diary study. Future explorations could also
focus on solely including scents without a visible artefact, to avoid the confounding factor
created by the presence of the artefact. The design of multisensorial objects could also be
explored, combining several senses for cross modal interaction, enabling a more immersive
and engaging user experience [19]. Finally, beyond the ability of olfactory feedback to trigger
exercise imagery, these longer field deployments could inform on the relationship between
olfaction, imagery and the resulting influence on exercise motivation and behavior change.
Through the presented Research-through-Design process, we offer insights into the use of
olfactory feedback in the context of exercising motivation.
While the format could unfortunately not translate sensations and smells, we suggest you to close
your eyes and to imagine the scents that you personally relate to outdoor running. And now... What
about going for a run?
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The Runner’s Journey showed social
support can act as an enabler, visible
in the post-running rituals of sharing
achievements on social network, as
well as being an enabler and barrier
before the session. Social aspects after
running are already covered quite well
in running technology, especially in
smartphone apps and social networks.
However, social aspects could be
further explored when it comes to the
design of tangible running devices, and
in the timing of the feedback, focusing
on before the session. We therefore
proposed the following design
opportunity: “Provide tools to stimulate
social support among runners beforehand.”
In the following chapter we propose
Grace: a piece of jewelry enabling women
to share exercise intentions with
friends to encourage social support.
The bracelet shows whether friends
have the intention to go exercise that
day, and eventually if they actually
went. To amplify the awareness of
sharing goals and accomplishing them
together, Grace also enables to cheer
for your friends, stimulating them to
get active, or celebrating with them for
turning their intentions into action.
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grace
/ˈgrayce/ • Latin

The meaning of Grace is “ favor, blessing”. From
grâtia.*
*
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Pepping, J., Monkel, B., Xu, S., & Vos, S. (2019). Graceful interactions and social support as motivational
design strategies to encourage women in exercising. In Proceedings of the Halfway to the Future Symposium
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Abstract: Increasingly aware of the importance of active lifestyles, many people intend to
exercise more. Yet the main challenge remains to translate these intentions into action. Wearable
devices supporting exercise regrettably tend to adopt a one-size-fits-all approach by monitoring
activity through quantified data as a motivation strategy. Since certain individuals are driven
by social motives to exercise, less addressed through quantification, the impact of these devices on
user experience and motivation is questionable. We contribute to the field by defining interaction
attributes of graceful interactions in product design. We then embedded these in designing Grace,
a piece of jewelry enabling women to share exercise intentions with friends to encourage social
support. Instead of focusing on quantification, we rely on a qualitative approach using graceful
interaction. Through this we extend the design space of sport-related wearables for women and
inform how to design for exercise motivation through social support and graceful interactions.

11.1

Introduction

Physical inactivity is a growing public health concern, leading to increased awareness of the
importance of an active and healthy lifestyle [37]. More and more people are thus having
positive intentions of being physically active [28]. Even though sport was once an activity
practiced mainly by men, one witness positive developments in gender equality in this area
with considerable growth of women participating in sport [32]. The main challenge for many
people is to translate their positive intentions into actual, preferably long-term, exercise
behavior [28]. Most studies indicate the drop-out rate for exercise interventions is around
50% [3, 17], where women are more likely to discontinue exercising as compared to men.
This is due to more unforeseen perceived barriers but also because of the greater importance
women attach to social support [17].
In line with the growing awareness of the importance of physical activity, there has been
an exponential increase in the use of sport-related wearables. Indeed, the global market size
of smart wearables fitness and sports devices, supporting exercising and motivating people
and allow them to monitor their progress [19], is expected to keep growing [34]. However,
the question arises whether these devices only reach a small target group that already has a
strong affinity and identify with sports and exercise and thus is more interested in capturing
health and sports-related data [11, 39]. Other parts of the population, who perceive sports
as a short-term cost (e.g., costs energy, time, sweating, pain) [7] and value social support,
might be less addressed. Studies show that this type of social thinking seems to appeal
to women in particular [17]. Furthermore, research also indicates women mention feeling
uncomfortable wearing activity trackers [33] due to the sporty and bulky appearance of the
devices, preferring ones that are more graceful [22, 24].
In this paper, we introduce the design of Grace, a piece of jewelry that allows women to
share their exercise intentions with friends to enable social support. While the current
design space of wearable sports devices mainly focuses on quantification, we extend it here
by relying on a qualitative aesthetics of interaction [9, 21]. Away from the use of numbers as a
feedback mechanism, our approach combines meaningful gestures with a specific aesthetics
of the artifact. Through an expert study involving industrial designers, we contribute to the
field by defining the interaction attributes of graceful interaction in product design. We then
designed Grace to embed the notion of graceful interaction. Grace acts as a propositional
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object enabling us to investigate how to design for exercise motivation through social support
and graceful interactions.

11.2

Related Work

Along with the increased popularity of sports, there has been an exponential increase in
the development of sport-related wearable technology [34]. These devices enable bodymonitoring and data tracking, offering the possibility of improving personal health
outcomes. Even though there is a general acceptance that people are different, most of these
devices still tend to take a “one-size-fits-all” approach of stimulating exercise performance
or competition [26]. These quantitatively driven approaches might not suit “all” since
many people prefer thinking in stories (i.e., qualitatively) [26] rather than in numbers (i.e.,
quantitatively). Additionally, the one-size-fits-all approach also influences the perceived
aesthetics of the devices, where women have indicated to feel uncomfortable wearing these
in previous studies [11].

11.2.1 Quantification in Body-Monitoring

The current paradigm of sports tracking is that everything can and is being quantified (e.g.,
by the use of numbers and graphs). The idea here is to create better cognitive awareness
among users about their state of health or performance to eventually change their lives for the
better [10, 19, 33]. Even though this paradigm speaks to a particular type of encouragement,
a lot of people are not encouraged by knowing that they are faster or stronger than others
(or than they used to be), but they are encouraged by being part of a community [17, 40].
The use of such a paradigm of exercise encouragement through a more qualitative social
interaction seems to be a relatively unexplored area [21]. Yet it seems promising to give
social meaning to sport-related feedback [23] through a more abstract and poetic way [38]
by incorporating ambiguity and visualizing uncertainty in the feedback [10]. In the present
paper, we therefore argue for the use of a more qualitative aesthetics among sport-related
wearables.

11.2.2 Public Performance vs. Social Support

The nature of the exercise environment and sport-related technology are of masculine origin
[4], with performance and competition often being the main stimuli for motivation [18,
19]. Even though these motivational triggers drive a segment of female exercisers, research
shows that for certain groups of women, health and social support are more effective
motivators to exercise [40]. Social support as a motivational strategy can increase adherence
in exercise [31]. Numerous studies thus advocate for including social features in sport-related
technology [30, 36]. This can be done, for instance, by integrating social elements in training
sessions of athletes to make sports more fun. One example is “Jogging over a Distance” by
Mueller et al. [25], where individual runners can run together in different physical locations
via audio. A different approach was taken in RUFUS [43], a system developed to allow
people to cheer from a distance for participants in running competitions. Even though these
designs facilitate social experiences for individuals throughout the exercise, lack of social
support is primarily experienced before the exercise itself and is proven to affect motivation
negatively [27], indicating the importance of integrating social support before the actual
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training. External online fitness platforms (e.g., Runkeeper, Strava) try to bridge that gap
by enabling people to share their sports performance with others [35]. Even though these
platforms allow for social support throughout the day, it is performance and competitiondriven and whether this is desirable for everyone is questionable [41].

11.2.3 Appearance of Sport-Related Wearables

Previous research revealed that some customer segments, especially women, can feel
uncomfortable wearing sport-related wearables [15]. This is partly due to the sportive and
masculine appearance of the devices. In a study where different activity trackers were rated
by user impressions among women, the ones that hinted towards pieces of jewelry and a
graceful aesthetics were preferred over the sportive and masculine looking ones [22, 24],
indicating the importance of also striving for a less sportive look and feel within these
types of everyday objects. The current market only presents scarce examples of sport-related
wearables (e.g., BellaBeat, Selah Cuff, Tory Burch Fitbit) considered pieces of jewelry.
Another reason why women felt uncomfortable wearing these devices was due to the perceived
identity (and the social acceptability) associated with them, having a negative impact on the
person wearing it [11]. One might prefer a more personal approach of interaction opposed
to the currently open and publicly visible feedback [23] since not everyone is interested in or
feel comfortable with showing that they are wearing a sport-related device [33]. This is why
we argue, when designing this type of device, to shift its look and feel from a sport-related
wearable to interactive jewelry.

11.2.4 Interactive Jewelry

Jewelry has a long history of being an explicit private and social communication tool [42]
while still closely intertwining in our everyday lives like no other wearable does [2]. The
emergence of wearable technologies has expanded the opportunities for jewelry to be a
‘communication tool’ by integrating a digital layer to the tangible object [38]. Interactive
jewelry thus can dynamically react on wearers inputs following different interaction
modalities (e.g., usually touching modalities such as fidgeting, hovering, sliding or, rotation
elements) [2, 38]. Since these types of interactions can still integrate the poetic qualities
of jewelry, like sensorial engagement and intimacy (toward other people, places and self)
[2], we highlight the potential of interactive jewelry to integrate social support for exercise
engagement among women, when aiming for qualitative interactions.
In this paper, we focus on graceful interaction and social support as motivational design
strategies. In the following section, we describe the iterative design process of Grace as a
reflection on the aforementioned discussed perspectives.

11.3

Designing Graceful Interactions

While easily linked to a certain form of beauty, attained through posture and motion,
it is hard to fully grasp what constitutes gracefulness [6]. Common examples associated
with gracefulness are swans or ballerinas (hence the figure of speech ‘graceful as a swan’).
Transposing this concept to the act of design, thus represents a challenging endeavor, with
very few attempts in the HCI literature so far [15]. How would the aesthetic quality of
gracefulness materialize in interaction design?

grace
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Figure 35: Attributes used by design professionals (N = 22) to describe a graceful interaction, using the
Interaction Vocabulary

11.3.1 Materializing Gracefulness in Interaction Design: An Exploratory Study

To explore how the concept of graceful interactions could materialize in a design artifact,
we invited industrial designers (N = 22) to participate in a short study. Using the Interaction
Vocabulary Cards by Diefenbach, Lenz & Hassenzahl [9], we asked them to describe
how a graceful interaction with a physical product would feel/look like. Participants were
provided with the following definition of gracefulness (combining definitions by [6] and
[8]: “Gracefulness is characterized by elegance or beauty of form, manner, movement, or speech.
It is elegant. Grace is the appearance of an easy presence (graceful movements appear as easy and
effortless). And such presence involves a harmonious relatedness to one’s context.” [6].
The Interaction Vocabulary consists of 11 seven-point semantic differential items to describe
the interaction. The participants were asked to evaluate only the pairs of words that they
consider relevant to design for graceful interactions and to leave the others blank. They were
also instructed to leave aside aspects that they consider relevant yet dependent on the type
of product or use context. After the assessment of the 11 items, we asked the participants to
select 3 attributes, out of the aforementioned items, which they consider the most important
interaction attributes to design for gracefulness. Out of the 22 designers, 18 answered that
open-ended question (one participant only provided two attributes, and another gave an
attribute that was not part of the initial list, namely ‘harmonious’).
Our results show that seven attributes are associated with gracefulness in the context of
interaction design: slow, fluent, uniform, constant, precise, gentle, and targeted (Figure
35). Amongst those, fluency (14), gentleness (12) and slowness (7) were selected as the most
important attributes for a graceful aesthetic of interaction. To incorporate the most important
elements for graceful interaction elicited through the survey (slow, fluent, and gentle), we
conducted an iterative and explorative design process with close user involvement. In this
design process, the goal was to enable social support among women who want to exercise by
use of a qualitative approach.
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Figure 36: Grace, a piece of interactive jewelry, enabling women to share their exercise intentions

11.4

Design of Grace

Grace is a piece of jewelry (Figure 36) that encourages women to share and support exercise
intentions with friends through graceful interactions. Through Grace, users are able to see
whether friends have the intention to go exercise that day, and eventually if they actually
went. The same information is also shared about themselves.
This commitment-based way of motivating is closely intertwined with an increased feeling
of group coherence and social support. To amplify the awareness of sharing
goals and accomplishing them together, Grace also enables to cheer for your friends,

grace
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Figure 37: Grace interactions for committing to exercising (1), sharing one’s achievement (2) and cheering for
friends (3)

stimulating them to get active, or celebrating with them for turning their intentions into
action. Relying on a qualitative aesthetics of interaction, Grace embeds the notion of
gracefulness as a novel perspective, as opposed to the current quantification trend.
Grace entails several touch, motion, and mid-air gesture interactions: (1) To plan an exercise,
the hand is placed on the heart as to mimic the salutation of promise. The display, divided
into slots for different friends, will now display skewed stripes. (2) When the user is done
exercising, she taps herself three times on the chest, showing off a feeling of pride, and
changing the stripes into mellow post-workout waves. (3) Lastly, to cheer (regardless of
their effort) for friends with a lively zig-zag pattern, you hold your hand on your heart for a
feeling of connectedness (Figure 37). By supporting the user values within Grace, we focus
on implementing the symbolic meaning of committing to exercising [1].

11.4.1 Underlying Design Principles
Aesthetics of Interaction. We used the Interaction Vocabulary [9] to describe the interaction

qualities of Grace. It consists of eleven descriptive, non-judgmental, non-technology bound
attributes of interactions. The interactions with the bracelet are intended to be subtle and
graceful, to propose a different motivational strategy opposed to the performance and
competition-driven approaches. Translating these notions into the vocabulary of interaction
led us to design Grace’s interaction style as slow, gentle, fluent, and covered. The first three
elements were considered the most important for graceful interaction in our exploratory
study. While described by expert designers as a context-dependent dimension (i.e.,
depending on the context, an interaction can be graceful while being either ‘apparent’ or
‘covered’), we choose to add the attribute “covered” to represent a feeling of intimacy, which
was deemed important in our context.
Slow and gentle interaction qualities allow us to distinguish Grace from activity-related
devices focused on performance, which are usually designed as being fast, powerful, and
precise and use numbers to provide users with feedback. Slowness is expressed in the design
of Grace in the way the feedback is received throughout the day and cannot be seen on
demand. We translated Gentleness in all the styles of interaction within Grace, placing your
hand on the heart to make a commitment and the gentle turning of the bracelet to see the
moiré effect.
The choice of a fluent interaction style is linked to gracefulness, corresponding to the
definition of graceful movements as “apparently easy or effortless”[6]. Fluency is translated
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Figure 38: Testing different moiré patterns and final implementation of a moiré pattern in Grace

within the design of Grace in the gestural interaction, as well as the smooth act of fidgeting,
making the feedback more visible.
Users are able to personalize their visuals (i.e., the moiré effect) and therefore construct
individual meaning to the patterns that are linked to different types of feedback. In this way,
this personal information remains covered, meaningless to other people, in the immediate
vicinity of the user, who is not familiar with the constructed patterns. The aim was to integrate
a subtle and personal interface while still being valuable to the wearer. Furthermore, when
the moiré effect appears (Figure 38), this enhances the overall appearance of Grace.

Figure 39: Experiencing multiple poses through role playing: power poses (1), fun or wacky poses (2), symbolic
poses (3)

Moiré Patterns as Ambiguous Information Representation. To provide feedback in a poetic
and abstract form (as opposed to the quantified data provided by most activity trackers),
we made use of the moiré effect (Figure 38). This is a visual phenomenon that occurs when
two similar types of patterns are moved over each other, thus creating a new pattern. When
fidgeting with Grace,
the top layer of the bracelet is moved over the bottom layer (supporting a covered aesthetics of
interaction again), creating this Moiré effect. The top layer is part of the bracelet and keeps
its shape, while the bottom layer is an integrated e-paper display, enabling the possibility to

grace
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change the pattern.

Commitment to Exercise. Users need to interact with the device to indicate their exercise
planning and activity. Cognitive interactions tend to disrupt the user’s day-to-day routine,
so the goal was to choose a relevant, motion-based gesture that can be performed without an
active focus on the interaction itself. Multiple poses were experienced through role-playing
among the designers (Figure 39). Power poses were considered for their empowering,
encouraging effect, but were dropped because they could not be performed subtly (1). Fun
or wacky poses were discarded for the same reason (2). Ultimately, a pose associated with a
promise to the heart was chosen, representing the promise to exercise made to oneself (3).
Social Support and Feeling of Togetherness. The aim of Grace is to exercise individually
while experiencing a feeling of togetherness with friends, proven to have a motivating effect
[20]. According to Hassenzahl et al. [16], this feeling of relatedness, mediated through
technology, can be achieved through awareness, physicalness, and joint-action, amongst
other strategies.
The awareness strategy consists of “sharing different types of ambient information about
current activities or moods among partners, without a conversation or doing anything
together” [16]. Reciprocal self-disclosure and ambiguity [12] are both described as essential
principles to design for awareness. With Grace, awareness is achieved through the received
updates throughout the day presented in an ambiguous way through the moiré effect, where
the user understands the information and raises awareness while its meaning remains
unknown to others.
The physicalness strategy includes artifacts that “mediate a feeling of physical intimacy,
simulating secondary effects of the physical proximity of meaning ful gestures” [16]. Grace embeds
physicalness in the way the user intuitively interacts with Grace through fidgeting. Through
this intimate interaction, the moiré effect will appear contributing to the look and feel of
the bracelet. Lastly, artifacts allowing for carrying out an action together fall into the joint
action strategy [16]. Joint-action comes forward within the Grace concept in the sharing and
celebrating of goals, as well as in the behavioral interdependence between women.

11.4.2 Technology and Realization

To measure the different expressions the user makes: (i) committing to exercise, (ii) finishing
the exercise and (iii) supporting for a friend, the microcontroller calculates the movement
and measures the angle of the wrist through the accelerometer and gyroscope (Figure 40).
Based on these values, the microcontroller identifies which gesture is performed and thus
adjust the e-paper display (Wemos 2.13-inch E-Ink) accordingly, visualizing various moiré
patterns linked to the different expressions.
Fitting the electronics, while remaining its accessibility as well as combining the plastic
base with a rotating aluminum body was a major challenge in the design. Following the
validation of the motivating power of the concept, a more robust and eminent prototype was
desirable to be able to validate the interactions and visualizations. The choice was made to
use metals with a silver hue such as stainless steel or aluminum, due to women’s preferences
of the aesthetics of activity trackers being luxurious, graceful, and feminine [24].
To create the moiré effect, it was decided to make use of an outer rotatable ring. From here,
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Figure 40: Electronics of Grace: bottom, integrated e-paper display. Top, Light Blue Bean with accelerometer
215
grace

Figure 41: Material exploration of Grace cuff

multiple different prototypes and material explorations were created (Figure 41), validating
the effectiveness of the moiré effect, and identifying the location of electronics and wire
outputs.
During the validation, it was seen that the full circle design was not associated with
gracefulness, mainly due to its corresponding size. To preserve these values, a cuff with the
ability to slip over the wrist with ease, ensuring a smaller size and a more feminine look was
chosen as the salvation. The size for this cuff was tested (Figure 41), concluding a size of 65
mm inner diameter, corresponding with a “large” for different cuffs at local jewelry stores.

11.5

User Study

To gain first insights into how our target women experience Grace, we set up an exploratory
user study. We investigated whether the different interactions with Grace and the feedback
given by this interactive piece of jewelry were considered as graceful. We also assess the
perceived meaningfulness of qualitative social support mechanisms as a motivational
strategy.
Three participants wore and interacted with Grace for one day on which they had the
intention to exercise. The women participating in the study all sometimes indicated to
experience difficulties in turning their exercise intentions into actual exercising that day.
Since we only had one working prototype, we used a Wizard of Oz approach to simulate the
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intentions and support of two other friends. After wearing Grace for a day, the women were
interviewed about their experience, how they interacted with the bracelet, and how they felt
wearing Grace throughout the day. The interviews were transcribed, analyzed via thematic
analysis, and translated from Dutch to English by the researchers.

11.5.1 Cheering component of Grace.

All three participants indicated to value the cheering component of Grace, enabling social
cohesion and support. “The function I appreciated most was being able to cheer for others.” - P3
Interestingly, they did not only value this for their own motivation (by receiving a cheer
from their friends but also themselves) but also being enabled to cheer for others. “I really
liked the cheer function; it really had a positive effect when other people were cheering for me. But
I’ve been cheering for myself all day as well.” - P2

11.5.2 Subtle yet graceful feedback.

The participants indicated to consider the feedback being subtle yet graceful. The notifications
were provided in real-time and could not be seen on demand. Therefore, users might miss
supporting cheers of friends or friends expressing intentions. Integrating an interaction that
makes it possible to recall previous notifications might solve this. “I had to look at it quite
often to see whether it changed, approximately four times per hour I think” - P1
“Maybe it was too subtle to notice whether there were changes” - P3
Adding such a feature, will not influence the form of the feedback of Grace, which is
important since the unobtrusiveness and feedback subtlety was also considered as an
added value by the participants. P3 explicitly mentioned that when they did experience the
feedback on demand, it was appreciated that it was not screaming for attention since this
was adding to the quality of the aesthetics of the bracelet. “The visualizations were graceful
and subtle; it’s not a light which is screaming for attention. I really liked that it was abstract and
appreciated that the visualization is presented in a more artistic way” - P3
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11.5.3 Ambiguity of Visualizations.

Some participants indicated they experienced some difficulties recalling the different
meanings of the feedback because of its abstract form. However, this was only encountered
at the beginning of the day (when they started to use Grace), which improved quickly when
interacting with the device throughout the day. “Fidgeting with Grace is nice because you see
everything move, but it also adds uncertainty to its meaning.” - P1
“The visualizations were abstract, so the different meanings had to be learned; however, they were
very easy to learn.” - P3
Another suggestion by P2 was to be able to visualize in real-time when one of your friends is
sporting, and to express some disappointment perhaps - “and if they are not doing it, to show
a sad face.” – P2

11.6

Discussion and Future Work

Throughout this paper, we explored the relevance of adopting a qualitative aesthetics
of interaction to extend the design space of sports wearables for women. Deliberately
positioning this work in opposition to the widespread use of quantification as a motivational
strategy [21], we question the current tailoring of motivational design to address the needs
of a specific target group and notably amongst women [29]. Our interactive bracelet Grace
acts here as a propositional object embedding notions of gracefulness and social support.
Designing for gracefulness is a challenging endeavor, which we addressed in two ways.
First, by involving industrial designers (N = 22) in the definition of a graceful aesthetic of
interaction. Second, by embedding and materializing these attributes in the design of an
interactive wearable in order to gain insights into the effect of a graceful interaction style on
exercising motivation.
In addition, through the medium we selected, we uncovered the vast potential space of
input interaction enabled by interactive jewelry [2]. The poetic qualities of jewelry, such
as sensorial engagement, intimacy and symbolic meaning [42], might appeal to specific
target groups and constitute an alternative to the rather sportive and masculine look and
feel of current sports wearables [22, 24]. By not being perceived as activity trackers, jewelry
artifacts offer a high potential to personalize the visualization (in our case, through the selfdefined Moiré patterns) while also providing an opportunity to cover the interaction (if one
does not identify as a sports person).
We combined the qualitative aesthetics perspective with a social support strategy, described
in the literature as effective [31], especially for users with less difficult goals who could
benefit from social feedback more [14]. Interestingly, we noticed during the design process,
how difficult it is to refrain from designing social features promoting competition rather
than cooperation. As an example, visualizing in real-time when a friend is sporting to
express disappointment could unintentionally promote a certain form of competition or
demotivating friction. We decided to focus on the intention and the outcomes (cheering)
to stay as close as possible to the supportive social positivity we intended to embrace with
Grace.
While conducted on a limited sample and for a short duration, the findings of our user
study tend to confirm the relevance of our approach as a complement to existing technology
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design supporting physical activity.
Of course, while we seem to adopt a rather dichotomous gender perspective on the topic of
exercising motivation in the present paper, we acknowledge and do not underestimate the
role of other variables in the users’ preferences for a specific motivational strategy. Goalfocus, goal-orientation, and other inter-individual differences [13, 14, 35] definitely play
a role in the perception of – and reaction to – different types of motivation. Women can
also be motivated by numbers, gamification, or social competition [5], and our approach
is not proposed as a one-size-fits-all solution addressing females’ needs. Alternatively, the
present example aims at opening up new perspectives for designers to provide meaningful,
motivational technologies.
In future work, we aim to refine the design of Grace and to conduct a longitudinal field study
over several weeks, featuring real interactions between the participants and their friends.
From a design perspective, we intend to improve the aesthetics of the bracelet to increase
the looks and feel towards a graceful piece of jewelry. At the moment, and mostly due to
technical constraints, the bracelet can still be considered as a somewhat ‘bulky’ prototype,
even though its appearance does not reveal its main purpose to encourage exercising. For
women to feel comfortable wearing it, it is important to refine the aesthetics of Grace by
making use of the full potential of interactive jewelry as a medium for graceful interactions.
With designing Grace, we extend the design space of sport-related wearables for women
and inform how to design for exercise motivation through social support and graceful
interactions. We believe our work shows a promising and different approach towards a
more qualitative way to support women with exercising. The present study thus provides
encouraging and inspiring practical implications to designers of wearable technologies. In
addition, designers can also use the gracefulness interaction attributes as a starting point for
the design of interactive technologies in other application areas.
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The Runner’s Journey emphasizes the
high satisfaction and pride feelings
runners retained from running.
Whereas these feelings are strong right
after the end of a session, they quickly
fade over the course of the day. An
opportunity would be to make these
feelings last longer, possibly carrying
into the next preparation phase of a
running session. This is described as a
“slower reward mechanism” by previous
research. We therefore proposed
the following design opportunity:
“Design for ‘slower reward mechanisms’
to encourage a prolonged reward feeling of
running”
In the following chapter we propose
Laina: a shape-changing art piece,
visualizing previous running routes
over two days. Laina changes shape,
creating a data physicalization pattern
related to the last running route. By
visualizing the stacked routes, runners
are encouraged to adjust their art piece
by going to further runs, perhaps taking
other paths. Results show that Laina
allows for deep reflection, anticipation
and exploration of running behavior.
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laina

/ˈlei·nuh/ • English
The meaning of the name Laina is “path,
roadway”. Laina is an alternate spelling of
Laine (English): variation of the surname Lane *
*

thinkbabynames.com
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This chapter is an exact reproduction of the paper published as: Menheere, D., van Hartingsveldt,
E., Birkebæk, M., Vos, S. and Lallemand, C. 2021. Laina: Dynamic Data Physicalization for
Slow Exercising Feedback. In DIS ‘21, June 28-July 2, 2021, Virtual Event, USA, 26. https://doi.
org/10.1145/3461778.3462041
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Abstract: The increased popularity of recreational sports, like running, led to the development
of numerous technologies supporting people in their training. However, in their current form
and interaction, these take a rather standardized approach focusing on quantified data tracking
displayed through screens or audio. In this paper, we explore how dynamic data physicalization
through a shape-changing interface can open the design space of exercise feedback. Relying on an
expert study on the aesthetics of interaction (N=23), we designed Laina, a shape-changing art piece
presenting physicalized running data through a slow feedback mechanism. We deployed Laina at
3 participant’s home, during a series of 3-weeks field studies. Results show that Laina allows for
deep reflection, anticipation and exploration of running behavior. The aim of our paper is to provide
insights on the use of slow feedback mechanisms for exercise-related products, through the design of a
dynamic data physicalization artefact.

12.1

Introduction

The popularity of running has increased rapidly over the last decades, resulting in it even
being one of the most popular recreational sports in the world [50]. Running is characterized
by its low threshold and it is attractive for a wide range of people [50]. This heterogeneity
among runners is especially represented in terms of age, gender, motivations and abilities
[21, 32, 50]. In line with the popularity of running there has been an exponential increase
in the development of monitoring devices to support runners in their training [10, 21].
Running apps and wearable technologies, such as sports watches, activity trackers and
wearable technology, enable quantified data tracking (e.g., pace, distance, route and heart
rate) [9, 22, 30]. Based on these data, many of these monitoring devices give feedback
through graphs and numbers, aiming at increasing performance during the training [9,
22, 57] or enabling social and game elements [3, 30, 35]. In these attempts, the design
space of how the feedback is communicated tends to be rather homogeneous (i.e., screen
based or auditory) [18, 22]. Although this type of feedback offers people a quick glance on
their running performance [17] or patterns across time, it does rely on a limited view on
the running experience, which already starts before and expands after the running session
itself [33]. A recent study suggests that people have high feelings of pride and satisfaction
after running, but these positive emotions fade away quickly [33]. An artifact which allows
for longer reflection and exploration of running data might support people in experiencing
these positive feelings for a longer period [56], going beyond performance-focused feedback.
Recent attempts to communicate activity data tracking in alternative formats have been
made, and data physicalizations [20, 64], sometimes using shape-changing interfaces [1,
43], appear as promising. These approaches allow users to explore, share and understand
their data differently [20], which in turn encourages reflection on its meaning [64]. In the
case of shape-changing interfaces, it changes “ from reading and touching flat glass displays
to physically manipulating interfaces that transform their shape and materiality to represent the
underlying content and context.” [1, p.1]. Data physicalizations are not new in design, but
implementations of dynamic data physicalizations in real-life cases remain largely unexplored
and unexploited due to technical challenges and relative lack of information regarding its
value [20].
Following examples of data physicalization in the context of physical activity feedback
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Figure 42: Laina, a shape-changing art piece illustrating previous running routes over a delayed period, placed
at participants’ home

[24, 25, 31, 56], we designed Laina, a shape changing art piece, presenting physicalized
running route data as slow feedback (Figure 42). Through an expert study involving
design professionals, we first defined interaction attributes important to slow feedback for
running, with a primary focus on reinforcing positive feelings retained from running. We
then incorporated these interaction attributes in the design of Laina. Laina explores the
promise of data physicalization on outdoor exercise feedback: it allows for a deep reflection,
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anticipation and exploration of running behavior. Based on the insights collected during
the making process and user study, we reflect on the opportunities presented by data
physicalization to complement existing running technologies. The main aim of our paper
is to inform on the use of a slow feedback mechanism for exercising, through the design
of a dynamic data physicalization artefact. Our contributions to the HCI community are
the following: 1) defining interaction attributes to materialize a slow feedback mechanism
for exercise-related products, 2) exemplifying Laina as a research-through-design artefact
embedding those attributes, and 3) providing insights for designing exercise-related products
with slow feedback.

12.2

Related Work

12.2.1 Data Physicalization on Physical Activity

Data Physicalization is an emerging research area which main purpose is to convey meaningful
information through physical shapes or materiality. It designates “a physical artifact whose
geometry or material properties encode data.” [20, p.3228]. These physical representations aim at
supporting people in exploring, sharing and understanding external or self-quantified data.
For Zhao and Vander Moere, this type of information communication goes beyond the data
itself, thanks to the tangible nature of the objects, encouraging reflection on its meaning
[64]. This is in line with Lockton et al., who stress the need to go beyond quantification as
a default mode for information display. They propose the notion of “qualitative interfaces”
where “information is presented primarily through representing qualities of phenomena”, with
the benefit of enabling new forms of understanding [29, 31]. Among other opportunities,
data physicalizations allow for better use of active perception skills, and thus can easily be
explored from different angles [49], but also through different senses (e.g., sound, touch,
smell) [20]. Furthermore, opposed to on-screen visualizations, data physicalizations can act
as ambient data displays [20]: which are always “on” and placed anywhere. Through their
physical presence, data physicalizations also potentially make the data visible to more than
oneself (e.g., hidden in a screen or activity tracker), but to others present in that environment,
thus stimulating discussions [24].
Data physicalization has been applied in a wide variety of domains [19, 20, 46, 49, 58],
with a limited number of examples in the context of physical activity feedback [24, 48, 56].
One of these examples is the concept ‘Loop’ by Sauvé et al. In Loop, physical activity data
is presented through an abstract tangible visualization [47, 48]. Loop consists of changing
wooden rings representing the activity goal and the amount of physical activity per days.
As an ambient information display, Loop is designed to be incorporated in the physical
environment and everyday routine, for users to become more aware of their data [2], or
enabling the possibilities of sharing and sociable use through their public availability [62].
Another example of data physicalization in the physical activity domain is TastyBeats [24],
a fountain-based system that mixes sport drinks based on the heart rate of the user while
exercising.
By presenting data physicalizations in a delayed matter, Activity Sculptures by Stusak et al.
[56] proposes a new approach in the context of exercise feedback. In this concept, the heartrate
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of a recreational runner is measured, leading to the generation of an Activity Sculpture, sent
to the runner per regular mail two days after the run. This mechanism provided a prolonged
rewarding feeling, (i.e. “slow reward mechanism”), reminding the runners of their proud
feeling experienced directly after the run. This is an interesting perspective as compared
to the continuous stream of data provided by current applications, being just a glance away
[17]. Here, slow feedback mechanisms through data physicalizations offer the possibility of
anticipation and speculation, which allow for a richer exploration of the data [26, 55].
While being valuable to showcase new ways of using physicality to represent exercising
data, these examples entail several limitations. A major limitation for both TastyBeats and
Activity Sculptures is the practical feasibility and sustainability concerns. As acknowledged
by the designers, producing and sending a physical object to a runner after each session
raises issues, which they suggest overcoming by sending one sculpture per month only [56].
Similar concerns affect the user acceptance of TastyBeats [24]. Both designs thus act more
like an exceptional feedback mechanism than a regular interaction. While most on-screen
visualizations are dynamic and interactive, these data physicalization examples thus do not
support dynamic data display [20]. Shape-changing interfaces might support the type of
feedback offered by data physicalization, while overcoming these limitations. It might offer
the possibility to physicalize dynamic data, but also to provide long-term and dynamic user
interactions with data [8, 20, 54].

12.2.2 Shape-Changing Interfaces

Shape-changing interfaces represent a comeback of interaction design in the physical domain
[42], envisioning “interactive computational devices to transform into any shape or materiality
relevant to the context of use” [1, p.2]. A prime example of this quality in the domain of life
sciences is the ability of animals to change shape to scare or hide from enemies [43]. In
design research, the adaptive qualities of shape-changing interfaces can be used to enhance
the users’ interaction [43].
A shape-changing interface can serve different purposes [1]. The main functional purpose
of shape changing interfaces is conveying information, meaning or affect by physical
change of shape or materiality as in/output [1, 43], partly overlapping with the field of Data
Physicalization. Since shape-changing interfaces are not restricted to a specific context,
examples exist in different applications areas, such as wearable technology [28], (domestic)
interactive art-pieces [37, 38, 44, 63], or interactive furniture [6, 7, 31, 38, 52, 60]. A current
research focus is also on the technical aspects of shape-changing materials and interfaces
[13, 39].
In their review of shape-changing interfaces’ design space, Rasmussen et al. [43] identified
eight types of deformation supporting information and meaning, namely changes in
orientation, form, volume, texture, viscosity, spatiality, adding/subtracting, or permeability.
These deformations offer a wide variety of interaction possibilities, depending on how the
interfaces use physical transformation as an input and/or an output [42]. In an indirect
interaction, shape change takes place by implicit input (indirectly controlled by the user),
while direct interaction occurs where shape change is part of both the input and output [43].
In the last category, negotiated interaction, the shape change is negotiated between the user
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and the system [42]. Shape-changing interfaces therefore allow for a degree of openness
for change in usage, creating a sense of adaptability to a particular situation and have the
potential to enhance interaction with digital information. In their paper, Coelho et al.
present four shape-changing design probes, representing different material and deformation
properties [8]. The authors envision a series of future application scenarios where shapechanging interfaces act as a tool to enrich human–computer interaction. A key application
area identified is the use of form transformation as a representation for dynamic data. shapechanging artefacts where the form and dynamics of interaction are meaningfully intertwined
[45]. To understand how interactive devices can engage the body and the mind alike [40],
there is a need for robust prototypes - currently scarce - suitable for in-situ evaluations,
which would inform on the “suitable contexts of use, the fit between tasks and interfaces, and
issues around the cultural appropriation of shape-change” [1, p.5].
In this paper, we further explore how to use a shape-changing interface to represent
dynamic running data, while drawing on the work of Stusak et al., by further exploring
how to prolong rewarding feelings experienced right after a running session, through a slow
feedback mechanism.

12.3

Designing a Slow Feedback Mechanism

Designing for slow feedback in a specific context involves a strong consideration for the
aesthetics of interaction (e.g. how this type of feedback materializes in an artefact). The
Interaction Vocabulary is a dedicated and suitable tool to collect these insights in a structured
manner, as aesthetical qualities are typically hard to express to other designers. As a method,
the Interaction Vocabulary provides a number of dimensions to describe interaction in
design. It is useful for interaction designers as it provides starting points for thinking about
the aesthetics of interactions and designing those interactions. The tool, presented as a
set of cards, also facilitates communication about intended properties of a product. The
Interaction Vocabulary consists of eleven dimensions, each in a pair of opposing attributes.
These are descriptive, non-judgmental, non-technology bound attributed of interaction.
Each card represents one of the Interaction Vocabulary’s dimensions, with the opposite
poles on each side of the card. The method can be used in a binary manner, by simply
choosing one dimension over the other (e.g. slow rather than fast) or used as a Likert scale
to allow for more granularity.
To explore how the concept of a slow feedback mechanism could materialize in a data
physicalization artifact, we invited design professionals (N = 23) to participate in a 20-min
online survey study (e.g., asynchronously by themselves). Participants were all interaction
and industrial designers familiar with designing for behavior change for an active lifestyle,
recruited via professional networks.
Using the Interaction Vocabulary Cards by Diefenbach, Lenz & Hassenzahl [11], we asked
them to describe how a slow feedback mechanism for running would feel/look like with a
physical product through an online survey. This method enables designers to think about the
aesthetics of a specific interaction and a way to express it to other designers using a shared
vocabulary. To not influence the attributes ‘slow’ versus ‘fast’, we provided participants with
the following instructions, not explicitly mentioning the notion of ‘slow feedback’ “Amateur
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Table 10: Attributes used by design professionals (N = 23) to describe a slow feedback mechanism, using the
Interaction Vocabulary. To reflect the dichotomic spirit of the original method, the scales were grouped into
one or the other dimension, with the opportunity of a neutral option.

runners indicate to have feelings of high satisfaction and pride right after the end of a session.
Unfortunately, they quickly fade over time. How would you design exercising feedback that makes
these positive feelings last longer?”
The Interaction Vocabulary consists of 11 semantic differential items to describe the
interaction: slow-fast, stepwise-fluent, instant-delayed, uniform-diverging, constant-inconstant,
mediated-direct, spatial separation-spatial proximity, approximate-precise, gentle-powerful,
incidental-targeted, apparent-covered. The participants were asked to evaluate each pair of
words and to indicate which one of the two attributes would better contribute to translate
the intended aesthetics of interaction in the design. The participants were asked to evaluate
only the pairs of words that they consider relevant to design for a slow feedback mechanism
and to leave the others as ‘neutral’ on the scale. They were also instructed to leave aside
aspects that they consider relevant yet dependent on the type of product or use context.
After the assessment of the 11 items, we asked the participants to select 3 attributes, out of
the aforementioned items, which they consider the most important interaction attributes
to design for a slow feedback mechanism, and to explain why, in an open-ended question.
Our results show that eight attributes were associated with a slow feedback mechanism
for running in the context of interaction design: slow, fluent, delayed, spatial proximity,
approximate, powerful, targeted and apparent (Table 10). Amongst those, delayed (8),
powerful (7), slow (5) and targeted (5) were selected as the most important attributes for
designing a slow feedback mechanism in the context of running. Other attributes (diverginguniform, constant-inconstant and direct-mediated) indicated a lower consensus between the
attributes, showing high numbers on both sides of the attributes.
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The attribute “delayed” was considered important to spark a reminder: “The positive feelings are
especially important after the adrenaline kick has faded, when the user is not triggered anymore by
the previous workout”. This is in line with the attribute “slow”: “This would make the satisfaction
feeling last longer, because the reward feeling is longer enjoyable.” Although most attributes
were consistent with the authors’ expectations during their initial design explorations, the
“powerful” attribute appeared as rather unexpected. One of the designers explains: “The
feedback should remind the user that their work-out was powerful”. The design experts linked
the attribute “targeted” to personalized feedback: “To feel like the feedback is personally made
for the user in order for them to emotionally react to it, and to be proud for a longer time.”
After the expert study, the authors conducted an interactive and explorative design process,
informed by the most important attributes for a slow feedback mechanism elicited through
the expert survey (delayed, powerful, slow, and targeted). Besides these attributes, the
attribute “approximate” was added during the design process as one of the eight attributes of
designing a slow feedback mechanism. Our goal was to design a slow feedback mechanism,
that prolongs the rewarding feelings retained from running.

12.4

Design Concept: Laina

Laina is a shape-changing art piece, presenting physicalized running routes over a delayed
period of one or two days (Figure 43) [56]. Over this time, some of the pins on Laina are
pushed out one by one, creating a data physicalization pattern corresponding to the mapping
of the last running route. The length the pins come out represent a specific effort given at
that point on the route. The metric related to the effort can be chosen by the user (e.g., pace,
burned calories, heartrate). Laina adopts an aesthetics perspective to spark positive feelings
towards running through a slow feedback mechanism, the art piece revealing itself to the
user progressively. Hence, Laina aims to trigger longer satisfaction feelings of the run and
reminds the user of the positive emotions of the previous run.
The shape-change interactions of Laina are twofold: indirect and direct interaction. Indirect
interaction takes place when the user starts varying their running routes or their level of
efforts (e.g., pace, heartrate), the user can indirectly control the shape of Laina, as this
affects which of the pins come out and at what length. A direct interaction within Laina
was integrated by enabling the possibility of pushing back the individual pins to the original
position (Figure 44). If the pins are not pushed back, the different routes will stack on top of
each other, showing the joint effort of previous running sessions. Once the maximum depth
is reached, the pins do not actuate anymore unless they are pushed back by the user. If some
of the pins are pushed back before Laina completes the art piece of the last session, the rest
of the running route will still be physicalized in Laina. The direct interaction is integrated
to provide autonomy to the user. Hence, the user is in charge of creating their own art-piece,
erasing it entirely or keeping certain shapes they already created.

12.4.1 Aesthetics of Interaction

Based on the results of the preliminary survey study, Laina includes five specific Aesthetic
of Interaction attributes, which are targeted, delayed, slow, powerful and approximate. We
integrated these attributes in Laina in the following manner.
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Figure 43: Scenario of use of Laina

Targeted. Laina uses running route data from external running applications (such as Strava,
Runkeeper). Once the session is uploaded, the running route is abstracted (corresponding
the “approximate” design choice explained below) and Laina changes shape accordingly,
making it a targeted interaction based on tracked data. The pins that will change shape
correspond directly to time segments in the user’s run. The length of each individual pin is
based on the average effort on that time segment
Delayed. Once the user is done with their running session, Laina will not immediately
change shape, but will start changing shape after a short delay, when the user does not feel
triggered anymore by the previous running session.
Slow. The interaction attribute slow is incorporated in the days Laina needs to fully develop
its shape. After one or two days, the user will distinguish the shape of their last running
route and might decide to push back some of the pins to change the art-piece.
Powerful. Laina’s volume and depth varies according to the length of the pins, which is
dependent on the effort given by the user. When a higher level of effort is measured, Laina
will turn in a more imposing art piece. Furthermore, as opposed to most activity devices or
product, Laina is a relatively big artifact, which further enhances the powerful impression.
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Figure 44: Direct interaction: the user can directly push back the pins as desired

Approximate. Both the number and length of pins influence the level of granularity and direct
translation of the data physicalized. As pixels in a digital display, more pins would result in
more precise data translation. The abstraction of the route through a limited number of pins
aligned with our intended aesthetics, relying on an approximate representation supporting
discovery and sensemaking.
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Figure 46: Shape explorations

12.4.2 Form and Materials

Several form and material explorations were made in a research-through-design process
[65] (Figure 45), leading to the final design of Laina. First, we explored materials that
could shape-change as described by Rasmussen et al. [43] (Figure 45) with a focus on
investigating possibilities, understanding the constraints of some materials and getting
inspiration. We worked for instance with Living Hinge laser cutting material, origami and
kirigami techniques or fluidic mechanisms inspired by Venous Materials [34]. We built four
intermediate low-fi prototypes (Figure 46), to reflect on different characteristics, namely
levels of density, the type of physical change in surface and different forms of restrictions
in the visualization of a run. The routes could be physicalized through the density of pins
in the black stick model, the color coding of the strings in the metro-map model, or the
bendable structure of wood of the Kirigami model or the surfaces in the web of strings
model. The level of abstraction and the aesthetical effect created differed greatly according
to the prototype, with the Living Hinge being for instance restricted in the visualization
supported. Through the different samples, we explored how to incorporate the Aesthetic of
Interaction attributes related to a slow feedback mechanism, but also constraints concerning
physicalizing running data (Figure 46). We eventually choose the exploration with the
wooden black pins, as this system supported certain degree of detail in the visualization
while still being able to actuate [61].
In the final design, the visible elements of Laina are composed of three different parts: the
case, the front and the pattern (Figure 47). Firstly, the prototype consists of a white case,
which is the size of an A1 sheet, and built with wood. We choose this size since this is a
widely used size for wall-art. This case is painted with a semi-gloss finish to create a lighter
appearance, as well as a contrast to the front. The hard-wood front is the construction with
the pattern of the artwork. This is furthermore the part that holds all the pins that change in
direction and distort the original shape. The pattern, containing a total of ninety pins, was
inspired by a city map of Eindhoven and represents the user in the center of the wall-art. The
wooden pins have a black matte finish, each being 10 cm long. A higher degree of fidelity
and aesthetics was achieved mainly for the user to be able to contextualize the concept
and design, but also to increase people’s acceptance of Laina in their everyday domestic
environment [62].
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Figure 45: Form and material explorations
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Figure 47: Overall architecture of hardware of Laina

12.4.3 Technology and Realization

Overall Architecture. The overall realization architecture of Laina consists of a wooden frame,
supported by a wooden plate at the back, which serves as a base for an X- and Y-axis (Figure
47). Two stepper motors are placed on top of this wooden frame, controlling the position of
a linear actuator (Figure 48, middle).
Hardware. The linear actuator is responsible for pushing the pins out, making it possible
to control each individual pin (Figure 48, right). The same pin can be pushed out multiple
times, showing incremental feedback, until the maximum depth of shape-change is reached
(4.5cm). To make the pins go back to its original state, it should be pushed back by the user
as part of the direct interaction. The position of the linear actuator on the X- and Y-axis
is controlled by two stepper motors, which are placed on the frame, allowing the linear
actuator to move to each desired individual pin (Figure 48).

Figure 48: Left: inside of front of Laina. Middle: two stepper motors placed at the two top corners of the
frame. Right: Linear actuator responsible for moving the individual pins
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Figure 49: Webpage to control Laina’s shape- changing interface. Each individual pin can be selected while
indicating the ‘Push Factor’ (affecting the length of the pin, corresponding to the chosen effort). The orange
dots correspond to the selected pins, that will be pushed out. Once the abstracted route is indicated, the
‘Execute’ button sends the data to Laina

Software. To control the linear actuator and its position, we used the microcontroller ESP32WROOM which communicates over Wi-Fi. The microcontroller gets all the data from a
real-time Firebase database which gets updated by a running node script and webpage. In the
current prototype, the transformation from the detected route (via an external platform like
Strava © or Runkeeper ©) to the physicalization of the route on Laina is not automated. To
solve this, a webpage was created where the pins could be altered by the researchers (Figure
49). The researchers hence mediated remotely once the running session was completed and
abstracted the route, choosing pins directly corresponding to time segments in the user’s
run. The length of each individual pin is based on the average effort on that time segment
(e.g., averaging pace, heartrate) and can be controlled on the webpage. By clicking on the
selected pin on the webpage, the researcher indicates the ‘push factor’ (e.g., how much the
pin should be pushed, ranging from level 1 to 5). The push level is based on an average of
the effort during the run. The average pace of the run is used as a baseline and correspond
to a push factor of 3. One level above or below, will indicate an increased or decreased
effort of 10%. The threshold of 10% per level is based on the variability of running pace in
our population of recreational runners. With 2 levels above or below the average pace, the
system can acknowledge efforts of +/- 20% in average pace. When all the pins are selected
and the push factor is entered in the system, the research clicks on ‘Execute’ at the bottom
of the page, to send the abstracted route to the Firebase database connected to Laina. The
database includes an algorithm that calculates the timing of pushing out each individual
pin, and only operates between 9:00 until 21:00, with a maximum total of two days to push
out the entire route (depending on the time the running session has ended). Where in the
art piece the abstract route is presented, depends on the place the user runs: a long, far run
will for instance be visualized further away from the center in the art piece. The mapping
ratio is relative to the user’s previous sessions. Eventually in future work, the transformation
from the route should be fully automated to make the product use sustainable.
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Figure 50: Left, Laina at P1, placed on a small table. Right, Laina placed in P2’s living room.

12.5

Method: User Study

The intention of this study was not primarily to assess the concept of Laina, but the aim was
to use Laina as a research artefact to gain insights on how a slow feedback mechanism using
exercise data physicalization, was experienced. More specifically, how this would prolong
rewarding feelings right after a running session, through a slow feedback mechanism.
We deployed Laina in 3 households for a 3-week field study with each participant. We
combined several pre- and post-interviews conducted at the participants’ houses with a diary
study. In line with other qualitative research in the design field concerning in-depth, insitu observations in the domestic environment [14, 16, 27], this formed the core of our
methodology. The first field study was conducted in Winter 2020. The additional two user
studies were conducted in Summer 2020 (note: the participants were home more often due
to Covid-19). This study and its design have been approved by the ethical board of the
university, and informed consent was obtained among the participants.

12.5.1 Data Collection and Analysis

The study consisted out of three parts: (i) an introduction interview, (ii) logging daily
experiences and (iii) a debriefing interview of Laina. All interviews and diary logs were
transcribed verbatim, then coded and analyzed with MaxQDA Analytics Pro 2018 by
thematic analysis using an inductive approach. The first author subsequently created an
initial coding scheme, after which consensus was sought among the researchers to derive a
final coding scheme. Quotes used in this paper were translated from Dutch to English. Each
interview took about 100 minutes and was audio recorded. After explaining the objectives
of the study, the participants did sign an informed consent form for their participation.
Participants were not instructed about minimum time to exercise or interact with the device.
No additional details about the meanings were given (besides the fact that Laina represents
a route and pins can be pushed to “reset” it). It was left open to them to discover what the
length of the pins represented. In the following sections we describe the procedure of each
type of data collection.
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12.5.1.1 Introduction Interview.

In the introduction interview, we invited the participant to describe their running behavior
(e.g., goals, frequency of training, experience) and the devices currently used to support
trainings. We aimed at better understanding the lifestyles, running routines (e.g. “how long
have you been running?”; “how often did you run last week?”, “what is important for you
when you run?”), motivational factors (“do your intentions often match your actions?” “are
there any objects in your house that motivates you to go running?”) and the role of technology
in a running session. After this interview, we asked the participant what interior means to
them and where they would like to place the object. We installed Laina at a place of own
choice in the living room (Figure 42 & 50). We then explained the role of the object in the
following way “Laina will represent the route of a run. The route is extracted from your running
platform account.” At this point, we engaged into a discussion first asking what their first
impression of the product was. Then, we used the Product Reaction Cards [4], which are
part of the Desirability toolkit by Benedek and Miner. Microsoft’s product reaction cards
are a customizable list of 118 words used to evaluate any product or concept. It is particularly
useful for physical product evaluation after a field study or user test. Using Product Reaction
cards eases the evaluation process from the users’ viewpoint, while providing a comparison
basis between participants. Product Reaction Cards can be printed out and used during
a face-to-face session. They can also be included in an online survey. People are asked to
choose words from the list, that would in their opinion describe the product (Figure 51).
This constitutes an ideal base for discussion in an interview setting [4]. We used the reduced
list of 64 words by Neil Turner [41]. Finally, the discussion revolved around the expectations
for the coming testing period. At the very end, we explained that it is possible to erase the
pattern on Laina by pushing the sticks back when feeling like it.

Figure 51: Product Reaction Cards in use
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12.5.1.2 Logging of daily experiences.

To report on daily experiences with Laina and associated feelings, the participants were
asked to log their observations, by sharing a voice message on the instant messaging
application WhatsApp and a picture of the current shape of Laina. Voice messaging was
used to allow more freedom of expression and ensure that the participants would not feel
restricted by a written diary and could express thoughts smoothly, as they flew.
12.5.1.3 Debriefing interview.

After the in-situ deployment period, we conducted a semi-structured debriefing interview.
We enquired about how the participants experienced Laina across time, how they interpreted
this experience and how it potentially influenced their behavior and attitude. After a few
questions, we showed the participant the data that was logged during the diary in order to
help recalling memories and experiences, and help us make sense of their meaning-making
processes.
Table 11: Participants Overview

12.5.2 Participants

The field study was conducted with three participants, recruited via a local running group
page or personal pages of the researchers on social network. The participants expressed an
interest in participating in the study and were selected purposively because of the insights
they could bring to the topic. The participants were rewarded with a €30 voucher for their
participation. All participants identified as women but were diverse in age, household
composition and running experience (Table 11). All participants work for at least 32 hours
per week and sit a lot during work. They all had in common to not value the performance
and competition elements of running. This varied from valuing the activity of running itself
instead over being faster than herself or others (P1), clearing one’s head (P3) or just being
active (P2). While running, all participants tracked their run, automatically uploading their
sessions to a social running platform. Although participants looked at these results briefly
after the running sessions, they all admitted to not looking at it very often.

12.6

Results

12.6.1 Introduction Interview

All participants first talked about themselves. Afterwards they talked about running
routines, motivational factors, the role of running technology and their first impression of
Laina.
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12.6.1.1 Running Routines, Technology and Motivational Factors

All participants expressed an aim to run three times a week, with P1 running about four
times a week, in addition to fitness: “So if I do all my training it is 6 times a week, but sometimes
it’s “okay, not today!”. P2 just started running after the gyms closed due to Covid19 and is still
in search of her running routine: “I wanted to keep exercising, and this was the only thing I could
do”. Only P3 indicated that running was her primary sport: “Sometimes I change the time or
day when I eventually go running, but I do make sure I run at least three times a week”. As P2 just
started running, she tried to not focus on time and speed, but rather on the total distance.
P3 explains that she really runs to clear her head, “I know that often, going for a run, is exactly
what I need at that moment, because I know I will feel better afterwards”. Despite several injuries
which made P1 stop running at several times in the last 8 years, she stayed motivated and
adapted her pace. She is training for a running event which is her main motivation, but “I
don’t know if I am going to manage” she states. Regarding the use of running technology, P1
uses a smartwatch linked to a running platform but admits that she “does not look very often”.
Contrary to P1, P2 indicated to value the social elements of the platform: “I value Strava
because other people can see it. This is stupid because you actually have to run for yourself, but I do
like the fact that other people can see it.” P3 also uses a running application: “During running,
I’m busy thinking a lot about things that are happening now. So sometimes I do these Guided Runs
by Nike, to be occupied with that during running.”
12.6.1.2 First Impression

P1 decided to place Laina on a small table (Figure 50), P2 and P3 decided to put it on the
ground. After being briefly explained what to expect from Laina, P1 immediately expressed
curiosity: “I’m very curious what’s going to come out, what’s going to happen if I have done a run”.
When being asked to choose some cards from the Product Reaction Cards [4] to describe
their first impression, the words chosen at least twice were powerful, simplistic, innovative,
inviting and attractive. Powerful: “It really has a presence, if it was smaller you would be able to
look past it or forget about it” – P2. “I think it looks really cool with the black and the pins, and I
feel it has a sense of power to it.” – P3. Simplistic: “I really think it looks minimalistic, with the
white and black, so it looks rather simple” – P2. Innovative & Inviting: “These ones catch my eye
first. By all means, I think it is “innovative”, I have never seen it before. … I understand there
will be different patterns, or a pattern as a whole. Which also means it is “inviting”, to do what
needs to be done to activate it.” – P1. Attractive: “I like the simplistic look of it, and I feel that it is
very attractive. It looks cool and minimalistic” – P3. Words that were chosen only once were
entertainment, not a common thing, overwhelmed, difficult, comfortable, professional,
unpredictable and intimidating. Words as overwhelmed, difficult and unpredictable were
chosen because of the unexpectedness of what Laina would do: “Maybe because I don’t have a
clue on what it will do or what I have to do with it.” – P3.
When talking about the black pins, both P1 and P3 recognized the map of the city in
the visualization: “What I already thought is, it looks a little bit like [anonymized for review].
I thought maybe it is just the city center and kind of the districts around.” – P1. When realizing
it represents the city map, all the participants started brainstorming on how the runs will
potentially affect Laina. P2 explains: “Well from here, because I really live in the city center, so I
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would take a lap to the south, or one going north. And then when I’ll do my 7.5k run I would reach
these 2 pins, because I would run like this (pointing to the map on Laina). However, I wouldn’t
reach the west side, because I don’t really run there often.” – P2

12.6.2 Logging Daily Experiences

In our protocol, we used the logging of daily experiences in the debriefing interview to help
recalling memories and experiences. We also retrieved insights from the participants’ voice
memos.
Recognizing Route. On the first morning after installing Laina, all participants went for a
run, curious to experiment how it would work. After the first shape change, P1 started to
see a circle in the physicalization of Laina. However, when comparing this to her visualized
route on the running platform she felt that it was not one-to-one aligned and thought
that her route was not looking like a circle. This confused her: “I thought it (referring to
physicalization on Laina) was going to be a circle, but it (referring to running route on Strava) is
not a circle at all.” (Figure 52). This was different for P2 and P3 who recognized their running
routes in the physicalization yet expected it to appear faster: “I think I see my running route,
although I expected to see it immediately when I came back from running but that happened over
different phases. Every time it was doing something it was nice and I immediately checked how it
changed” – P3

Figure 52: Two visualizations of two first running routes on running platform and their abstracted input for
Laina in the black. On the left P1 and on the right P2.

Length of Pins. Another element that was quickly noticed by the participants was the different
lengths of the pins. Although participants choose their most important effort, they were not
informed the length of the pins would represent this. P2 did recognize the differences in her
effort on the route: “I think the length of the pins represents my speed. Because at a certain point I
could see I was faster, and when I think of my route I know I was faster there because that was a spot
where I saw other people and I wasn’t feeling like seeing other people so then I always run faster.”
After some days, P1 also started to notice the difference in pins lengths and wonders if all
eventually will come out. The length would then reflect the speed or distance: “It seems that
some of them are coming out further, so I’m wondering is it coming out because of your speed (then
it’s not so very fast, so it was a slow run Saturday), or is it because of your distance (well, not further
then 10km, so it’s also very centralized).” P3 also started wondering about it: “I’m not sure yet
what the length of the individual pins means, how far they are pushed out. I was thinking maybe it
represents my speed but I’m not certain about it.”
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Figure 53: Pictures of P1: Before and after pushing back all the pins right before a long-distance run

Resetting Laina. After almost 2 weeks, P1 and P3 decided to push back all the pins right
before going for a next run (Figure 53), enabling to better see how this would affect the
visualization. They were satisfied with the outcome: “It’s really nice to get feedback again, the
last few days I didn’t really notice a lot of differences so it’s really nice to be able to recognize my
running route clearly again.” – P3. Only P2 had a clear vision of wanting to push back the
pins every week: “Because I don’t run that far and often yet, I don’t want to push them back every
time I go for a run. But I agreed with myself to push back the pins every week, I don’t know why.”

12.6.3 Debriefing Interview

In the debriefing interview, we asked participants how they experienced Laina. Based on our
interview sessions, our approach was to construct themes that captures important perceptions
and experiences with Laina and their running behavior. For each single interview, we coded
pieces of texts (e.g., quotes) which relate to a part of the phenomenon and clustered these
in different themes. The three emerging themes with subthemes are presented in Table 12.
The focus of the analysis was on understanding the perception of the physicalizations and
level of shape change control, as well as how the slow feedback mechanism was perceived
and eventually impacted the experience.
Table 12: Themes emerging during the debriefing interview analysis
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12.6.3.1 Data Physicalization and its Shape Changes
Indirect Interaction.

All participants indicated they started running in different routes than normally, challenging
Laina to change shapes to different sides, or even outside the center “I consciously took
different routes than I normally do. Normally I always run the same rounds” – P1. Although they
all identified their running routes in Laina’s physicalization, they were uncertain what the
length of the pins represented exactly. However, in their daily loggings they all linked it
to effort on specific points of the run (e.g., speed or heartrate). P2 mentioned to remember
this by watching Laina: “Without Laina I would not have noticed it, but it is because I have been
observing the feedback much closer, that I realized that I run faster when I see other people”.
At some point all participants indicated that it was hard to recognize their individual runs,
as the runs were stacked on top of each other, especially when parts of different running
routes overlapped. The lack of new physical feedback (in forms of new pins) even sparked
feelings of guilt in P3, despite having a regular running routine, and having the pins pushed
out further: “Because I didn’t really receive new visual feedback, I have the feeling I didn’t do
anything for a long time”.
However, the fact of being able to indirectly control the shape change of Laina also triggered
anticipation right before going for a new run: “Right before I go, I’m wondering what I can do to
make a new pattern and I’m really anticipating how the eventual feedback will look like.” – P3. P2
even considered of going for another run the same day, to also include a specific pin that is
in reach: “I was thinking, well I could go for another round to try and push that pin out too”. This
was also the case for P1, who had a strong urge to push out pins beyond the center of Laina,
triggering anticipation: “I just wanted the pins outside the center to also come out.”
Direct Interaction.

P1 and P3 did not determine beforehand when they would push back the pins of Laina,
while P2 immediately decided to make it a weekly effort: “I really try to run three times a
week, and I’m not sure if I’m able to really run more than three different routes in one month, so
that would mean I have a lot of double routes”. The other participants first wanted to wait and
see what happens, while also appreciating that it showed the mutual effort of the different
runs, which increased feelings of pride on their accomplishment: “At the end I thought like:
wow look at all those pins that came out, look at what I have accomplished ” – P3. Similar to P2,
P1 and P3 eventually systematically stacked effort weekly: “What I would do next, I think, is
let the running routes stack on top of each other. Then I would be able to see how my week looked like.
Or specifically with a special running session” – P1.
All participants felt they had a ‘clean slate’ after pushing back all the pins. P1 explains: “By
pushing it in you start with a clean slate again”. Both P1 and P3 explained to regret not doing
that earlier, because it made it easier to compare how the shape exactly changed: “I should
have done it before, so I would have been able to more easily see the different patterns”. Although,
the individual routes became less visible, the tradeoff might have been a desire to push out
more pins by two of the participants.
By pushing back the pins, two participants explained that this raised their curiosity again:
“Because you start from a clean slate again, you regain curiosity again … I was wondering what
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would happen this time.” – P1. This direct control was valued: “I valued the possibility of pushing
the pins … there is a certain freedom in choosing to remove a part, or everything. But there are more
variables this way”. This was also appreciated by P3, who indicated she would probably not
remove pins that took more effort: “I would not push the pins back that are all the way at the top,
I would probably keep those.”
Physical Data.

The fact that Laina gave physical feedback was considered as one of the most appreciated
elements by all the participants. “You can also actually touch something (talking about pushing
back the pins), so you feel more connected to it.” – P1. The presence in their domestic environment
increased feelings of pride: “I’m proud because I’m doing well, and Laina made that very visible,
because it is not digital ” – P3. This physical feedback also removed a concrete understanding
of the actual performance but added a sense of ambiguity to the feedback: “Because you don’t
see your concrete pace or distance. Normally I’m quite critical towards myself, thinking I was slow for
example. And with this (Laina), you don’t feel like that but you see that you did something, and that
is enough.” – P3. This was the same for P2, who experienced that she actually changed her
negative feelings to positive feelings: “The run didn’t go well and I was really done with it but
then there was still a lot happening with this (Laina). And although it wasn’t my best performance,
I realized it wasn’t that bad because I did go running, and I actually went exercising today, so
instead of being bummed all day, I felt good about it”. Although Laina represented physical
running data, all participants indicated to consider Laina as a part of their furniture: “At
some point it was just considered as one of our pieces of furniture.” – P1
12.6.3.2 Slow Feedback Mechanism

Initially, all participants expected the feedback to be fast and instant: “I expected it would
come immediately after running but the feedback came in phases” - P3. This was confusing for P1,
who ran 11 times during the 3 weeks field study. She thus was not aware of the intentional
slow feedback given, since many pins overlapped in time: “I really noticed that my previous
run wasn’t visualized fully and then suddenly the next already arrived”. She therefore felt Laina
was too slow in giving feedback: “I think it would have been nicer if the feedback was presented
faster. If you go for a run, that it for example would start an hour after and then it should be finished
soon.”. She did however indicate this had to do with her intensive running schedule. She
did feel the feedback was complementary to the running technologies she uses: “After every
training I analyze it with Garmin. But this Saturday I was like; ‘Nice an additional pattern on
Laina”.
The feedback was experienced differently by P2 and P3, who valued the slow and delayed
timing. Because the feedback would come in ‘phases’, they were more often reminded of
their previous effort and it felt rewarding: “Because it was presented in different phases, you are
reminded of your achievements more often, and that makes me proud. Because in a sense, I pushed
out those pins. I could also not go, and then nothing would have happened.” – P3. For P2 this was
the aspect she valued the most about Laina: “I really like that it comes during the day. It would
be a pity if it would come at once. ... Then you would be done with it immediately. While I really
noticed that I was reminded of my run, and sometimes I just went and checked whether something
has happened. If it comes at once, you glance at it and that’s it. You then won’t further explore it.
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At least I wouldn’t.” – P2. This delayed feedback also allowed for a deeper reflection on their
previous running route: “And then I was thinking like: Oh yes that was that part on the route!
And this was here. And then you start to think about your running session again.” – P3, and a
prolonged rewarding feeling “I look back at Laina, and then I think, yes that was fun and a good
achievement, it acts as a reminder” – P3.
12.6.3.3 Sound

Laina in its current form is using stepping motors to change the position of the linear
actuator to move an individual pin. The motors sound caused some frustration to P1 and
also her family members: “During dinner it made quite some noise.” “It was quite annoying
when we were watching TV.” Contrary to this, both P2 and P3 expressed they felt happy and
reminded of the previous run every time they heard Laina making a sound, and explained
it functioned more as a notification that a new physical feedback arrived: “The fact that it
reminds you, because you went for a run, and I don’t really like to go for a run, but afterwards you
always feel great. And every time I heard a little sound, the feeling I normally get afterwards from
running, came back to me. … and this combination with the sound triggered me to go look at the
prototype more often.” – P2.
Because of the sound, Laina triggered social interactions within the household of P1. This
happened when she was not home herself, but her partner was: “When I came home, I was
always curious, especially when my partner notified me that during the day the shape had changed”.

12.7

Discussion

In this paper, we explored the experience of a shape-changing interface as slow exercise
feedback in the domain of recreational running. We intended to unveil dynamic data
physicalizations and their potential to support novel human-computer interactions, where
the aesthetics of interaction supports new ways of understanding and making sense of
personal data. We thus extend the design space of exercise-related products and services,
which currently follows on the market a rather standardized approach in form and feedback.
To learn about how data is felt and interpreted beyond a screen-based device giving quantified
feedback, we designed Laina, a shape-changing art piece relying on data physicalization and
acting as a slow feedback mechanism.
Designing for a slow feedback mechanism in the context of running is a challenging
endeavor, which we addressed in two ways. First, by involving design professionals (N = 23)
we reflected on how the concept of a slow feedback mechanism in the context of running
could materialize in a design artifact, using the Interaction Vocabulary [11]. Second, by
embedding and materializing these interaction attributes in the design of an interactive art
piece, we gained insights into the effect of dynamic data physicalizations and slow feedback
mechanisms on exercising.
Thanks to our robust prototype Laina, we have been able to deploy medium term in-situ
user tests. We thus undertook one of the challenges of evaluating shape-changing interfaces,
which devices are often too “ fragile, hard to replicate, and not suitably robust for long term use”
[1, p.5]. As mentioned by Alexander et al., in-situ evaluations of shape-change in real-life
are needed and will help to understand the match between tasks and interfaces, as well as
the essential dimension of appropriation of shape-changing artifacts [1]. Our user study
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hence enabled us to assess the suitability of a shape-changing interface as slow exercise
feedback through an in-depth examination of the participants experience and brought a
holistic view and rich insights on these experiences.

12.7.1 Reflection-in-action and Reflection-on-action

Laina did both stimulate reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action, encouraging
anticipation and exploration. In our study, anticipation took place when the participants were
preparing to go for the next run, but also when they examined the art-piece and tried to run
new routes to create new shapes. Regarding reflection-in-action [51], they also indicated to
think about affecting the art-piece during a running session. Although recreational runners
often reflect on what route they will take beforehand, using Laina conferred a different
intention to this thought (i.e. to influence the shape). The participants even mentioned being
“challenged” by the art piece. Reflection-on-action consists of reflecting retrospectively,
after a running session, on how the run affected the physical visualization. However, the
results show that Laina also offered a sense of ambiguity in the feedback, raising curiosity to
explore new routes, and anticipation of their impact. The benefit of incorporating ambiguity
in exercise feedback is illustrated in previous work [5, 12, 36]: it leaves people a necessary
space to interpret situations for themselves and “encourages them to start grappling conceptually
with systems and their contexts, and thus to establish deeper and more personal relations with the
meanings offered by those systems.” [15].

12.7.2 Physical Feedback

Laina was placed at a prominent spot in the participants’ living room during the user tests.
As opposed to running applications, tangible artifacts can be incorporated in the physical
environment and users’ daily routines [2, 14, 16, 62]. The participants indicated that Laina
was quickly considered as a piece of furniture. While they admitted to rarely look at their
running data on their tracking apps, Laina’s physical presence triggered more moments
to remind oneself of previous runs. This especially happened when a running session was
different from the previous ones (if still visible). The smooth incorporation into people’s
physical environment is expected to compensate for the natural decrease in novelty and
stimulation feelings as documented in user experience theories [23]. Thanks to its tangible
presence in the living room, Laina can become a permanent reminder, that will not trigger
vivid feelings of curiosity but will become a companion reminding of one’s exercising
endeavor.
Being able to physically engage with Laina (touching the feedback), participants felt more
connected to their data. They also noted that a physical interface showing their approximate
run removed a sense of judgement on how the running session went, but emphasized being
responsible for pushing out the pins, prolonging a sense of pride. “Because in a sense, I pushed
out those pins. I could also not go, and then nothing would have happened.” P3. Participants
valued the ability to physically stack individual runs too, showing a cumulative effort, to
reset when desired or keeping specific pins representing an effort. In some cases, the physical
presence of pins thus triggers how one felt, at a specific time during a run, highlighting a
new perspective to data reflection. As opposed to digital interfaces, this bodily engagement
thus encouraged connectedness, pride and reflection.
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12.7.3 Indirect Interaction

Since the shape-changes in Laina were not one-to-one representations of the actual
route, the visualization was perceived as more implicit and ambiguous. This raised mixed
emotions among the participants, and P1 expressed feelings of confusion, yet accompanied
by curiosity. A solution could be to increase the number of pins that physicalize the running
route for a more targeted translation of the data. However, this ambiguity was also valued
by some participants, as it facilitated a shift from the actual performance to the fact of just
“going for a run”. The ambiguity also triggered participants to get the pins on the outer
side of the interface to be pushed out, and to challenged Laina in different ways: first by
intensifying efforts, then by increasing the distance and finally by running in different zones
in the city. This indirect interaction was designed intentionally to understand its effects and
to initiate a dialog between the artifact and the user: the participants had to explore multiple
running routes and level of efforts to get an idea on how this might dynamically affect the
physicalization. This is typically not supported by static data physicalization artifacts, which
communicate the information in a unidirectional way. Shape-changing interfaces there have
the key advantage of being able to acquire new forms, which in themselves can carry new
meanings [8]. This form of indirect interaction is a challenging endeavor since: “Inferring
user’s actions and intentions is generally not a straightforward matter.” [42, p.206], but enables
a sense of magic to it allowing both the user and the product to transform. We therefore
intended running sessions to be a negotiation between what the user wants and what Laina
conveys.

12.7.4 Direct Interaction

Rasmussen et al. state that the transparency of the interaction and the control offered to the
user is often neglected when deploying shape-changing interfaces [42]. Although the user is
offered control over the shape change, it still might be unclear to the user what can and will
happen if they interact with the object. This was also mentioned by our participants during
the debriefing interviews, expressing regrets about not having directly interacted with Laina
earlier. We choose to balance usability and discovery, by providing some basic information
to the user while still keeping a sense of openness and exploration opportunities. The
temporality of the interaction plays an important role, as the user learns and adapts to the
product over time. This was also the case for Laina, where over three weeks, the participants
started to expect some specific shapes to appear when going for a specific running route and
indicated to have learned from the interaction.

12.7.5 Complementary to other Feedback Mechanisms

Through our field studies, we realized that Laina acted complementary to current feedback
schemes. Indeed, the status-quo on exercising feedback is rather instant after the training
or even in-the-moment [17]. This enables people to reflect upon their exercise activity
immediately after, or during the session. Laina offers the possibility of a longer reflection
timespan. Since the feedback is presented slowly, our participants reflected on how the
routes were represented in the art piece but were also reminded of their accomplishments
with pride. The power of this reminding element is in line with the concept of Activity
Sculptures, where delayed feedback was considered as an additional reward mechanism [56].
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Shape-changing interfaces better support these forms of feedback mechanisms. Thanks to
their dynamism, they allow to overcome the sustainability and feasibility challenges posed
by static data physicalizations [8]. Combined with existing exercise-related technologies,
shape-changing artifacts have the potential to support exercise feedback. Overall,
interventions using complementary touchpoints might be more effective to address the
challenges of behavior change for physical activity.

12.8

Limitations

12.9

Conclusion

Our study entails several limitations. In Laina, we deformed running route data to translate
it into a data physicalization artefact. The physicalization on Laina however might still be
considered as a ‘de-quantified conversion’ of the visualization presented on the running
application. The use of qualitative interfaces, where a phenomenon is represented as closely
related to the actual behavior [29], might open up even more opportunities for people to
explore and reflect based on the level of ‘directness of connection’ proposed by Lockton et
al. [29].
While our prototype was robust enough for an in-situ deployment, one can admit that the
material used for Laina does not entail complex mechanical properties. Laina only relies
on an “orientation” deformation type and does not suffer risks related to reversibility (i.e.
the capacity of the material to fully recover from the shape memory transitions without
considerable decay). The field of soft mechanics, referring to shape-changing materials and
their composites, has many more challenges to overcome to generate physical transformation
via transition through different memory and elasticity states [8]. New developments in this
domain would thus bring even more exciting opportunities for interaction design and data
physicalization.
In our study, we choose to investigate the experience of the interaction with Laina through
an in-depth user study involving three participants during a 3-week deployment period.
While this could be seen as a limitation in some disciplines, small sample sizes is not
uncommon in design studies [27, 59], with a focus on in-depth examination of personal
experience and meaning-making activities case-by-case [53]. In a domain where humancomputer interactions are largely unexplored, we therefore do not aim to overgeneralize our
results. Besides learning through making, by taking a research-through-design approach
[65] we aimed at presenting a detailed examination of user experiences and at providing indepth insights rather than focusing on the incidence of a specific observation. Future studies
using complementary approaches to the investigation of users’ experiences are of course
needed. It is through the triangulation of perspectives that the community will grow and
realize the promise of maximizing the benefits of data physicalization and shape-changing
interfaces in promising application domain such as health, public spaces, robotic and many
more.
In this paper, we explored how dynamic data physicalizations can open up the design space
of outdoor exercise feedback and inform how to design for a slow feedback mechanism
in the running context. Following examples of data physicalization in the context of
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physical activity, we designed Laina, a shape-changing art piece acting as a slow feedback
mechanism for recreational runners. We deployed Laina at 3 participant’s home, during a
series of 3-weeks field studies, exploring how data physicalizations might support exercise
feedback. In our study this dynamic feedback allowed for longer reflection, anticipation
and exploration of running behavior. Based on the insights collected during the making
process and user study, we discussed the opportunities presented by data physicalizations to
complement existing running technologies. In this paper, we intended to unveil the promise
of dynamic data physicalizations and their potential to support novel human-computer
interactions, where the aesthetics of interaction supports new ways of understanding and
making sense of personal data. Both the design and study of Laina contribute to extending
the design space of outdoor exercise-related products and services.
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In Part 4: Designing, we gained
empirical insights through the design
of research artifacts (Chapter 8-12). In
these artifacts, the focus is on positively
influencing the interplay of expected
benefits and barriers of exercising
and how these can be exemplified
through design, related to the design
opportunities of the Runner’s Journey,
presented in Part 3: Synthesizing.
In the following part, Part 5: Reflecting,
we will further reflect on overarching
insights extracted from this work.
We will first synthesize the insights
of the presented studies throughout
the doctoral thesis. Second, we will
reflect on the design implications and
finally, we will provide limitations and
perspectives for future work.
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Within this doctoral thesis we aimed at addressing the following research questions:
‘How can design investigate and influence the barriers women experience as part of the
exercise intention-behavior gap?’
Sub questions:

a. What are the main barriers and enablers experienced by women, that influence the
exercise intention-behavior gap?
b. How can we design for lowering the exercise intention-behavior gap, while gaining
in-situ knowledge on barriers and enablers?

In the following sections we will first synthesize the insights of the presented studies.
Second, we will reflect on the design implications and finally, we will provide limitations
and perspectives for future work.

13.1

Synthesis of the Studies

13.1.1 Nature and Scope of the Exercise Intention-Behavior Gap

In Part 2: Understanding we addressed the first sub research question and investigated (i)
different elements of the intention-behavior gap among women, and (ii) how barriers and
enablers to exercise are experienced. First, we explored the nature and scope of the gap
as perceived by recreational runners (Chapter 3), we investigated potential reasons to quit
running. We used an online questionnaire to investigate the relation between reasons to
quit running and different variables as gender, age, running habits, and attitudes, interests,
and opinions (AIOs) on running. Results showed significant differences in reasons to quit
running. We found significant differences related to gender in social reasons to quit running,
and age related to individual reasons to quit running. However, running characteristics
(e.g., running experience, context, frequency, running AIOs) also influence one’s perceived
reasons to quit running.

13.1.2 In-Context Barriers & Enablers

To investigate barriers and enablers in terms of context and time, we conducted a 7-day
diary study (Chapter 4). Participants indicated what their exercise intentions and behavior
were per day, and whether and why they changed retrospectively during the day. Through
the diary study, we gained insights into (i) the intention-behavior interplay, and (ii) the
experienced barriers and enablers that influence this interplay throughout the day.
Supplementary to previous studies indicating a list of barriers and enablers, we gained new
insights in what types of barriers and enablers were experienced on different types of days.
To further investigate how barriers are perceived and explore if these lead to skipping a
running session (possibly leading to drop-out in the longer end) or whether these barriers
are easy to overcome, we conducted a survey among participants of a popular women-only
recreational running event (Chapter 6). The goal was not only to see which barriers affect
recreational runners most, but to put these barriers in perspective. Results of this study
suggests that when someone experiences a barrier, it does not automatically result in one
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cancelling the running session. For example, when lack of social support is experienced
(e.g., cancellation of running partner), other enablers (e.g., anticipation of positive feelings
afterwards) can still outweigh the barriers, resulting in someone still going for a run, as
intended.
To gain in-depth insights into the mechanisms behind barriers and enablers and the
underlying emotions, we conducted a journey mapping activity (Chapter 6). To structure
the activity, we provided participants with a journey mapping board along with tokens
representing daily and running-related actions on pictograms. By using the probing board,
it was possible to easily compare the outcomes of the journey maps among the participants.
Additionally, we deployed an empathy probe at a women-only running event to investigate
motivational strategies among novice runners (Chapter 5).

13.1.3 Design Opportunities & Exemplars

Based on the results of Part 2: Understanding, we gained insights into the decision-making
mechanisms behind barriers and enablers related to exercising and the underlying emotions.
Synthesizing these findings in Part 3: Synthesizing, we propose the Runner’s Journey model.
In this model, we highlight six design opportunities for exercise motivation and explain how
theories in design and psychology can help address these. By using a mixed-method approach,
we aim at a holistic understanding of the intention-behavior gap, and the experienced
barriers and enablers before and after exercising (Chapter 7). Through a Research-throughDesign process presented in Part 4: Designing, we address the second sub research question
and gain empirical insights through the design of research artifacts (Chapter 8-12). In these
artifacts, the focus is on positively influencing the interplay of expected benefits and barriers
of exercising and how these can be exemplified through design. In the following section, we
will further reflect on overarching insights extracted from this work.

13.2

Reflections and Implications for Design

13.2.1 Broader Perspective towards Running in Everyday Life

Previous design research related to sports and exercise mainly focuses on the exercise session
itself (e.g., in [10, 17, 20]). This offers a limited perspective on the motivational challenges
experienced prior to or after exercising. The results of our studies suggest that a broader
perspective towards running in everyday life rituals is needed, since the phases prior to and
after the run influence the run itself. Designers targeting lowering barriers to exercise should
thus include these phases as well, and help guiding people to overcome these motivational
challenges going beyond the exercise session.
We identified that failing to overcome a barrier at one moment does not mean that people
fail to overcome this barrier at a different moment or in a different context. Our research
showed the complexity of these contextual and temporal dynamics. By conducting a diary
study, we divide intention and exercise behavior into quadrants, creating four different types
of (non-) exercise days (e.g., ‘Exercise Day’, ‘Non-Exercise Day’, ‘I Didn’t Go Day’, and
‘Went Spontaneously Day’). Although more barriers were perceived on unsuccessful exercise
days, barriers were still encountered on exercise days. In the Runner’s Journey, we therefore
highlight concrete pain points related to these barriers experienced on unsuccessful days,
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which in turn provided actionable design opportunities to support people in turning their
exercise intentions into action.
In the presented design artifacts, we focused on a specific design opportunity highlighted in
the Runner’s Journey, but these were often already situated in a specific timeframe. Although
we did start to integrate a broader perspective and focus on these different phases of the
Runner’s Journey, one of the main challenges we encountered during designing, was to
define the opportune ‘nudging’ moment. Our findings in Chapters 8-10, show how hard it
is to predict when it is the ‘right moment’ to send a reminder, trigger friction or to engage in
a conversation with the users. This depends on individual preferences and contextual factors.
Different implementation strategies might be adopted to cope with this problem, from a
basic self-report of preferences to the use of contextual data to determine the opportune
timing or even the use of artificial intelligence using computational models to sense and
adapt in real-time to users’ emotions and needs.

13.2.2 Methodology

The work carried out in this thesis started with an interdisciplinary anchor in social and
sports sciences, moving towards a Research-through-Design approach presented through
design exemplars. First, to gain a better understanding of the intention-behavior gap,
and how barriers to exercise are experienced, we used a mixed method approach of both
qualitative and quantitative studies. We started with more quantitative insights gathered
from large surveys, and then focused on methods revealing much more individual and
subjective insights about people’s experiences. This way, we gather knowledge piece by piece,
uncovering different elements of the phenomenon, but also utilizing the benefits of each
individual method [3].
Second, we triangulated the gathered data, adding both depth and breadth to understanding
the topic [15], to formulate empirical findings and design opportunities for the design of
new technology through the journey mapping method.
Third, at the heart of our methodological approach lies Research-through-Design, building
on the insights of our Runner’s Journey. In this approach described by Zimmerman [21],
design knowledge resides in the product, which reflects a specific framing of the problem.
We provided a series of design exemplars, embodying our ideas and insights gathered in
the first part of the doctoral thesis (Chapters 3-6). We derived opportunities for design to
“intervene” and designed individual artefacts and prototypes that people lived with through
for a certain period of time, enabling a more phenomenological experience. Each design
case proposes a concrete problem framing with a series of artifacts, produced in a researchthrough-design process including several iterations. Eventually the artifacts were situated
in the world, to discover unanticipated effects of the design and its context of use, and to
further gather insights on barriers and enablers to exercise, in situ. Our design exemplars
do not aim to illustrate the ‘only’ solutions to the problem. They rather aim to invite the
community to implement and consolidate recent design approaches and other motivational
strategies when designing to lower barriers to exercise. If transferred from Academia to
Industry, aesthetics of friction, qualitative interfaces, or data physicalization for instance,
have the potential to offer an innovative perspective to a rather saturated market.
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13.2.3 Design Cases and Approach

In this thesis we focused on designing to overcome the intention-behavior gap and
proposed five design artefacts corresponding to the opportunities presented in the Runner’s
Journey. Within our design artifacts, we adopted a Research-through-Design approach
[21]. Besides learning through making, we aimed at presenting a detailed examination of
user experiences and at providing in-depth insights rather than focusing on the incidence
of a specific observation. When we relate this to the Transtheoretical Model (TTM) of
Behavior Change [16], three of our design cases are situated in the moment of decisionmaking process stimulating the user to go from preparation to action while implementing
Behavior Change Techniques (BCTs). When the decision-making moment is near, Raya
prompts self-talk, while Grace implements social support [1]. Our other two design cases,
Laina and Asynja, are more focused on providing feedback on performance and contingent
rewards, after a previous session [1]. Through this the experiences of the sessions are being
recalled and the timeline of the journey is stretched, with the aim to positively affect the
preparation stage again, or preventing relapse to a lower stage in the TTM.
Even though we recognize the intention-behavior gap is a small part of the bigger picture
of sustainable behavior change, we do see potential in the implemented design approaches.
As compared to the public health domain, we were not driven by the implementation of
multiple Behavior Change Techniques (BCTs) within a single artefact. Using the taxonomy
of Abraham and Michie (2008), many studies in the public health domain tend to examine
the amount of integrated BCT’s in a design or service [1], to understand its effectiveness.
Although they acknowledge that the absolute number of BCTs integrated in a design
might not be conclusive, Lyons et al. (2014) highlight for instance the Jawbone Up24 as
the “most impressive wearable in terms of integrating the number of and relevant BCTs” [13].
In our opinion, designing for behavior change is not about integrating the biggest number
of BCT’s or simply relying on including the best one without further consideration for the
implementation. Designing is about integrating and thoroughly understanding the specific
practice or aesthetic of a design in relation to a BCT. We therefore adopted a different
approach in this doctoral thesis, where the focus is on integrating a few BCTs, or even only
one, but finetuning and situating this in-depth in the design artefact.
13.2.3.1 Qualitative Interfaces

Deliberately positioning this work in opposition to the widespread use of performance and
competition as motivational strategies, we question the current tailoring of motivational
design to address the needs of a specific target group and notably amongst women. By
embedding qualitative interfaces [12] within our design cases, we changed the interaction
dynamics with the products: instead of interpreting descriptive statistics about their
performance, we asked people to share their exercise intentions through a dialogue (Raya),
to create an art piece by going for a run (Laina), or by triggering exercise-related memories
using scents (Asynja). Through this, participants indicated to have a shift in focus, where it
was not important ‘how’ the exercise went but it was about actually going for an exercise.
Furthermore, we facilitated ‘a preferred state’ [21] by for example promoting goal-setting
and self-talk (Raya), or by providing rewards and follow-up prompts (Laina) [1]. This shows
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the importance of context-related technology that triggers a direct link between the targeted
behavior and the feedback representation.
Additionally, the artefacts we designed were often in the form of tangible objects easily
integrating in the domestic environment. These objects already have a certain function (e.g.,
clothing hanger, scent diffuser, art piece), but do not inherently embody a proposal for an
alternative way of being. However, by adding unusual functionality (e.g., dropping clothes,
exercise related scents, shape-changing interface), it changes the traditional meaning of
these objects. Using these ‘ordinary’ objects is a conscious choice made to deepen the
reflectiveness or highlight the friction in the decision-making process, being aware one
always has a choice to either go or not go exercising. We believe adopting this type of
design approach shows a promising and different direction towards a more qualitative way
in supporting women with exercising.
This approach however also has downsides. By using a qualitative approach in portraying
data, rather than a quantitative interface, the information displayed loses a sense of
granularity and detail, adding a sense of ambiguity. Further work can explore the effect of
that ambiguity on the user experience.

Figure 54: Overview of feedback modalities of running technology including own design cases

13.2.3.2 Multi-sensorial Design

We designed artifacts acting as propositional objects in which we explored different types
of drives, such as social support, but also explored modalities to display data in a qualitative
matter [12]. One gap highlighted in the introduction, was the use of feedback modalities in
exercise motivation systems which were rather twofold: audio and/or visual [9]. In Figure
54, we updated the visual presented in the Introduction, by including our design cases. Since
the main modality of most of the design cases was not visual or audio, it is apparent that our
design cases are placed in the categories ‘Tangible’, ‘Visual’ and ‘Smell’.
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In our design cases, lifelike attributes contributed to trigger an emotional effect and to
create a sense of attachment to the product: a heartbeat and warmth for the sports’ buddy
Raya or the slow shrinking of Meria, the friction-inducing clothes hanger. According to
participants, the tangible characteristics were key to create that bond. These findings are
consistent with previous research where tangible objects were provoking a better experience
as compared to screen-based interaction only [14]. Additionally, as opposed to running
applications, tangible artifacts can be incorporated in the physical environment and users’
daily routines [4, 7, 8, 19]. The participants indicated for example that Laina, the shapechanging art piece, was quickly considered as ‘a piece of furniture’. While they admitted to
rarely look at their running data on their tracking apps, Laina’s physical presence triggered
more moments to remind oneself of previous runs. The smooth incorporation into people’s
physical environment is expected to compensate for the natural decrease in novelty and
stimulation feelings as documented in user experience theories [11]. Thanks to their tangible
presence in the living room, we believe our design cases can become permanent reminders,
that will not trigger vivid feelings of curiosity but will become sustainable companions
reminding of one’s exercising endeavor.
Each of the sensorial objects we designed was aimed at addressing a specific problem. In
our research process, designing many artifacts allowed us to construct new insights on our
research problem, and to stimulate conversation in the community on how to approach it.
The next step would be to situate these artifacts amongst each other: “in a constellation of
other research artifacts that take on similar framings or use radically different framings to address
the same problem” [21, p498], to increase our understanding of how to solve underlying
challenges around the exercise intention-behavior gap.
13.2.3.3 Aesthetics of Interaction

The design opportunities as presented in the Runner’s Journey provided a clear, well-scoped
focus on design challenges. Their implementation is however not so straightforward. For
instance, how does a desired type of feedback materialize in a design artefact within the
specific context of exercising? To approach this, we engaged in iterative form and material
explorations: one can speculate about an idea, but it comes to life through the act of
designing. Every facet of the interaction influences how the design is experienced: from the
first impression, the way the material feels, how the electronics interferes, to the interaction
with the design.
In some of the design cases, we also involved perspectives from other designers, to challenge
our assumptions and gain enriched insights. We therefore integrated the Interaction
Vocabulary as a tool within our design process [6], to involve a strong consideration for
the aesthetics of interaction. While this tool might appear as simplistic to acknowledge
the complexity of the aesthetics of interaction, it allows to simplify a reality and to collect
insights in a structured manner, as aesthetical qualities are typically hard to express to other
designers [6]. This approach should be considered as a support for designers, not the act
of designing itself, and aids the conversation and discussions among designers. We then
embedded and materialized these attributes within the design artifact (e.g., Laina, Grace),
to eventually gain insights in the effect of the feedback on exercise motivation.
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13.2.4 Designing for Women

Although making a clear separation between gender is common in the field of sports,
public health and psychology, this is approached differently in the field of HCI and design
research. As the publications presented in this thesis were published in venues related to
different disciplines it triggered a personal reflection on the role of gender in the design of
interactive systems and understanding of people’s experiences with them. At the start of
this PhD trajectory, I did not realize that designing for women in the context of exercising
is a challenging undertaking. The lesson I learned is that by intentionally including one
gender, one unintentionally runs the risks to exclude all other genders. Reflecting upon
this after four years of design research, I still do not consider myself an expert on how to
approach this matter in the best possible way and am still learning while doing so. However,
I started my PhD with the understanding that in the fields of sports and exercising, the
status quo is to design for the “neutral” user, and when specifically targeting women there
is this awkward and reductionist strategy of “pink it and shrink it” [18]. One should yet
acknowledge, there is no such thing as a neutral user. As Hansen (2020) states: “we have an
obligation as researchers to stop implicitly assuming that in design of technology there is such a thing
as a neutral user—because when researchers do this, the assumed users often hold the unmarked
position of an able-bodied cis-male from the middle class in the Western parts of the Global North.”
[Hansen in, 2, p7].
By designing for a specific user in mind, I came to realize that it is not about “being a woman
by sex” but more about “who identifies as a woman” or who fulfils the cultural roles (and
experiences the underlying barriers) traditionally assigned to women. I consequently also
reflected on the fact that the present research work might have at times also unintentionally
conveyed a “cliché” idea of women. For instance, a vision on women being less motivated,
less confident or encountering more barriers. This obviously has not been an objective of
this work, and of course does not generalize to all. What I was interested in is a portion of
women who experience certain types of barriers, wondering how to investigate and address
this issue through design by using different types of motivational strategies, above all going
beyond the ‘pink and shrink’ stereotype. These designs can in turn also motivate people who
identify to a different gender. However, I believe that by taking a different and feminist
approach [5], we are able to break tradition to design “neutrally” (e.g., not being neutral at
all). Although I am grateful to continue to learn from this formative experience as a design
researcher, I also realize this is part of a way wider debate which cannot take place in this
thesis, but it is beneficial for the community to engage in [2].

13.3

Limitations

The work presented has several limitations. Each research study includes a limitation section
describing the very specific points pertaining to each paper. We reflect here on the more
generic limitations that are transversal to this doctoral work, often relating to our research
approach, the “broad rather than in-depth” perspective we choose to adopt and the sampling
strategy.
The scope of our design studies has been generally limited in terms of field deployment,
both with regards to sample size and to temporality. The design cases were thus not
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always tested in-situ, over a long period of time, or tested for commercial purposes. Some
studies (e.g., Laina) have a higher ecological validity and a longer deployment period, yet
still limited to the fact of having only one artefact at our disposal (which required a long
sequential deployment, one participant at a time). As a main criticism, one could claim that
this limitation affected our ability to collect insights on motivation and long-term behavior
change or whether the artefacts are desired for long term usage. The main intention of this
thesis, however, was not to primarily measure behavior change on the long run, but to gain
a better understanding on how this affected their exercise intentions and barriers to exercise.
This limitation is common in Research-through-Design practices. However, the validity
focus should not be on focusing to disprove a null hypothesis or performance increasement,
but on how the work is relevant: “This constitutes a shift from what is true (the focus of behavioral
scientists) to what is real (the focus of anthropologists)” [21, p499]. In future work, we aim to refine
the design concepts and conduct longitudinal field studies over several weeks, featuring insitu interactions, to also assess the design concepts and investigate how running behavior is
affected on long term. Furthermore, by using different methods in the understanding part,
we went for a broad level of analysis of grasping the problem, instead of a deep qualitative
understanding. This however, enabled us to gain first insights in pain points which were
translated in design opportunities. A deep level of analysis would provide even more of these
pain points, and would further help us to understand the different contextual and temporal
aspects at play.
As part of our sampling strategy for two of our studies, we selected participants in running
events. Yet these participants might not be representative of all runners experiencing
motivational loss: first by presumably representing only one gender identity on the gender
spectrum, second because they had a clear goal setting to participate in a running event
and achieved their objective, and third because these running events might already attract
a selected group of people. Our participants nevertheless experienced barriers prior to
their running sessions, which sometimes hindered them from going for their run, but
also perceived reasons to quit running. If these barriers and reasons to quit running are
experienced within this group of runners, we can assume an even stronger experience of
barriers and doubts among runners without clear goal setting strategies. Relying solely on
retrospective self-reported data is another limitation of the present studies, which do not
inform on participants’ actual running adherence.
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CHAPTER 14
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
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In this doctoral thesis we presented how to design for lowering barriers to exercise among
women. Informed by two survey studies (Chapter 3 and 6), we first gained an understanding
of the nature and scope of the intention-behavior gap among women. Empirical findings
gathered through a diary and interview probe studies (Chapter 4 and 5), gave insights into
factors related to time, context and emotion in the intention-behavior gap. Synthesizing
these findings, we proposed the Runner’s Journey (Chapter 7), highlighting six design
opportunities to lower barriers to exercise. Following a Research-through-Design process,
we proposed research artifacts (Chapters 8-12), of which the contribution is twofold. First,
artifacts which act as propositional objects that inspire new practice in the design field.
Second, the empirical findings derived from the user studies conducted with these artifacts,
feedback knowledge from the design studies into the existing body of knowledge on the
topic. Deliberately positioning this work in opposition to the widespread use of performance
as a motivational strategy, we question the current tailoring of motivational design to address
the needs of specific target groups and notably amongst women. In this thesis, we unveil the
promise of a more qualitative perspective within exercise motivation technology, and their
potential to support novel human-computer interactions. The presented insights can help
design researchers and practitioners when designing exercise motivation technology.
The present research work opened new perspectives for future work. The main ones relate
to a temporal understanding of the intention-behavior gap, ongoing design approaches,
(e.g., data physicalization, qualitative interfaces and aesthetics of friction) in the context of
exercise motivation, and how to transfer these concepts born in academia to industry.
When designing for lowering barriers to exercise, we want to highlight the added value
of a Research-through-Design approach. This approach allows for more engagement
with materiality and considerations of the aesthetics of the interaction. This goes beyond
making a product simply look ‘pretty’ or counting BCTs, but it is about designerly ways to
look at these products and their interactions, and complement existing multidisciplinary
approaches. Through this approach we gained in-depth insights in the user experience, but
also contributed to extending the design space of exercise-related products and services.
Finally, a doctoral thesis in industrial design also offers implications for practice. We presented
five research artifacts, embodying knowledge on how to design for the exercise intentionbehavior gap. By understanding and defining their value propositions and scalability, we
might be able to transfer these concepts born in academia to industry. Since the artifacts are
quite different in their appliance, searching for and partnering up with market leaders in
that specific industry, might lead to successful introduction and distribution of the product
to the target audience, which is expected to be a $50 billions sized market by 2025. Bridging
the industry-academia gap to create societal impact could thus be the future endeavor of
this work.
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SAMENVATTING
Meer en meer mensen hebben positieve intenties om fysiek actief te zijn. Dit zien we met
name in de toegenomen populariteit van recreatieve sporten zoals hardlopen. Ondanks deze
groeiende populariteit, blijft het voor veel mensen, en met name vrouwen, een grote uitdaging
om deze intenties om te zetten in sportgedrag. Dit wordt ook wel de intentie-gedrag kloof
genoemd. Deze kloof wordt beïnvloed door barrières en facilitators, die worden ervaren
tussen het maken van de intentie en de training sessie. Om dit te adresseren, is er een grote
groei van producten en diensten die mensen ondersteunt en motiveert om te gaan sporten.
De vraag is echter, of deze producten bijdragen aan het verlagen van barrières die vóór
de training sessie plaatsvinden. In dit proefschrift zullen we de volgende onderzoeksvraag
behandelen:
“Hoe kunnen we door middel van ontwerpen, barrières die worden ervaren door vrouwen
als onderdeel van de sport intentie-gedrag kloof, onderzoeken en beïnvloeden?”
In dit proefschrift focussen we op recreatieve sporten in het algemeen, maar vaak in de
hardloopcontext, aangezien dit een van de populairste en meest laagdrempelige sporten is.
In Part 1: Introduction, introduceren we de sport intentie-gedrag kloof onder vrouwen, en
presenteren we de doelen van het proefschrift. In Part 2: Understanding, proberen we de
intentie-gedrag kloof onder vrouwen te begrijpen. Door twee online vragenlijst studies,
krijgen we vat op de oorsprong en grootte van de kloof. Door middel van een dagboek
studie begrijpen we meer over de context en tijd, en twee interview probe studies geven
inzicht in de onderliggende emoties. De resultaten van deze studies suggereren dat een
breder perspectief nodig is richting hardlopen in het dagelijkse leven. De fases voor en na
het hardlopen hebben namelijk ook effect op de hardloopsessie.
Gebaseerd op de inzichten van Part 2, stellen we de Runner’s Journey voor in Part 3:
Synthesising, dit is een visuele representatie van de routines van een hardloper, die verschillende
fases met bijhorende acties, barrières, facilitators, gedachten en emoties uitlicht. In deze
representatie, focussen we op specifieke pijnpunten, waarop we zes ontwerp mogelijkheden
voor hardloop motivatie technologie voorstellen, gelinkt aan relevante ontwerptheorieën.
Binnen deze mogelijkheden ligt de focus op het positief stimuleren van facilitators of het
overkomen van barrières.
In Part 4: Designing worden vijf ontwerpen aan de hand van de ontwerp mogelijkheden
geïntroduceerd, en relateren deze aan theorieën uit de ontwerp en sociale- en sport
psychologie. Deze voorbeelden zijn onderzoek objecten, bedoeld om de mogelijkheden uit
te beelden, maar ook om nieuwe ideeën te inspireren.
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In Part 5: Reflecting, reflecteren we over hoe, door middel van interactie ontwerp onderzoek,
dit proefschrift bijdraagt om barrières rondom sporten bij vrouwen te verlagen. Door
dit werk opzettelijk tegenover de veelgebruikte motivatie strategie, kwantificeren van
prestaties, te positioneren, stellen wij vraagtekens bij de huidige afstemming van sport
motivatietechnologie. In dit proefschrift, onthullen wij de belofte van een meer kwalitatief
perspectief en hun potentieel om nieuwe mens-computerinteracties te ondersteunen. De
gepresenteerde inzichten kunnen ontwerp onderzoekers en ontwerpers helpen bij het
ontwerpen van sport motivatietechnologie. Steunend op een interdisciplinaire omkadering,
leidden de publicaties in dit proefschrift tot een reflectie over de rol van gender in het
ontwerp van interactieve systemen. Ten slotte presenteren we implicaties en perspectieven
voor verder werk.
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